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Hates of Advertising: One inch of space.
Bngtli of column, constitutes a “square.”
50 per square dairy first week; 75 cents per
w^ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after,
i Special Notices, one third additional.
£ Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Mainr Stat*
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

dly
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KINGSBURY

& JORDAN

Counsellors
83

at

MAINE.

KINGSBURY, JR.
LEONARD G.

»prl4eod3m

tion.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MANUFACTURER

H,

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

unified

JT WXV A AJXk.X'l

C. F.

JOBBERS,

JV,

myl9
*

Will
68

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Count-

Middle

AT

COUNSELLOE

FRESCO

NO. §4 1-2 MIDDLE WTR11ET,
(2nd door beiow Canal Bank,)

,,r respectfully

lias luild fnr

BK0Wn7

collections promptly attended to by E. A.
Constable and Bill Collector.

XJfiKjHTON,

80 MIDDLE ST.
dtt

my9

C.

KIMBALL, Boston.

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
Every thing used in the art of printing

to order.
furnished at

short notice, and

prices.

the

at

lowest

cash

fel3d6m

Engineers, Iron Fonnders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
MA2SUFACTDRER8

ffflHERE is to be a Supplementary Summer Term
.JL of six weeks, beginning Tuea<lay* June 16,
flN74. Usual rates of expenses charged per week.

Congress Street for Sale

with

a

contains a dozen rooms, gas and
lot is 30 feet front and 115 feet deej>—
passage way from Green Street. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

_dlw*
Sale in the Town of West-

For

45 Daalortli Street. Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., ViBitor.
O. L.
ilillings, Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

with line shade trees.

Carriage

ard's Patent Boiler.

power, built to order.
apH

Manufacturer,

PORTLAND,

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOE SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

1

am now

Largest

prepared

tt

OF

to offer the

—

Ever Exhibited in Maine,

and Paper Hanging.

—

Order (late
Hurting’8 Organ Manufactory,
Exchange and Federal Streets. All orders

AT

Portland,

or

Otis

comer

C.

to.

for Sale at

repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purposes; the location is very good lor purchasing
hides and bark, being located within a few rods of
the Canal and the Portland and Ogdens burg Railroad. The bark is ground by water power.
There
are about 20 acres ol land; the purchaser can have

AUSTIN.

C. S.

M. LANE.

Residence 154 Pearl Street.

feblidGm

J. MORRELL & CO.,

E.

determination to more than ever merit the
reputation so generally accorded me for building the
STANDARD CAHRIAGE, I have added uew and
With

a

uue acre to the whole.
There is no doubt that
town would >xem.pt the capital of the Tannery
some years from taxation.
A large portion of
purchase could remain on a mortgage.

improved

House and Mi ip Pointers and Grainers.
Office ill II Danforth St., Up Stairs.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken
in all parts ot the State.
E.J.JUUKRELL.
U. C. MORRELL.

my26dtt

facilities to my

iactory

L.

W.

In addition to my very large stock I shall continue
to make the Kimball Phaeton a *peeinlly.
Call and

examine

whether you want to

name

Me.

Jt17

tf

The Largest. an<l Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

CHARLES PEARCE,
Practical House A

experience, T am
\MfITR Twenty-six years Practical
¥?
prepared to do any and all kinds of Plumbing
Work on Houses or Skips, and can safely guarantee
Work First Class.

Charges moderate.

satisfaction.

JtFederal St., under E. 1. Hotel,
tf
xnal
PORTLAND, Jt IK.

being"convinced

ing.
Salesroom 253 Fore Nt., J. F. MERRILL.

may26dtf

ARTIST,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

of No. IO Crons Nt.
MAINE.

FOItTliANI),

316 CONGRESS STREET,

EUGENE,

G.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

and

Imported

Cigars

manufacturer of all Brands,

and

NO.

Domestic

Ju2

STHEET.

CONGRESS

360

M.K.

PORTLAND,

3in

9000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Wliarl in order to
make repairs.
Parties wishing to purchase large
or small lots will do well lo call
and gel our prices beiorc purchas-

ing.

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

PIPING.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
r

to

moles,wrinkles

all

imperfections

order.

^“IHslls-Geed

ot

ftlodrrntc
may 20

Aim It Please.

Prices.

J.

PAl'SON,

M.

PAVER AND CONTRACTOR,
EDGE-STONES SET,

PaviDg Materials furnished it desired.
at

Btreet

Commissioner’* Office

PORTLAND, MIC.

myll

3m*

Roofing Slate,

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, MK.
J.

B.

MATIXEW6.

S, G.

DORMAN.

d&w3ir

li

RICH

Thomas
61

Second hand Clothes Bought and Sold.

230

AND

Congress St.,

ROBERT

&

on

ap4dtf

—

JUDKINS,
K,«hn„(,

1*0 ItTMlMD,

cjitv building,

every

description

particular attention given

MIDDLE

Insurance

STREET.

placed

!

We have just opened

a

choice stock of

Desirable Risks

on

jelly,

whole

mechanically

a

chine; all its parts
take up lost motion,

and

E.

Adjusta-

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
a great
saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness oi
goods, from
Lace to Broad doth. The Hemrner attached will
hem any desired width lrnm one fourth t« t»« an.i *
tiiurth niches.
It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
hand, thereby making

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

eod7m

The most Accurate.
Ti e most Durable.
The mo t Convenient.
In every respect worthy of the most

Warehouses:

STREET, BOSTON,
EAIlf BANKS' BKOWN A CO.
ifII HrOJMiwny, flfrw York,
FAIRBANKS & CO.
Ju11
tawGw
ifilLK

Notice.
Communications lo Iho Cong
ALLClub
should be addressed to

Shore Boat

MOSE-j O’URION. President,
66 Clark St., Portland, Me.

a

full

—

AND

TEA

—

Toilet Ware.

Plain, Gold Band,
Purchasers

are

and Decorated.

invited to examine,
dim

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
sure

and

see

the

Detergent Compound
at

CITY_HALL.

I

(^“Superior facilities for placing large linos of
can tile

and

solicited.

Manufacturing Property. Surplus lines
Correspondence with insuring partie

promptly attended

Leaves no Stain after Use.
Try it once and yon will never be without it.
Price, 3.5 & 50 cents.
julld2w

GENERAL AGENTS FOR MAINE

Mole Agent for Portland,
mb27d3m
NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

FOB CIBCCLAB.

Jnlltf__

YARDS

YAK LACES !

to.

—

CP THE

Phaetons, Carryalls, Patent
LAMB,
Express Wagons,
Domestic Cigars Top and No Top Beach Wagons
Fire
the Concord
Business

—

And

—

for

MAINE.

Cuban Cigarette*. N punish
paper, war*
ra««(*-.i f|avnnj tobacco.
I will make the
Price* in the New England Stale*.
J«i
illm

MERCHANT TAILOR!

SYRUP,
FLAVORING EXTRACTS,

Colby’s Bookstore.
Albert

50 Market St.
_

Sec sample of
Exhibition

our

Colby’s

pro1

Principal

PBINTING of
executed at tUs allies.

JOB

every description ueato
”

Turqouise Silks in all scarcest shades
Sash Ribbons from 40 cts upwards.

and

Cities

wharf.

pbice

«Ug

of

and Summer

Tip-top Business Suits only $7.50.
All-Wool Scotch Suits only $10.00.
Elegant Dress Suits from $15 to $30.
Please bear In

mind that these Suits

are

all equal to

CUSTOM MADE,
and tor Style, Finish and Price, Can’t be Beat.
save

money

by calling

im-

Clothing Store,

PORTLAND.

ol

taken at Less Rates
are used I

Exchange

J. F. SISK.

<itj5'5

LADIES’

Furnishing

an

W. H. HALL,
tf

“All in not gold lhalgIiUen.”-CEMENT
PIPE does not glitter much, but it is as good at
gold tor the purpose for which it is made, viz. drains,
sewers, &c.
ju4d9*

Street 1

HOSIERY
for

Ladies and Children.

Jacqueline

Ju6dtf

LUMBER fABD.

I

Hoys,

&c.,

&c.

ve. y
Cottages built by contract or by tne day at
short notice. Call on or address
Me.
Orchard,
F. A. PLANTED, OJd

my26<l&w3w*

AT

Loving, Short

For Sale.

$2000.

cash—hall interest in the Lamp Shall

l
mamitacturing business, fully established
FOK
at siahl
uavs
profit clover 200 per cent.; sells
am

in the Unit i
and is the only Shade of the kind made
ed States. Same «au be sceB at the
Hall »
Manufacturer. Exhibition, City
daring the week.
dlw
a

Jn8

lull top tlin

& Harmon.

Phanianmion. A Fairy Tale. By Sars. Coltridge. With an introductory preface by Lord Coltridge, Lord Chief Justice of the Conrt of Common
Pleas. Cloth. 348 |pp. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Second-Cousin Sarah. A novel. By F. W•
Robinson, author of “Little Kate Kirby,”etc., etc.
Illustrated. Paper. 148 pp.
Price 75c. New
York: Harper & Brothers. Portland:
Loring
Short & Harmon.
Under the Trees. By Samuel Irenaeus Prime
Cloth. 313 pp. New York: Harper & Brother*.
Portland: Lorb g, Short & Haimon.
IVlote Erau*; ?A simple statement of the singu
lar tacts of hi* case. By William M. Baker, an
Price $1.50. New York: Hurd A Houghton.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
Poem*. By Celia Thaxter.
Cloth. 188 pp., gilt
leaved, black letter til le page. Price $1.50. Nw
York: Hurd A Houghton.
Poitland: Loring
Short jA- Hannon.
71 y 71i«cellauie*. By Wilkie Collins, author o
•‘The Woman in White,” etc., etc. Cloth. 426 pp.
Illustrated with a portrait of the author.
New
York: Harper A Brothers. Portland:
Loring,
A
Harmon.
Short
iTSi** 71 o ore. A tale for girls. By Georgian a M.
Craik, author of “The Cousin from India,” etc.,
I<p.

Cloth.

etc,

Harper

233 pp.
A Brothers.

Illustrated.

Portland:

New York:

Loring, Short A

Harmon.
Great Ice Age, mid it* Relaliaa to
the Antiquity of TIau. By James Geikie,
F. K. S. E., F. G. S, Cloth. 545 fpp., with maps
and iljust rat ions.
New York: D. Appleton A
cuxPnrtluBrf
Baikn A Noyes.
Wilkes, Nheridan, Fox; The Opposition un
der George the Third. By W. R. Rae. Cloth. 46 2
Portland :
pp. New York : D. Appleton A Co.
Bailey A Noyes.
The

Harper Ac Brother*’ Descriptive List o f
tbeir|Pablication*. With trade list prices.
Cloth. 283 pp. New York: Harper A Brothers.
Portland: Loiing, Short A Hannon.
A

Journey to the Centre of the Karth*
from the French of Jules Verne, author of “From the Earth to the Moon,” Ac. Cloth.
With
305 pp.
numerous illustrations. Price 75
cents. New York:
Scribner, Armstrong A Co
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

Translated

‘Don’t you forget It”
April and the snow
are

over;

weather

are

storms

May and fine
at hand, and

is

so

W.H.KOHLING

iiPAortVi

clusters apart, pick out the
and plant the smallest, and
the French even cut them in two. This may
seem an anomaly in scientific culture, but it
is the case in this one thing—that “wee bits”
make the largest onions.

large variety

with his

of

Excellent Goods!

Scientific American says farmers have
to pay a high price for an article, which, with
a little skill, they could make themselves during the winter months or on rainy days, when
they have little else to do, and gives a recipe
for cheap fertilizer successfully used by farm-

in Pennsylvania and Ohio. The formula
preseuted below is, however wanting—except
iucidently, as recommended—in the ingredient which is most apt to give trouble and to

which he will make up to

suit the style and the

injury in transportation and handling—
viz., oil of vitriol, or sulphuric acid—and is
doubtless a good one, if the article is applied
in sufficient quantities. The mixture is es
pecially recommended for potatoes and wheat
says
by a farmer who has tried it, and who
and oth-

cause

tomer.

|

he has used it with success on corn
Take 1,000
er products. It is as follows;
pounds of good mold, sieve and screen it to
as
fine
it
as posget the gravel out and make
sible; then spread on a floor, add 100 pounds
sulphate ammouia, 100 pounds commou salt,
and mix with a rake; when thoroughly mixed, add 25 pounds-of pearl ash and 22 pounds
sulphate of soda, mix well; then add 400
pounds ground bone, 25 pounds best Peruvian guano, and 150 pounds ground plaster.
Mix the whole thoroughly, throw in a pile for
forty-eight hours, and it is fit for use. If it is
to be used for potatoes in districts where the
potato bugs are numerous, five gallons sulphuric acid may be sprinkled over the mass.
The caution is added that the acid must not
be used in a confined place, as the fumes are
injurious to health, arid that if it is spilled on
the floor, water must be thrown on it, as the
mixture generates great heat.
PLANTING TREES

FROM RICH AND

AND

“Don’t you

observed that a tree raised
in poor soil and moved to richer, is apt to enl_*t... ..A..,/..,»l mull mill moL-u rrndil iirtuvlll

commonly

On the contrary, a plant taken from a nuris very liasery of rich soil to poorer ground,
ble to decline. One reason for this is, that
in the latter case there is apt to be late, immature growth, which becomes frozen and
poisonous as gangrene to the whole plant.
But the principal or more frequent cause of
the ditference lies in the fact that the trees
raised in poor soil make more root growth
thau top.
They have to ramble more and
search farther to obtain material to build
with, and water to convey it. While a tree
raised in fine, absorbent loam, not so flue
or so coarse as to become dry or bard from
inability for capillary attraction of moisture
in dry weather, and enriched with manure,
will have few and slender roots, yet a large
and tbrifty-lookiug top, after the manner ol
the growth of rank weeds.

KOHLING
can

do it

man

“jus so veil as

any

who calls himself

tailor,”

a

at

No. 99 Exchange St,
SAVINGS BANK BUILDING.

dtt

myl

FREE EXHIBITION
—

Noyes.
What reader of “Marjorie Daw aud Othei
People’’ will hesitate a moment befo re pos
1,
sessing bimselt ot a book from the pen of
ii
B. Aldrich 1 Why! the very name itself,
au<
iresh,
blight,
is
that
a synomyn for all
of Pru lenc.
original, nor has he in the story
ofthe charn
atom
an
ot
it
divested

AT —

£'>.> middle Street.
Rogers Statuary, r reurn hocks, Bronzes,
Rich Jewelry, Cameos,
PRECIOUS STONES OP ALL KINDS,

CHAINS, LOCKETS,
Swiss andAmerican Watches of all grades
Silver and Plated Ware,
ami many other goods, Visitors to the Fair and cltizeu« cordially iuvited to call.
No trouble to show

goods.

__

sushkraut

a. _a_.
will

_

ABNER LOWELL,
33S MIDDUE STREET.

jul042w

keep

constantly on hand

No. >331 Middle

at

hla store

Street

alll the fashionable styles of

CAPS,

HATS,

Prudence Palfrey. By T. B. Aldrich, Boston
James R. Osgood & Co. For sale by Bailey <S

Palfrey

forget it,”

FROM

POOR SOIL.

It is

cus-

*

ers

—

MRS. S. J. CLOUGH.
Street, Corner of Centre
Ja9d2w
stamping and Machine Stitching.

*2000

cnnrl t

A collection oi poems. Cloth,
leaves. 216 pp. Boston: RobPortland: Loring, Short & Har-

tinted

Brother*.

Recent Publication*.

Free

$2000.

flin

l\Aspfr

Women’* Ilenrts. By Louis© Chandler
of “Bed-Time Stories.”
Cloth.
364 pp.
Boston: Robert* Brothers.
Portland:

They break the
largest to cook,

ready-made, and made to order. Full lino
CORT1CELLI SPOOL SILK

CAUIP-GBOUN1

HAVE ON HAND or can Varnish at short notii
all kinds of Lumber for Vmilding purposes, al! °
Doors, Sash, blinds, Nails, Cjement Pipe tor CbiE L-

Corsets.

Malta Lace., Lace Barba. Tie., Kuching.,
Veil., final, Ac. Ladies’ Cnilcrwcar

PORTLAND, ME.

June 1, 1874.

Store.

assortment of

—

above toward will be paid for information

jul

STREET,

Jull

OLD ORCHARD

any person tor letTHE
leading to the conviction
Cross street
out the water from my tanks
on

call and examine before

335 CONGRESS

BARNES BROS.,
28

$25.00 Reward.

Merrill’s

CAB TONS

the

cniollni'

Korta

Moulton, author

A GOOD FERTILIZES.

FINE FRENCH FLOWERS.

to

lio

vlaliivkt

to

The

HATS IN EVERY SHAPE.

SO

<

tt/

Some

—

Seamlem SI.>3 per pr.

cl*, to the

A fine

oi

SUFI'S

Towns

Insurance

CAN

ting

ALSO

Tinted Gloves in 1, 2, 3 and 1 Buttons,
from

Saratoga &

be cured by Dr. H. P. Evans’ Remedy. Call
and see testimonials. Warranted to cure or refund the money. Price 75 cents. Agents wanted.
HICKS & CO.,
102 Federal St.
ju8dlw*

eSgs as-^sasisir.asaaa
Dress and Cloak
Making.
cut and batted lor $2.00. Boy’s Suits cu
and made
No. 166 .Middle St.
my7<ltt(Up Stairs.

—

New York

where these Pumps

tf

CATARRH!

first

KIDS

YEW

in Silver Grays. Drabs, Slates.

Local Agents wanted in all the

Sons.

CATARRH!

NEW INDUSTRY.
Rattan Furniture sind Wares

PRICE $10.

CATARRH!

d2w

ever started in Maine.
ductions at Industrial

generally.

Maine.

H. II. RICKER &

The only
manufactory of

PARIS

NO. 171 FORE STREET,

dtf

mv6

DOZEN

300

A SEW AND SKILLFUL CUTTER.

Has reopened with the largest Stock in the city. We
retail all books at lowest wholesale prices. Second
hand books bought and sold.

julO

Sack Ornaments, Beaded Buttons,
Loops, &c.

igF*You will positively
mediately at the

EXCHANGE ST.
The Largest & Finest Assortment.

&c., 119 Exchange Street.
CO.,

Gimp

Beaded

8 cts per yard and upwards.

Spring

98

Sale in any quantity. All ot our own manufacture. livery article warranted true to Label.
For

pieces

100

u

mon.

any

BARGAINS.

DECIDED

Pump

—

owners

ert*

THE POTATO ONION.

choicest patterns from 35 cts. upwards,

edged,

red

out

others, have long been in the habit of
preparing their lands and setting them out in
the fall. In this way they make sure ol their
seed, which might otherwise be lost by rot,
for we never find au oniou of this sort hurt
by winter freezing in the ground, but find
them well started to grow when the snow
goes off. How this would be where they do
not have much snow and much frozen ground
we cannot say, but this is always the case
there.
If they cau have highly manured
land, and the benefit of their first start in
growth, they will grow to a good size, Another thing not generally understood is that

In

Sen nnd Shore.

does from which the bran has been silted.
Fine flour, according to this journal, is not
food at all, in the proper sense of the term;
that is, the elements of the grain that are
separated in the process of bolting, being essential to perfect nutrition, those who use
fine flour are obliged to subsist mainly on
other things, or lose their health—that no
one, therelore, who makes baker’s bread a
principal article of diet can long maintain
health, while those who use wheat meal
bread, unfermented and unadulterated, can
maintain their health with a very small addition of other food.

CLOTH IN

and property

readily pried

f 1,o

lllwt

Books Recehed.

The Loudon Dietetic Reformer shows by
scientific data, that wheat meal, which is
cheaper than bolted meal or fine flour, contains one-third more nutriment than flour

MURDERING

Endorsed bv the U. S. Government, Boston Board
of Underwriters and leading insurance companies
and agents, municipal authorities, engineers of fira
departments, the National Association of Wool Manufactuiers. railroad companies, manufacturers, business men

wmcn were

IS

Sin and its Consequence*. By Henry Edward, Archbishop oi Westminster. Cloth. 257 pp.
Price $1.50. New Y:>rk: D. & J. Sadlier &
Co#
Portland: T. P. M’Gowan.

VALUE OF WHEAT MEAL.

—

F. LATYER.

Extinguisher!

State

ap23__dtf
S. MATHIAS

ap9

OILS,

in the

THE LOWEST PRICES.

EXTRA MEAD

ESSENCES,

Wagons

SACCARAPPA, MAINE.

MO. 113 FEKiBAL STR EET,

PORTLAND,

style

SALE and Warranted.

AND

It

and at the same time furnish him with a vast
amount of food for study and reflection.

and were used advantageously in building a
cellar wall.
A neighbor directed a digger to make au
excavation near the ride of a large houlder for
the purpose of burying the hard head out of
sight. At evening he found the huge boulder
in the excavation and his digger beneath it,
crushed to a lifeless mass._

greatly under the actual value. Also

—

Force

—MANUFACTUSER OF—

AND

AT

Jull__

T.

large fragments,

up and contains fortyIt is written with M.

Verne's usual clearness of explanation and
presentation of marvellous scientific facts in
which truth is indeed stranger than fiction.

LARGE BOULDERS.

The French people in Maine, who have
cultivated and raised these onions more than

JOHNSON

Has the largest stock oi fine

handsomely gotten
eight illustrations.

a corner

25, 2$, 40, 45,50,55 cts per yard,

|3fAll are requested
purchasing elsewhere.

JOHN ADAMS

jstqtic:e7~

—

In

The best known article for instantly removing
Grease. Oil, Pitch. Paint. Tar. etc., irom Silks, Carpets, woolen and Cotton Hoods, and Kid Hloves,
without injury.

grees of latitude lor the purpose of determin*
ing the value of the metre. The book is*

of one of the writer’s fields
was a large boulder that would weigh probably two tons, the upper part of which was
only a few inches above the surface of the
ground. This rock had been ploughed over,
harrowed over, mowed over, sowed over and
harvested over ever since the land was first
cleared of the forest. Several new ploughshares, each costing at that time fifty cents
each, had been broken by coming in contact
with this granitic ‘’hard head.” After a
careless ploughman had smashed up a new
plough on the rock it was reso'.vf d that something shoujd he done with it. One half
liourj# labor with a shovel removed the earth
above the rock so that two-thirds of the upper part lay fully exposed. A fire was then
kindled on the top of this ‘‘hard head,” and a
quarter ot a wagon load of old pieces of rails,
roots and Iragmentsof stumps were heaped on
the fire. Shortly aller the heat began to enter the surface of the stone the top was covered with scales, which had to be removed
with a long pole or crowbar. Before the
combustibles were consumed the boulder
cracked through and through into several

5000 yds. Seal Malta Laces,

GIRARD, Philadelphia,
WESTCHESTER, New York,
MERCHANTS, Newark,
ATLAS, Hartford,
FARRAGCT, New York,
ALLEMANNIA, Pittsburg,
ST. NICHOLAS, New York,
GLOBE, Chicago.
ROCHESTER GERMAN, Rochester, N, Y.,
CLAY, Newport, Ky„
CITIZENS, Newark.
HUMBOLDT, Newark,
PLANTERS, Memphis,
AGRICULTURAL, Watertown, N. Y.,
MERCHANTS’ MARINE, Bangor,

CO.,

Steamship EGYPT,

DINING,

Valuable Improvement overall Other*,

A.

*

FRENCH CHINA,

Be

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.
A

JOSE

for any

any purpose famished at

5000

ap!3dtl

C.

mameans to

—

Duly authorized Agents of the following
First Class and Reliable Companies:

Building,

correct

that it may be used

The lesult i9—the greatest amount of power
PROPORTIONED TO THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMED—thus proving ihe fact—well known to men
of science—that water is the best medium to transmit the mechanv-al forces, generated in the combustion of fuel, to the production of motive power.

$10,000,000 !

EASTMAN"* CIJTTS,

that most mystical portion of the habitable
globe, Southern Central Africa; where, amid
the greatest difficulties and dangers, a party
of combined English aud Russians measure
an arc ot meridian
extending over several de-

__

ASSETS REPRESENTD

IIATS AND TKimilNG GOODS.

scientifically

being provided with

so

these particulars as much care has beeu taken as in
the largest and most perfect engine ever constructed.

all the details of the business being attended to with
care and promptness.

desirable styles of

mvlg

iiUPKOVED

and
Ucminer.

ble

and

exact

third point was, to combine and make the

The

full line of niee

new

an

point was, to make a perfect cut-off
Engine, working steam expansively, and keeping up
the temperature ot the cylinder to prevent loss by
radiation or condensation.

Companies,

Pattern Hats, Dress Caps,

size is

The second

First Class and Reliable

new

given

a

most perfect combustion, ami to take up the greatest
possible amount of heat in generating steam.

PLEASE SEND

Spring Millinery Goods I
a

Thus, every Engine of

duplicate of every other one of that size, and in easef
of breakage, the broken part cau be immediately replaced by its perfect duplicate.
The inventor of this Engine had in view, in its
construction, the great need that exists tor a nerfeet
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kinds
of light mechanical work, and that should also combine all that is good in Steam Engineering.
The first point was, to secure a perfectly philosophical Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure the

Machinery for

IN

—

Have just received per
assortment of

CLARK, Proprietor.

S(rcr,

Of THE WORM,
Highest PrixeM.nl Paris ii, 1867.
lieuuo, .flout real, Iflaeou, 1873

Ju9d2w

and

1 U. 8. Hotel

GENTS.,
Fluent Block,

We are piepared to supply Families and Parties
with every variety of Cake. Ice Cream. Sherbert,
Roman Punch,
Charlotte de Russo; also
Escalloped Ousters, Salads, Game, Pies, Cold Ham,
Boned Turkey, Chicken, &e., &C.
Public and private Dinners, Suppers, Collations,
&c., got up in the best style. Clam Bakes. Excursions and Island parties supplied at short notice.
Wedding Cake of superior quality and finish, packed
and safely seut to any part ol the country.
Ice Cream, Cake and Pantry at Wholenale.

iLn

ED(r’L\GS, |

FAIRBANKS’ SCALES
TUK NTAVD.t Rl>

tt

STREET,

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired
Short Notiee.

FOR 8AM BY

implicit confidence:

Bro-wn,

FEDERAL

SLABS AND

1 IN C ommercial, foo, „f

dtf

Clothes Cleaner ;

77

—

EXTRA LEMON SYRUP,

p
—

JAMES L. POGG.

ju9

FOB

THE BEST JAMAICA GINGEK,

DRY WOOD,

ml.2fi

J. B. MATHEWS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

State of Maine

LADIES

No. 3 INDIA ST.

JutO

«. thr

Streets, Places, Sidewalks, and all kiuds
of Paving done Promptly,
Office

Cream

—

cigakeites,

vimivn

of the skin. Call

Dnd judge for yourselves.

work

AND

—

its

General Agent for New England,

All tile new styles, Berlins, Remlirants, Medallion
be Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and tlie retouched
eard, bv which new process we get rid ot Ireckles
ana

to

t.

by mail,

of Musi-

FLOWERS,

DUSTITSTGr SALOON

APPLY TO

No. 158 middle Street.
Copying and enlarging done

Ice

Oyster,
—

Havana &

S.

Currency.
$80, Gold or
Equivalent.

Cabin, $70

ME.

Rolls, Folios, and

SALOON !

First Class

REDUCED FARE.
$20.00, U.

(fee.

Aecorcieons, uoncertinas, isanjos,

and all the

to England, Ireland and Scotland reduced to

J. II. LAMSOII,

in

Music, Books, (fee.,

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

MEW

Steerage Passage

ap21__

PORTLAND,

tt

Allan Line Steamers.

WATER

Believing that the insurance business should b
conducted on sound principles,—by seeking only desirable risks, at adequate rates—by looking carefully
to the moral hazard, and duly regarding the rights
and iniero4»ts OT all parties cOTTOeraert,
+*% tnrc
minutest details,—we shall endeavor to conduct our
business on this platform, and are confident that by
so doing we shall fully prove our claim to the confidence of the entire community.

my29eod3m

EDWIN CHURCHILL.

Self-Folding Tucker

met

S Door. Eul of Temple Ml.,

GAS AND

adapted

FAUKAND’S

NO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,

FEDERAL STREET,

tf

Flutes, Piccolos, Harmonicas, Cornets, Piano Stools.
Extra Violin Strings, wli lesale and retail.

SOiUETHING NEW !

RANDALL & McALLISTER,

W. C. CLARK,
103

and

drawn b How, for a
genteel and convenient resifor the same. Enquire ot

ffid^*Publ;c patronage respectfully solicited.
Ju2d2w
ROBT. CLARK.

Ip prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture** Renibrnnt, Medallion. Arc., from
Retouched Netfutirc*.
By this process_ we
Get rid of Freeh lew, Mole* and other imFor ah of which no
perfeeiion* of the Nkin*
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mcM8dtl
lease. Call and examine for vourselvea

JOSEPH

STREET.

Also, Dealer

ery.

respectfully announce that they have purchased the
business of Mr. J. E. JENK.S, tbe enterprising
Insurance Agent of this city. By the consolidation
of these two Agencies is presented a list of Companies
second to no Agency in Maine as to character and
standing, with facilities for placing Insurance unsurpassed in the State.

K. H^LWES

Music sent
to orders.

JK.

MESSRS. BARNES BROS.

TAILOR,

ESTEY’S REED ORGAN,

the west side

nine

opposite;

[t is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ehnc of Hanlament. Durability. I)rytiCKo au«l Purity
»f Air and El'OMliTIV of ICE.
Wholesale ami Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ot manufactuter or agent.
Don’t tail of
of this fact before buy-

Manufactory, Rear

GEO. E. COLI INS,

on

plans have been

mar28

THE PEERLESS.

Sbip Plumber.

and

seven or

all Styles. Oracles and Sizes.

in

Portland

dences,

P. KIMBALL.

Dry Air Refrigerators

STHEET.

situated

a

deep,

BECKETT,

Agent for the Celebrated

Music

BARNES,

B.

Spring Millinery

SALE!

LOT of vacant

block of

LOOK.

In shoit it is the SIMPLEST, SAFEST, most
DURABLE and most ECONOMICAL Engine in
the world. We fully guarantee them in all the above
particulars. COLT’S ARMS CO. have spared no
expense in getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MACHINES with which to build these Engine*, so that
every part is made up to gauge, ami are perfectly interchangeable, the importance of which will be understood by all who are at all familiar with machin-

—

50. 338 C05GRESS STREET,
RAY

RACKLEFF,

!

Extra Insurance to Pay 1

No Danger from Explosion—No liability
to get out of Order.

The undersigned would respectfully announce that
he has associated with him in the General Insurance
Busineae, under the firm name of
BARNES BKO*., Mr. D. H. Barnea, of
Winchendon, Mass., formerly of Boston, well known
as a careful, conservative and experienced under
writer, who is commended to the confidence and
favor ot the public.

77 MIDDLE STREET

vjuirare,

Ho

neithtr in the sea, the
in the liowels of the earth; but in

moon nor

In addition to all these uses, the effect of
ammonia on vegetation is beneficial. If you
desire roses, geraniums, fuclidas, &c., to become more flourishing, you can try it upon
them by adding five or six drops to every pint
of warm water that you give them, but don’t
repeat the dose oftener than once in five or
six days, lest you stimulate them too highly.
So be sure and keep a large bottle of It in the
house, and have a glass stopper for it, as it is
very evanescent, and also injurious to coiks.
REMOVING

by Hoppin.

time the scene is

aiauic.

AGENT.

Prudence

This prolific writer of hooks of thrilling flc.
tlon, has issued another work in nowise less
interesting than his former efforts. This

a

Near

the

—

MIDDLE
ap10_

minis,

BLOCK,

CARD.

MERCHANT

v

Portland, Maine,

OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

Woodfora’s Corner.

land,
between Pleasant, and Danforth, Sts.
A of High, front
of about 61 feet and is about 194
This let has

are

SATE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

6

GEORGE

FOR

purchase or not.

FRESCO PAINTER,

RESIDENCE

* t -m
kJXXJ JXJ

mc20dtf

feet

price*.

C.

Sheet

7 & 9 CENTRE STREET,

Portland, Me., June 1, 1874.

cal Merchandise.

o

V/XV

and shall continue

improve the quality of my carriages in every possible way. Long experience of mj self and workmen
enables us to build cai riages unsurpassed in the U.
S. for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at low

thoroaghly warranted.
C.
ap28Tulli&Stf

KEILER,

A

IN

STPLEASE

the
for
the

STORY HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,
$2500, Enquire oe

to

(dEP’AII carriage* hearing my

~

n/~vn
j.

TWO
Pr,ce

at

ME.

STATE

137 MIDDLE STREET.

C.

Houghton,

victims.

Meridiaxa. The adventures ot Three Englishmen
amt Three Bussiars in South Africa. By Jules
Verne. Now York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
For sale by Hoyl, Fogg & Breed.

teaspoonful of ammonia into a pint of
and shake the brushes through the
water. When they look white rinse them in
water, and put them in the sunshine, or in a
warm place to dry.
The dirtiest of brushes
will come out of this bath white and clean.
For medical purposes, ammonia is always unrivaled. For the head ache it is a desirable
stimulant, and frequent inhaling of its pungent odors will often remove cutaribal cold.
There is no better remedy for heartburn aud
dyspepsia, and the aromatic spirits of ammonia is especially prepared for these troubles.
Ten drops of it in a wine-glass of water are
often of a great relief. The spirits of ammonia
can be takes In this way, hut it is not as pal-

BY

Cor. Congress & Exchange Sts.,

—

Spring Goods
—

Great Bar-

a

For particulars enquire of GEO. R. DAVIS, Real
Estate Broker, or Jonathan Smith, on the premises.
mc21
d3m

—

THAT

l»y looking

W.

Frank H.

OFFICE,

FLUENT'S

has Come!

Spring

the finest resi-

gain.

Low Bates

Extremely

—

BRANCH

KNOW”

YOU MAY

137

Tannery

PORTLAND,

A

New

SALE

FOR

or a

YOUNG Man of good habits, wishes hoard in a
private family where there are no other boarders.
Must be near the City Building. Address
aplOdtf
M., Press Office.

Enquire of 3. R.
Brown, Westbrook.

at W. P.

promptly attended

Gentlemen

Exchange Street,

First door north Merchants Exchange,

Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodati d with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dtf

are

CARRIAGES

Painting

Fresco Painting, House

one oi

peering (Stroud water Village) containing 118
INVats,
in good
mostly covered. The buildings

ME.

Best Assortment

and
—

AUSTIN,

This is

28

his post before one ot his former
frontispiece is a picture o

The

The book is most excellently written and
is worth reading.

watter,

Awarded First Premium by American
Institute, 1869, 1870 and 18711 Held
.Tied a I
by Loaisiaua and Texas
8tate Fairs, 1871; and First
Premiums whenever fairly
put iu competition.

InsuranceAgents

Board.

Portland; House ami Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor? with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 ou the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
Davis & Co.,
mar21tf

KIMBALL,

GENERAL

FOUND.~

APRIL

brook.

dences in the county. Terms easy.

C. r.

tf

LOST AND

one-half mile from the Railroad
A Depots,residence
Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from

Put

finally

fleeing from

good.

Under Patents dated Oct. 27th, 1868, April 13th and
20th, 1869, and June 28th, 1870.

at No. 98 Free Street

Cook

TWO

facturing Co.,

oc7tf

BARNES BROS.,

apl5

FINE

OF

Agents toi K Ball’s Mood Working IHneliinery, and Blanch-

&

House road, a 1J story Hoouse of 9
rooms.
Also small Stable, and one or two acres of
land, or more, if wanted. For particulars enquire of
E. i>. ROBINSON, at C. E. Jose & Co.’s, or
J. L. PARROTT, at Store near the premises.
dti

to

ju2d2w_PBINClPAffi.
St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

RLE STEAM ENGINES.

LANE

near
«&c., on Ocean

J”8

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTA-

A

board at 75 Free street.

rooms

HARTFORD, CONN.,

Wanted.

THEThe The
dwelling

G. HI. BODGE,

VIACHI NETWORKS

the city.

BOARD.

Sebago.

pleasant

general housework in
one-half miles from
Address Box 15d5, Portland, Me.
myGtf

Cottage in Deering for Sale
and one-half miles from City Hall;'very
T.WO
pleasanily located. Bouse contains ten rooms,

Elizabeth, 1J miles from Portland Bridge,
IN Cape the
Baptist Church, Town House, Store,

BY

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manu-

Rooms To Let.
Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
lie accommodated with
gentlemen
and

CAPABLE Servant to do
a family of four, one and

A

Lost.

For Sale.

MANUFACTURED

feldtf

_

miner,

a

an outlaw and
fugitive trom jusaud an orthodox
minister, winniug the
trust and affection of his
people, and

of water will clean laces and whiten them as
well; also muslins. Then it is a most refreshing agent at the toilet-table; a few drops
in a basin of water will make a better bath
than pure water, and, if the skin is oily, it
will remove all glossiness and disagreeable
odors. Added to foot-bath, it entirely absorbs
all noxious smtll so often arising from the feet
in warm weather, and nothing is better for
cleaning the hair from dandruff and dust. For
cleaning hair and nail brushes it is equally

or

llth, on Lewis street, a Gentleman’s Amethyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at No. 9 Lewis
street.
apl8dtf

on

LOWER

can

For Sale.

orde*; also carriage house and a new sta«>ie.
uoou garueu, witn about ntty
apple and pear
trees. Price, $‘2,800. Apply to WM. H.
JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
my293w*

STEAM ENGINE,

ja24*lw then tf

tenement in House No. 114 Spring Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, S3 Middle
strcet-

tf

PLEASANT two story dwelling House, in good
repair, suitable for two families, situated on
the southerly corner of Pearl and Lincoln Streets.
Enquire at the House any lime after 10 A. M.
my20
tf

Store and Dwelling-house next to City Hotel.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

julOdlw*

myl5

Exchange Street.

To Let.

Wanted at the Orphan Asylum.
to do general housePROTESTANT
A work. Apply atWoman,
No. 42 Park St., afternoons.

WARREN JOHNSON,
Augusta, Mr.

A ^t«fc

EDUCATIONAL

PORTLAND

Builuing.

22

as

tice,

scrubbing will be needful. It will cleanse
and brighten silver wonderfully; to a pint of
suds mix a teaspoonful of spirits,
dip in
your silver spoons, forks, &c., rub with a
and
brush,
polfeh with chamois skins.
For washing mirrors and windows it is
very
desirable; put a lew drops of ammonia on a
piece of paper, and it will readily take off
every spot or finger-mark on the glass. It
will take out grease spots from every fabric;
put on the ammonia clear, lay blotting-paper
over the place, and press a hot flat iron on it
for a lew moments. A few drops in a quart

Tenement to Let
Inquire on the premises.
juSdlw*

Free Street.

at

who understands

WANTED 1

ONE

JI. NCnCDUCHER.

A. CARD.
take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm,
Schumacher as one ol the best house decorators ever
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satisfactorily.
CHA-v ,J, SCHUMACHER,
juldam
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

Apply

Boys,

of the most desirable school properties in
New England. Delightfully an'* conveniently
situated, warmed by steam, abundantly supplied
with aqueduct water, forty acres oi land, near one
ot the best water powers in Maine. Address,

raqra

LANE.

SPRING

C.

mnnv

I

American Printers’ Warehouse
19

kd

»

Caw.

Johnson Home School for

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.

To Let.
BOARD,
large
pleasant rooms. Suitable
WITH
for families or single
gentlemen.
At 52

Wanted.

SALE.

119$ Exchange street.

aplttf

Cane Seating,
Boy
A New Rattan
Establishment, 41 Union St., Falmouth Hotel

A

of

To Let

Wanted.

Sale.
DESIRABLE two story House with Stable,
situated
on
pleasantly
Munjoy, near the Horse
Railroad. Ha furnace, gas and cemented cellar.
For particulars apply to J. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange Street.
ju9dlw

VALUE OF AMMONIA.

No housekeeper should be without a bottle
of spirits of ammonia, tor, besides its medical value, it is invaluable for household purposes. It is nearly as useful as soap, and its
cheapness brings it within the reach of all.
Put a teaspoonlul of ammonia to a quart of
warm soap-suds, dip in a flannel cloth and
w ipe ofl'the dust and
fly-specs, and see for
yourself how much labor .t will save. No

No. 90 Commercial Street, Thomas Block.
STORE
F. J. ROLLINS,
Apply to

A

SMART

PORTABLE

York St.

67

AT

INTELLIGENT BOY from 14 to 16years old,
steady employment and good wages paid. Best
reference wanted. Apply between 12 and 1 o’clock
at
LOBENST BIN’S,
No. 4 Deering Block.
jnelltf

For

FOR

juMlw

Wanted.

MThe

The Farm and Household.

ROOM

for night work

one

which readers of his former works’so fully appreciated. The present story which has already appeared in the columns of the Atlant'c
Monthly, is one principally of life in New
England though many of the incidents are
founded upon the rough experiences of the
adventurer in search of gold in the far west,
and startling though life-like
chapters of life
in Nevada and California are
skillfully interwoven. One of the most
striking characters
of the book is
“Nevius”, who is represented

SATURDAY M0RN1NU, JUNE 18. 1871

BAXTER

To Let.
in 3d Story of Adams’ Block, Market
Square. Apply to

CALDERWOOD.

all in nice

inform tlie public that I have tak«n
tlie business of Chaw. J. Schumacher and will
attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted tome. I sha 1 endeavor to keep the reputation which
my predecessor

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

All

Brothers,

5 DEE RINK BLOCK.

febio

at

PAINTER,

Office at Schumacher

PORTLAND, IVLA.IINK.

Counsellor

For Sale

GEO. It. DAVIS.
Real Estate aud Mortgage Rroker.
dim
jull

for day and

&

RICE
jnelltf

property of N. L. Humphrey, of CumCentre, consisting of Dwelling House
and Store, united with about one acre ot land,
and fifty apple-trees of choice fruit, mostly in bearing. Situated within a few minutes’ walk of the
Gieely Institute, Church and School House.

A

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER.

LAW,

one

No.

23 Anderson Street.

At

berland

jufid2w

aprl<13m

Las removed to

EDGAR S.

A

Portland.

Street,

rjiwo Bakers,

THE

JABEZ C. WOODWAN,

juelltf

FIRST Class Pressman. Apply at
GEO. W. RICH & CO’S.
jnl2dtl

Wanted Immediately,

For Sale.

dlmtist,
135

A

THE PRESS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

tenement with Sebago, Gas

Inquire

ADYASaT

TERMS 88.00 PER ANNUM IB

To Let
flenteel
FORand$300
Bath Room.

WASTED.

lw

TWO Story House in good repair. Containing
9 finished rooms. Convenient for two families.
Enquire of F. G. PATTERSON 13 Fluent Block,
or at 55 York St.
aprlldtt

NIXON,

Soap Manufacturer.

TOPSHAM, MAINE.

MAIN£.

•_deDeod&wtf

O’DONNELL,

JANES

Law,
STREET,

LUR. C O L E M A. N

BABCOCK.
d&w6m

P.

jnU»_

at

PORTLAND,

Jli.

C.

WOODFORD,

ANDREWS,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

OF

Watch and t'hrouometcr Ilahcm’H Tools,
mathematical, Optical nail Philosophical luotrumeats, School
Apparatus. Arc.,
56 Market Hirert, Printers Exchange,

Chnir*, Arc.

Counsellor
88 MIDDLE

jull3dif

WOODFORD & BABCOCK.
MANUFACTURERS

C.

S.

G. W.

jul2d3t

To Let.
CONVENIENT first floor tenement, six rooms,
on line of horse cars.
Pleasant street, Deering.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 13 Fluent Block.

OF

ti3T“All kinds ot repairing neatly done. Furniture
*>xed and matted.
oct5-’G9TT&Stl

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.

MODEL MAKERS &

ON

1874.

THE

I

to Loan.

13.

To Let.
CHAMBER nvr*-Burnell's Hat Store. One
of the pleasantest rooms on Middle Street. Suitable for Salesro )m, Tailor, Dentist, or ofhces of
any
kind. For further particulars cadi on
JOBX E. PALMER,
113 Middle Street.
ju!2dlw2p

WANT a Smart Man to attend to feeding hogs
and drive a Soap Cart iwelve miles from the city.
Marri. d inau preferred, as there is a house ready to
move into.
A steady job to the right man. Apply
at Nixon’s Trunk Store, 152 Exchange St.

first class Real Estate Secuiity, In Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
ocldtf

Suits, Lounges. Spring
[Beds, Mattresses,
HcDonougb Patent Brd Loungei, Eu-

—

COMMERCIAL STELEx'.

Money

Parlor

SI MON TON,

—DEALER IK

BULLETIN.

JUNE

TO LEI.•

Wanted

Estate

JORDAN,

HOOPER,
U U* H O LSTERER

BUSINESS CARDS.

G. Patterson’s Real

(Notary Public.)

J. H.

AddresB all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

,

Law,

Opposite ('mini Rank,
BENJ.

F.

A

Middle Street,
PORTLAND,

_WANTS.

REAL ESTATE.

Banking House of
LirimitTonE » c onpaivv,
10 f*iur Mt., New York.
organized for the business of out-of
Specially
town Banks, Bankers. Corporations ami individuals.
Like an incorporated Bank.
Grants all facilities
usual with City Banks. Drafts on all the principal
cities of Europe. B per cent, interest aliowed on
daily balances. Collections on Mew England and
Middle States credited at par lor
Correspondents.
Amounts current rendered
weekly. Special facility8 lor the negotiation of Miscellaneous Securities.

MORNING

SATURDAY

13.__PORTLAND.

Published every day

_•_«

_

C
made

to

©KDJEK

military
of

ALSO

all descriptions

in

at

&c.

—

9HOBT

NOTICE,

HAT8 & CAPS
the very beat styles and at

REASONABLE PRICES.
ap7

tSB

THE PBESS.
SiTCIUUY MOIi.WNB, -U'NE 13. 1374
Political Maniacs.
Wednesday there were conventions in the
States of Indiana, Illinois and Kansas, ostensibly for the purpose of inaugurating reform

movements, or parties independent of those
now ^'existence.
They call themselves
farmers. Possibly they are, but after reading
their declaration of principles, one rather
concludes that these conventions were largely made up of the cast ofT and seedy hacks of
And he, the average bread
both parties.
seeking political gymnast, is making a very serious time of it for .himself, and a very disagreeable one for timid people. It is evident
that he is getting very desperate for his contortions were never so painful He declares
that his unselfish devotion to the dear but

yearning for

unthinking people,
in
politics lead him to make this
clamor; but everybody, except those who do
not take newspapers, have long known that
such pretentions on his part are childish deceits. He cares for the people as the Indian
and

his

re-

form

does for his federal agent, and knows as much
about political reform as he does of the future

world,

or

likely

is ever

to

for that matter.
It is dinner for

Dinner is what he is after.
which he agonizes; the hungry hope of dinner which leads him to make his hideous
gyrations and utter these ear-splitting shrieks.
And this fellow is all the more noisy and disnow, because, from the elections in
those and neighboring states last fall, he is

agreeable

confident that he is

on

the tidal wave that

will bear him to success, that is, dinner.
This accounts for the small conventions and

large talk

which remind

one

of the

early

of 1872, before the September frosts
of Maine cooled and rendered comfortable

summer

the

political atmosphere.
In the proceedings of all these conventions,
there appears to be a large sprinkling of professional men, editors, and, from a few names
which appear above toe surface, of ex congressmen and other gentlemen who are compelled by the ingratitude of the people, to
bear that prefix since the Greeley flood. In
view of this we predict, that when full reports are given, the real farmer will be an
infinitesimal quantity in the meetiugs which
have taken their names.
But if these conventions are made up of
honest men and real farmers, they canuot
make the least claim to be reformers, or even
well-informed men. For instance, the Indiana

convention

begins

its

platform

with the

declaration that it proposes “to abandon the
gold base fallacy,” and the issuance of a “paper currency which shall be declared equal
with gold!’' The men of fable, who voted
their asses horses, should, by all means, give
place to the Indiana fools who propose to
issue an abundance of paper money, and decree that it shall be equal in value to
gold,
dollar for dollar, for the history of all modern
nations is replete with examples of failure to
do this same thing. It would be vastly more
sensible for the farmer to declare that a

do his strongest political friends. With
natural abilities and fine culture, he joins
great industry, a strong will, honesty of purlolpose, aDd a courage that enables him to
low the line his couvictious of duty point out,
whether for the time being it places him on
the popular or unpopular side of a question.”
The Mathias Republican thinks that in
that section Mr. Perliam is the favorite for
United States Senator.
The St. John Globe in noticing the reciprocity treaty says that “the idea of introducing manufactured goods may meet with some
opposition, and we fear our Dominion manufactures will be no better able to compete
with the manufactures of (the United States,
than are those of the Lower Provinces
against those of the whole Dominion. There
as

rare

some advantage in having
and, possibly this may

will be, however,
the larger market,
in which the
outweigh the disadvantage
American manufacturer places us with bis
lal-„e capital and his large home market. To
the"province of New Brunswick there will be
an

immense

gain

in our

to sell our

ability

ships in the United States, and although we
the coasting
are not, apparently, to have

trade, still the benefit derived from the first
named privilege will stimulate shipbuilding
here to a very great extent.”
Republican organs in Maine have been
trying to stave off a discussion of the senatorial questiou until Joe Manley and 8. 8.
Marble and those fellows bad “fixed” the
new members of the Legislature,but they are
not succeeding well.
The Portland Advertiser has been agitating the matter out of
hatred to Ilamlin and Blaine, and now the
Portland Press suggests that Ilamlin isn’t
the only man in tlie State, and that Israel
Washburn, Josiah II. Drummond and Sidney Ferham are also good men for the place.
—Boston Herald.
The

The Geneva Award.
on the Geneva award, the
Record was filled with dreary
columns of statistics and precedents that may
carry conviction to the superior intellects ir.
Congress, but for a brief, terse anil practical
presentation of tbe equity of the case, we think
that our Congressman, Mr. Burleigh, excelled.
Tbe lollowine are Mr. Burleigh’s remarks:
Mr. Wilson, of Indiana. I now yield seven
minutes to the gentleman from Maine, [Mr.

During the debate

Congressional

Burleigh.]

Mr. Burleigh. Mr. Speaker, if any gentlemen residing in the interior of the country
think that they have uo interest iu this question, that only those who are concerned in navigation on the ocean are interested iu it, I desire to say to those gentlemen that they and
tlieir constituents have as much interest in this
award as three-fourths or nine-tenths of my
constituents have. The gentleman from New
York [Mr. TreinainJ had said that these shiptheir claims here are all
owners who present
rich, worth on an average $18,000each. Why
did he not say to the House that the ownership of many of these vessels is cut up iuto

eighths, sixteenths, perhaps thirty-seconds or
sixty-fourths. If the gentleman will come to
my state, I will show him how these ship-owners live, and what mauy of them are doing now.
And then let the gentleman go with me to
where he is accustomed to go, into the gilded
palaces in which the insurance companies do
their business, on Broadway and State streets;

and into the brown-stone front houses ou Fifth
Aveuue and Beacon Hill,
Mr. Speaker, when the first vessel was captured by rebel cruisers—a ship belonging to individuals in my state—there was great interest
throughout the country among ship owners to
know whether the insurance companies would
pay that loss or not. The ship-owners had insured their property against the dangers of the
bushel of chaff is equal iu value to a bushel
I sea and they claimed that the
companies were
of wheat. The Indiana convention further
liable for the loss. The insurance companies
desires to pay off the five-twenty bonds in on the other hand claimed that such a loss
was
extraordinary and that the companies
greenbacks, thus reviving Mr. Pendleton’s were
not liable.
The court sustained the inexploded scheme of 1867.
surance companies; and the companies did not
Nor does the Indiana meeting satisfy itself pay any losses of that character until they had
collected from the ship-owners war premiums
with one or two dangerous fallacies. It
sufficient in amount to cover the losses as they
catches up Senator,Windom’s transportation occurred.
Then was the time. Mr. Speaker,* that the
scheme, which has captured so large a crowd
ship-owners ot this country were between Ihe
of congressmen with its $200,000,000 worth of
upper and nether millstone, as it were, u'o
lose their ship was ruin; to pay the extraordiwater routes, and expresses a determination
nary and, as it proved to be exorbitant war
to make the national government “open out
premium, was also ruin. Many of them perthe channels in nature’s great arteries.”
haps were compelled to put their ships under a
More than this, they want “an equal distrib- foreign flag or see their property vanish like
the dew before the morning sun.
Others,
ution of all surplus products;” or, in other
more patriotic, having sailed under the old flag
words, they would put the principles of the all over the world, could not consent to see
Commune into practice—a very pleasing their vessels go under a foreign flag; they paid
out their money and had tlieir vessels captured
thing for a dinnerless and lazy reformer to until their whole property was swept away.
contemplate. They also declare that all men Thus the raerchuut marine of this country, that
had before the war done the larger share of
except themselves are scoundrels, and vote the carrying trade of the world, that had been
that they will support none but honest men the nursery for our seamen and the envy of
for office, thus narrowing down the possibili- I other countries, is now classed in regard to
numbers as fourth among the maritime nations
ties of office-holding to themselves, and that ! of the earth.
all may have a share, they declare, that no
Sir, my people conceive that the Geneva
award was given to this country to remunerate
man shall be elected to any office more than
the ship-owners of this country who bad their
i^4i^ *■
ml n—4 C—
on..*..;......
a single term.
What iisniui
destroyed by tbe rebel cruisers fitted out and
Congresses this svstem would give. ns.
sailing, iu a mauuer, under tbe protection and
But the most criminal act of this Indiana
in the interest of Great Britain.
Now, sir, the question before us is, who shall
convention is its purpose to array the agrihave this money? Shall the people who had
culturists of the West against the people and
ships, and now have neither ships nor money,
be excluded? Sir, many of these men who are
Interests of other sections. The resolutions
to-day struggling in poverty on account of these
denounce banks, railroads, manufacturing eslosses would, if they had their own again, club
tablishments as “bloated” monopolies. Thus
together and once more launch their barks upon
the treacherous elemeut.
they are doing what the Southern demagogues
Mr. Speaker, these men should be paid, at
did fifty years since with reference to the
least they should not be left out in the cold.
North, and are doing their utmost to array They built upour merchant marine; they maintained a nursery for our seamen without any
one section and one interest against every
expense to the Government; and when the
other. Fortunately, the men who have made
hour of conflict came they were too patriotic
to abandon the flag, but paid out their money
the West what it is are too intelligent to be
deceived by the revolutionary aud disorgan- until it would have been better for them if they
had allowed their ships to sink or be captured.
Sir, we hear a good deal here about law.
izing declarations of these reforming maniacs.
Now, sir, I understand that we here are lawThe Illinois convention was.not so demonmakers, and that we have a special case before
strative as its contemporary in Indiana, It,
us.
Let us so make the law that it will do jushowever, summarily tabled a resolution fav- tice iu this case. It is iu tbe interest of the
nation; it is iu the interest of those that favor
oring an early return to specie payment, and cheap
transportation; it is ill the interest of
in most other respects repeated the folly of those who favor deep water at the mouth of
the
Mississippi river; it is in the interest of
the Indiana meeting.
every member upon this floor and his constitIt cannot be possible that a political assouents I plead, as well as in the interest of those
wiio have done business upon the water ahd
ciation with the illogical and contradictory
who go down to the sea in ships. If the strong
vagaries of these t farmers’ reform conven- hand of tbe government shall succeed in
giving
tions can receive the support of sensible aud
these people their own again, it will build up
our
merchant
marine
to
be
our
again
pride and
intelligent men. Timid congressmen may be the
envy of the world. It will be the means of
awed by them, but such unadulterated frauds
maintaining a nursery of seamen for our navy
without [any expense to the government. It
and shams cannot become the principles of
will
dot every sea with our white sails and
the people of the West, and no one but the
build up our trade and commerce in every part
New Tork World, the hard money organ, of the world, amoug civilized and uncivilized
nations,and fly those “Stars and Stripes ”we alwhich see3 in the meetings the long deferred
ready love so well to see wherever we are, tbe
“Democratic revival,” and is now frantically
dag of our common country, now, thank God!
no longer counted as the emblem of a nation
sounding its gong over it, believes it will.
of slave-holders.
—ii una

The Civil Service Commission is no more.
Gen. Butler, warmly backed by the speeches
of all the leading Democrats of the Douse,
including Cox and Breck, and followed by a
minority of the Republicans, who desire to
peddle out places, put the much abused
It had a few good
thing out of the way.
friends whom the intelligence of the country

wiU bear

in mind. As for the
Democracy.now
on one of its tidal waves.it wants no hindrance

to.tne

system when it comes into power,as
expects to do in 1877. No civil service

old

itfondly

in tlieirs.

To the victors belong the
and in that sign they hope to conquer.

s

polls

Boston has had its attention called by Mr.
Hibbard of Montreal, to a new route to the
West by which traffic is to be brought to it
through Georgian bay. Lake Huron and the
Hoosac tunnel via Ottawa.
This proposed
line brings Boston 250 miles nearer Georgian
bay than New York is to Chicago. There are
sixty miles of this line unprovided for this
side of the St. Lawrence, the balance
being
contracted for. Mr. Hibbard was in this city
last winter urging the extension of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railway through the
country in question to Ottawa. He wants
half a million dollars.
The Danbury News is thriving during the
absence of Mr. Bailey in Europe, under the
editorial charge of C. E. A. McGeaehy, whose
nom-de-plume of “Mac” must not he confounded with “Max Adeler,” who is em-

ployed

contributor to the paper. It may
not be
generally known that the News issues
two editions, one for local use
and the other
for outside readers.
Both editions are enlivened by regular letters from
Mr. Bailey,
as a

detailing

his

Europeau experiences

servations in his

characteristic

and ob-

vein*

The Senate passed another of those
currency bills lor which it is famous. The House
will follow suit and the President
will veto it
The play is getting tiresome. Do
something
s
else.
And now some Bangor men want u vote
for John A. Peters for U. S. senator,
which
wouldn’t be by any means a bad thing to do.

Current Notes.
“Swindling by an act of Congress” is what
the Boston Advertiser
styles the Geneva
award bill passed
by the House. It further
complains of the tone of the criticism of
Messrs. Prye and Hale on the
insurance compames.
The Eastport
ma,“

Sentinel says that Congress-

not

cans

speak

confined to the RcpnbliProminent Democrats
of hi.
congressional record

ofthe district
as

State Convention

favorably

of

Reform

■—-

Reform Clubs of this state was held in
Gardiner Thursday. There was not a very
full attendance.
Among the leaders in the
reform

movement present were ex-Goveruor
Perham, Hon. Joshua Nye.Rev. E. P. Thwiug,
Francis Murphy, J. K. Osgood, of this state,
and 0. Banks McKenzie, Superintendent of
the Appleton Temporary Home in Boston.
The President, Mr. Murpliy, reported that during the last three months he had addressed 39
temperance meetings and obtained 993 signatures to the totai abstinence
pledge, organized
six reform clubs ami received £362.02. The

Secretary,
Thwing, said that he had visited
many towns, held meetings in person and distributed tracts md papers. The matter of
placing the State Temperance Reform Club on
a permanent basis was referred to a committee,
which subsequently reported that the practical
co-operation of the temperance men and women of Maine should be secured, and recommended the appointment by each local club of
committees to canvass and collect funds. It
was voted that the annua! meeting be held in
September iustead of March. Speeches were
made by ex-Gov. Dingley, Mr. McKenzie of
Boston, John Z. Swanton of Aroostook, David
Potter of Gardiner, Reuben McKenuey of
Augusta, J. K. Osgooc and others.
In the evening the hall was crowded. Gov.
Dingley presided, and ex- Gov. Perham, J. K.
Osgood, and Messrs. McKenzie, Thwiug, Swanton,Clark and Murphy spoke. Resolutions were
adopted urging temperance workers to renewed
exertions and invoking the aid of churches.
Mr.

Somerset Railroad.—At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Somerset rail-

road, held

at

Norridgewock,

the

Porous Plasters.
Note from Mr.

A

charter from West Waterville was passed.
During the past year the road has been ballasted from West Waterville to Norridgewock, the
river bridged at the latter place and the grading
and masonry nearly completed to Madison;
freight trains have been run since October last,
and passenger trains since January 20th.

Resolutions of respect to the memory of the
late Joel Gray, one of the directors, were
adopted.
Dio Lewis on Temperance in Maine.—
Dr. Dio Lewis
writes to the Cincinnati Gazette
that lie has
recently spent a week in Maine
examining the results of the prohibitory law.
In Bangor, Hon. Lewis Barker
informed him
that there were three hundred

drinking places

greater proportion to the
population, Dr. Lewis thinks, than can be found in
He
in
Ohio.
adds:
any town
“I am sure the friends in Qbio are sufficiently interested in the temperance cause to send a
eomniittee to Maine to spend a week or two
investigating the workings of the prohibitory
law; and I am sure they would he amazed at
th» facts. And yet I did not see an open

Jordan.

July 1—Iowa republican

convention at Des

state

Moines.

SPECIAL

July 15—Indiana democratic state convention at
Indianapolis.
July 23—Alabama democratic state convention at

Boston,

June 11, 1873.
The fact has just come to my notice that my
name In connection with the plaster business
has been referred to in tbe Portland papers,
and I wish to say that you have been entirely
misinformed in

regard

to the matter, in most

respects.
I

formerly

traveled for Nathan Wood & Son,
of your city, but now am employed by a concern
in Boston, who also handle plasters in trade.
The goods in question are put up iu style similar to others manufactured by N. Y. parties,

Montgomery.
August 3—Election of congressmen in Kentucky.
August 5—Kansas farmers’ state convention at
Topeka.
August 6—Election of congressmen in North Carolina; Michigan reform state convention at Lansing.
August 18—Voting on the adoption of the new con-

A safe and sure remedy lor removingTan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skiu, rendering it soft and tresh and imparting to it
a MAhtlLE PCBITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

the “Allcock” plasters, but are not
intended to imitate, and are expressly advertised
to be different (although superior) goods. And
though I have been recently sued by New
Yoik parties, who are very jealous of all goods

known

as

of this cluss outside their own manufacture,
the termination of the matter by court decision
yet remains to be seen. I wish to assure my
many Portlaud friends that there has been no
attempt at counterfeiting, and that I am humiliated only by what has appeared in the
Portland papers.

F. E. Joan an.

The following note from Medicus will provo
of interest to many of our readers:
To the Editor of the Press :
June <i, 1874
j
For the benefit of the friends of the “PortI
land party” on board the Polynesian, embrace
the opportunity offered by the pilot to send you
a word as to our
j resent status. So far all
members enjoy a fair degree of health and
comfort.
The first and only case of severe
sea-sickness occurred in our friend Dresser,
while crossing from Point Levi to Quebec. At
the present writing he is in condition to eat
with evident relish five meals a day, and with
the other members unites in a petition to have
two more added during the twenty-four hours.
With kind feelings at least for people who
caunot go to Europe, we bid you farewell until
we reach Derry.
Tours,
Medicits.
P. S. Everything is exceedingly pleasant on
board; weather cold. Tell every oue who contemplates coming this way to bring plenty of
In this
warm clothiug, including warm caps.
opinion I am joined by the Judge, and who
can speak from some cool experience.
I think
I am safe in saying that there is no danger to
fear that the former gentleman will not keep
his head cool.

Religious Intelligence.
Eev. T. G. Lyons has resigned the pastorate
of the First Baptist Church in Monmouth.
Rev. F. H. Eveleth, missionary to Burmah,
has recently baptized a Burmese official at

Toungoo.

Rev. L. Mayo, of Amity, baptized six converts last week, making twenty that have been
added to the church in that place within a few
weeks.
Rev. D. Outhouse, has recently moved from

Lyndon.
Thirty-one persous
to

received into the St.
Lawrence Church in this city last Sabbath.
Rev. B. N. Stone is to be installed Pastor of
the Congregationalist Society in Fryeburg on
Thursday, June 18th. The installation sermon
will be preached by Prof. Barbour, of tho Bangor Theological Seminary.
The Universalist society at Hallowell has invited Miss Haines, a theological student at Canton, to become its pastor. She has accepted
the call and will enter upon the duties of her
new position iu July next, soon after her graduation at the coming commencement.
Mr. John T. Crumrine of Pennsylvania, a
member of the Senior class in Andover Theological Seminary, has received a call to the pastorate of the Cougregational church at .Waterwere

ville,

A session of the

Unity Free Will Baptist
Quarterly meeting, at Thorndike, was held at
the Centre meeting house, so called, last week
commencing last Friday afternoon and closing

Sunday.

Rev. Joseph Kalloch has been supplying the
First Baptist church iu St. George, and an encouraging revival has taken place under his
At the Baptist Convention next week Rev.
Dr. Shailer of this city delivers the historical
discourse.
The Congregational Society of Norridgewock
has recently been presented with an organ by
residents of California who formerly lived in

Norridgewock.

The ministers of the Maine Methodist Conference for this year state the number of
churches under the jurisdiction of the Conference to be 115; with a membership of 13,436.
Mr, McGown, of the Bangor Theological
„>> it Kinaman dnrina tlu
fifftninarg wrjll
summer.

The Friends’ Quarterly Meeting was held at
East Vassalboro on Friday, the 29th. Fernando Cartland and wife were present at the meet-

ing.

Mr. B. B. Merrill of the class graduated last
week from the Theological Seminary in Bangor has received a call to the pastorate of the
Congregational church at Saudy Point; Mr.
John R. Chalmers has a call from Wilton; Mr.
R. W. Jenkins a call from Winthrop; Mr.
TIios. M. Davies a call from Dexter, and to supply half the time at Garland during the vacation of several mouths granted to Rev. P. B.
Thayer; Mr. Charles N. Sinnett has a call from
Lebanon, and Mr. B. F. Grant is called to Lunenburg, Vt.
The Baptist church at North Alfred has been
without a pastor for about a year. Last Sabbath Elder Ebpnezer Garey of Alfred supplied
tbe pulpit. There appears to be good prospect
of hav.ng the pulpit supplied at least half of
each Sabbath.
Bowdoiu Free Baptist Conference was held
in Brunswick, Tuesday.
At the annual meeting of Penobscot Conference of Congregational Churches it was reported that the number of churches in the conference was 14; members 1542; contributions for
the year $4,197.
Much religious interest is manifest throughout the state and churches are having constant
and increasing accessions to their membership.

STATE
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November 2—Election
gressmen in Louisiana.
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The new water works at Mfc. Desert to provide pure water are completed.

These medicines have undoubtedly performed more
of Consumption than any other remedy known
to the American public. They are compounded of
vegetable ingredients, ami contain nothing which can
be injurious to the human constitution.
Of her remedies advertised as cures for Consumption, probably contaiu opium, which is a somewhat
dangerous drug in all cases, and if taken freely by
consumptive patients, it must do great injury; for
its tendency is to confine the morbid matter in tlie
system, which of course, must make a cure impossi-

and that the stimulant which is combined wiili them
is the purest that can be manutactured. We nrem garoieu ijann, out mine good old
mother tongue, as a remedy for languor, debility,
nervousness, indigestion, liver complaint, fever and
ague, constipation, rheumatism and low spirits, aud
as a preventive of every disease produced
by foul air,
whether it. stagnates in crowded work-rooms or imperils life and health in swan*py districts and new
clearings. So the masses say, and so they have
been saying for the last twenty years.

scnoe it, noi

Die.

Sehcnck’s Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to
contain a particle of opium: It is composed of powerful but harmless herbs, which act on the lungs,
liver, stomach and blood, and thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel all the diseased matter from
the body. These are the only means by which Consumption can be cured, and as Schenck’s Pulmonic
Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are the
only medicines which operate in this way. it is obvious they are the only genuine cure for
Pulmonary
Consumption. Each bottle of this inva^able inedic*ne is accompanied by full directions.
Dr. Sclieuck is professedly at bis principal office,
corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, every
Monday, and at the Quincy House, Boston, on the
following Wednesdays. June 10th and 24th, July 8th
and 22d, and August 5th and 10th.
me!2
eod&wlysnll

SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. O. O. F.
The monthly meeting of the Odd Fellows* Mutual
Relief Association will be holden at Odd Fellows*
Hall, Tuesday evening, June 16th at 71 o’clock.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec.
jul3sn3t Per order,

Caucuses*

Kuril eft's Flavoring: Extracts*

The Republicans of Cane Elizabeth are requested
to meet at the Carriage Snop of James W. Harmon,
on SATURDAY, June the 13th inst., at 2} o’clock,
P. M., to choose delegates to attend the Republican
Slate Convention, to b 1 olden at Augusta, Thursday. June the 18th. Also to choose delegates to attend the Republican District Convention, to he lioldru at Portlaud, Wednesday June the 24th, 1874.
Per Order of Town Committee.
Cape Elizabeth, June 8, 1874.

There U no subject which should more engross attention than .he purity of the preparations which
are used in flavoring the various compounds
prepared for the human stomach. Burnett’s Extracts are
prepared from fruits ot the best quality, and are
highly concentrated.
11

uf.

j>enion

went

Phila.

jull_TuTh&Slmsn
and

Freckle Lotion, which is harmless and in every case
infallible. Or for bis Improved Comedone ami
Pimple Remedy, the great Skin Medicine for
Pimples. Black Heads or Flesh worms. Or consult
B. C, PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor, 49 Boud
Street, New York.
ap30sneod&w3m20
A

SOMEKSET COUNTY.

A child five years olil, bright, active and red
haired, was left on a door step in Skowhegan
a few nights since.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Sentinel says that there are to he several
vessels fitted out at that port for the Banks
notwithstanding reports to the contrary.
YORK COUNTY.

At the annual

meeting of the York Manufacturing Company the following officers were
elected: Clerk, Ira H. Foss; Treasurer, \V. S.
Saltonstall; Directors, James Ellison, Thomas
Wigglesworth, Samuel G. Snelling, Seth Bemis, Walter Hastings, James Longley, Wil-

liam G. Saltonstall.
Biddeford has a case of small pox.
A house owned by Mr. Cleaves at Goose
Rock was burned to the ground
Tuesday night.
It was undoubtedly incendiary. Loss
81,000;
insured for $500 in Gloucester.

REMOVAL.

EVANS

Deering, June 9, 1874.

the State and District Conventions.
Per Order Rep. Town

COAL

ALWAYS

my 26

Indianapolis.

Des Moines.
June 25- Vermont democratic convention at Montpelier; Alabama negro state convention at Montgom*
ery.
June 30—Illinois prohibition state convention at
election for delegates to a constitutional convention at Arkansas.

Bloomington;

sndtf

lMA.Rli.IBr).
In this

city, June 10. by Rev. C. W. Morse of
Brunswick, at the residence of the bride’s father,
Z. K. Harmon.
Ksq., George W. Herrick of Boston

Michigan,

and Miss Sarah C. Harmon of Portland.
In this city, June 4, by Rev. Dr. Pise, Joseph W.
Dodge and Miss Sarah W. Chandler, both of Portland.
In this city, June 12, by Bishop Bacon, assisted by
Father Bradley, Frank F. O’Reilley of Boston, (formerly ot Portland) and Miss Anna McMahon ot Portland.
In Scarboro, May 24, by Rev. A. P. Hillman, Edwin
Moody of Scarboro and Miss Clara R. Fuller ot East
Mass.
Wilton,
I

& ADAMS,
DIED.
In this city, June 12, Mr. Sewall C. Chase, aged G6

ON AND AFTER THIS DATE all «f
my Imported Havana Cigar, will be sold by
tbe $1,00 worth at the same price asper$10u0. I
offer to-day a flue Imported Havana Cigar—The
Golden Bell—a regalia britanica, at
100.

5.00
(box) 50.
lO Cent. Each.

Oliaiialnrc Almnnac.June 13.
Sunrises.4.23 I Moon rises. 3.20 AM
Sunsets.7.37 I High water.10.15 AM

known brand Felic-

this house is a sufficient
domestic cigars will be palmed

.....

imported.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,

MA-HHSTE

NO. 11 EXCHANGE STBRET.
sntf

PORT OP

AGENCY

LIFE

INSURANCE

COMPANY,
OF

NEir

NEWS.

PORTLAND,

FORK.

The peculiar feature which commends this Compublic favor is the entry made in each participating policy of a "definite cash value, increasing

jnenoRANDA
Sch Halcyon, of Portland, filled with water and
She has been
sunk at Portland Pier Uth inst.
raised and pumped out. Damage light.
Sch Matthew Kinney, with coal for an Eastern
port, got ashore on Bulkhead evening ot the 11th
inst, but came oft without damage and proceeded.

SHAW.

Quebec.

SAN FRANCISCO— Ar 4th, shin Washington Libby, Hanson. Newcastle, NSW, 78 days.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 10th, ship Kentuckian, Fos-

Office Fluent’s Block, Portland.
JUIO

ter,

CARD.
The undersigned, for severs! years in the insurance
business in Portland, respectfully announces that he
has disposed of his business to Messrs. Barnes Bros,
of this city, to whom has been transferred the
agency
of the foil wing well known and reliable
companies,
(which he has represented for some time): Westchester, N. Y., Clay, Ky., and St. Nicholas, N. Y. The
above named firm consists of Mr. B. Barnes, Jr., of
this city, and Mr. D. H. Barnes of
Wincliendon, formerly of Boston, the former the well known correspondent “Sidney,” of the Boston Journal, and successful insurance agent, and the latter coming to
Portland with the very highest testimonials, both
careful, experienced and influential underwriters.
Besides
occupying their commodious and attractive
office at 28 Exchange street, Messrs. Barnes Bros,
will also, (at least for the present) have a branch office
at my old stand, Fluent Block, corner of
Exchange

QtlBUII. UUail' Pl'UU, IU

ster

~

STYLES.

MISS II. F. MARSH
most desirable

a largo assortment of tho
Summer Styles of

HATS
BONNETS,
CHOICE FRENCH FLOWERS,
AND

Palmetto nuri Straw Shade Hats in the
Best Styles.

320 CONGRESS

STREET,

PORTLAND.

jn6

pntf

A wirings. Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,

Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,
49 1-2

F.
mc3

A

eodsn

Bernard,

Smith.

bridge.

NEW HAVEN—Ar
Jacksonville.

EXCHANGE STREET.,
L E A V IT T

IUI

HUflllU.

Jacksonville;

Calista.

Magee,

Vinalhaven; Flora Sawyer, Nutter, Blueliill; Alaska
Pierce, Wilmington.
Cld 10th, barque Matthew Baird, Greenleat. for
Nicolaeif. Russia; schs Ethan Allen, Blake. Bath;
Marion Draper, Bailey, do; Eliza Sawyer, Cook,
Bangor.
Cld 10th, brig Eudorus, Lee, Portland.
Passed Newcastle llth, barque M Baird, for Nickolaef; brig Long Reach, for Bath; sch Charlie Morton, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, barque Western Sea, Hanson, Palermo 66 days; brigs Emma Dean, Plummer.
Curacoa; Mary Fink, Dyer, Sagua 9 days; Martha
T Pike. Howard, E'eutbera; Abbie E Willard, Davis,
Stonington; J C Nash. Nash, Westerly; Judge Tenney, Rich, Providence; Roaraer, McFarland, New
Haven; Andrew Peters, Hopkins, Stonington ; N
Berry, Winslow, New Haven; E P Church, Gifford,
Bristol.
Also ar XOtb, brigs Matilda, Coombs. Providence for
Philadelphia; Whittaker, Cotton, Shulee, NS; Com
Tucker. Monroe, Providence; Adeline El wood. Hawkins, Richmond, Me, for Philadelphia, Ocean Ranger, Hall, Winterport; L H Jones Sawyer, Bangor;
Maria Adelaide. Kent, do; laa Ella, Smith, Pembroke; Orozimbo, Cook, Calais; J F Carver, Norwood, Fall River ; L A Robinson. Robinson, from
Salem; La Volta, Whittemore, Calais; F V Turner,
Brown. Rockland.
Cld 10th. brigs Tarita. Brown, for Stetin; Gazelle,
Small, Flensburg; H H Wright, Meyers. Cadiz.
Sid 10th. brigs Sportsman, tor Caibarien; Acelia
Tliurlow, for Cork.
Ar llth. ship Marcia Greenleaf. Poole, Havre via
Delaware Breakwater ; brig Gambia, Gilley, Jacksonville; schs E G Knight, from St Domingo; Maud
Webster, Wentworth, Apalachicola; Sarah F Bird,
Hall, Savannah; J C Rogers. Small, Bath.
Clu llth, ship Swallow, Howes, Valparaiso: schs
Mary Lord, Lord, Savannah; Wm Fisher, Hicken,
and Olive H Robinson, Beers, tor Portland; Damon,
.Johnson, Boston; C F Mayo, McMillan, East Cam-

MILLINERY!

Has JUST RECEIVED

I'llHi

BALTIMORE-Ar 10th. sell Willie Luce, Talbot,
Charleston; E R Emerson, Sears, Boston.
Cld 10th. schs H A Burnham, for Portland; Allie
Burnham, Boston; Ko’on, McKown. do.
Ar llth, brig San Carlos,
[By tel to Exchanged
Atherton, Sagua. 7 days.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, schs E H King. Bragdon. Abacoa; Moses Patten. Harding, Bangor; Web-

and Congress streets.
I most cordially and earnestly recommend them to
the public, and am confident tnat the interests of
my
customers and friends will be most
successtully and
satisfactorily cared for in their hands.
jne6tfsn
j. e. JENKS.

SUMMER

Liverpool.

CHARLESTON—Sid 7th,sch May Evelyn, McLean
Boothbay.
GEORGETOWN. SC—Ar 3d, brig H H McGilvery,
Woodbury, Baltimore.
Cld 20th, sch John Wentworth, Lowell. Boston.
BEAUFORT. SC—Ar 2d. sch Maggie Mnlvey, Hen-

ttltf

1

10th,

OOO D WIN,

MILTON

J.

28th

dtw&w4w.

Found.
Portland Harbor, June 10, two sticks of
SOUTHERN PINE. The owner can have tlio
same by calling at corner Centre and Pleasant St-.,
jul3d3t*
paying for trouble and advertisement*

IN

IEOH in to BLOOD
A Permanent Tonic

SUMMER
ALCOHOL.

WITHOUT

PERUVIAN SYRUP
a Protected
Protoxide

Is

of Iron.

Bch Tnmihauser,

for London.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Indisro ISluc
Yacht
Cloth Suits.

Vitalizes
the

Blood.

The finest and best made
line of

Tones up
the

Spring

System.

cast of
Builds up
the
Broken down.

>

PERUVIAM SY8BP
Makes
the Weak

Strong.

noTTce.
the Eastern aud Maine Central passenger station in
Pnrtlarwl

Cures

Dyspepsia
Debility.

and

Cuinplaifit.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures
Female

Weaknesses.

Cures
Boils
and Humors.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
and Bladder.

CAUTION. Be tnreynu get the right article
See that “PERUVIAN SYRUP” is blown in the

glass.

A BOTTLE.

dajly

nearly every case m;»y be traced
to a simple Cold neglected.
Break them Up.

Keen the
the system free from them.
Lungs sound, the Nasal Organs healthy.
Clothe the body with that impenetrable armour
which a single dose of that great remedy,

JAMAICA

GINGER.

COLD,
w mr

m»

Dispel every lurking symptom
RHEUMATISM,

of

LUNGS
As

nothing

else

Bouncing through the sytem,

MEii&wtr

And

warms

the

body from head to foot.

STEAMER

GAZELLE,
CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER.
regular trips to (he Islands on
UlC

nriiif;

UHU

HI

cuMtllll

House wharf at 9 ami 19.30 A. M., and 2 ami 3.39 P.
M. On the 9 A. M. and 2 P. M. trips, the boat wdl
go to Evergreeu direct; returning, will touch at Trefethen’s and Scott's Landings, and Cushing’s Islam!.
On th« 10.39 A. M. and 3.30 P. M. trips will go to
Cushing's Island direct,thence toScott's, Trefethen’s
and Evergreen landings.
Returning, will leave Evergreen at 11.30 A. M. and
5P. M., touching at Trefetuen's at 11.35 A. M. and
5.05 P. M.; Scott’s at 11.45 A. M ami 5.15 P. M., and
Cushing’s Island 12 A. M. and 5.30 P. M.
Portland, June 13, 1874.
jnl3dtf

Of the Bones and Muscles subside, the
MIND

And Body

are

Composed and

ENGLISH, FRENCH, AND

at Best,

AMERICAN

and Most

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

FEW energetic and reliable men to introduce in
Maine a new and undoubtedly the best work
ever prepared upon the subject of which it
treats,
supplying a long-felt want to every family. Its evident usefulness is recognized, and It meets with
rapid sale. One salesman re|>orts 130 sales in a town of
3,000 inhabitants, and only partly canvassed. Employment permanent, or tor limited lime. For further
,1. J. ABBOTT
paniculars address
jul3dlw
(Box 100) No. Berwick, Me.

A

Bowdoin College.
The first examination for admission will be held

made into garments to order in the
in the most Fashionable and
manner

tasty

at the

WEEKN Ac POTTER, BOSTON.
General Agents.

Lowest of Low Prices.

W. F. PHILLIS'S & CO.,
J. W. PEKKINS & CO.,

We have some very choice English Goods of our own importation in

W holesale

Agents.

ma24

jul2dlw

Railroad Excursions

SUMMER SUITINGS,

TO

THE

—

Portland Industrial Exhibition !
The Board of Manufactures have made arrangements with the Railroads,
ONE FAKE
an excursion ticket good to Portland and
return, and also admits to the Exhibition.
The da>8 and trains on which these excursion tickets are good are as lollows:

whereby

purchases

Black and Blue West of England
Broadcloths and Doeskins,
mid having a Cutter that is second
to none in the city we feel assured
in saying that those who intrust
their orders to us will be satisfied
in Fit, Material and Make.

290 & 292 CONGRESS ST.
l»2w
__

MAINE CENTRAL,

$20,000

Friday and Oalnrday, Jane I9lh and-JOth.

To loan on Hist class Mortgages in
Portland and Vicinity ill
sums to suit.

Excursion tickets good
Bangor to Portland.

on

PORTLAND &
Tuesday

and

all regular train* Irom

OGDENSBURG,

Wednesday, June
17th.

Itilta nnd

Excursion tickets good on all regular train*.
Excursion tram leaves Portland at !>.:!« p. m. on
for Fryeburg and lutermedl-

Wednesday, Juue nth,

ate stations.

PORTLAND &

ROCHESTER,

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per’
cent, inetrest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and Hafet*t mode* of employingcapital. First class securities always on hand, Intercsl
and principal collect ed without charge. Guarantees
perfect title and ample security in a I its Real EhHEAL KSTATE IS V K ST MEN 18 AND
TATK LOANS.
commission anil on shares.
improvements mod.'
Banknote |W[»r boiiRlit and Mild.

G. D.

Saturday, June 13tb.
Excursion tickets good on all regular trains, also
special train leaving Portland tor Rochester and
intermediate stations at 6.20 p. m.
on

BOSTON & MAINE,
«■»*>
Thiursdn,nad Frida,. June
Excursion tickets good on all regular trains.

*»"•

Estate

Beni

on

the Chemical Lectura Room. The second examination at the beginning of the Fall Term.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN,
President.
jul3d&wtd

1874.

RECEIVED.

JXJ s T

OAS
with all

For Sale of Fir works of every description, Fire
Crackers, Cannon, also Torpedoes. Masks, Flags,
Paper (Jap Pistols, Exhibition pieces, &c. Cities and
towns furnished with displays at short notice.
C. DAY, JR, Ac CO.,

_Jl?__

These stoves

are

_2dn eodlj

T.

S.

HATCH
OFFERS

WANTED.

STOVES,

ail warranted to give perfect sat-

KINSMAN,
128 Exchange Street:
my
21tf^

!ciT~
CARGOES

BATCH’S OYSTER HOUSE,

OF

PURE

I C E
N. O CRAM.
deOdistf

l\'l K SAI.E.
FLOORING

PINE
SOUTHERN
IJOARLS, In lots to suit purchasers,
to close

ui}2»tl

307 Congress Sti*eet,

consignment

Unn ii flic lory. IfO

STEP
lor sale low

and

RYAN & KELSF.Y,
No. Mil Couunercial Street.

Prarl, below Oxford

_____

Scbago Steamboat
and

HI.

istf

Co.
o Steamers

.MONDAY. June 15th. t
OKoftheafter
Sebagn Steamboat Co. will
lows: Leave

run as

Ibl-

Harrison daily (Suntlays excepted) at
M., North Bridgton at 9.00, Bridgton at 9.30,
Naples 10.25, arriviug at Lake Station in seuson lo
connect with afternoon trains to Portland and Boston.
Returning will leave Scbago Lake Station on arrival of the afternoon train from Portland, arriving
at Naples at 5.00, bridgton, 5.50, No. Bridgton, 6.20
acd Harrison, 6.35 p. M.
S KB AGO STEA M BOAT CU.
ju!2( Itf

8^13

Famished and Shipped by

a

CREAM

superior quality in any quantity to
Families, Picnics and Parlies.
S|»oons ami Plates furnished without charge. Ur
i derg may be left at

OK AT THE

members of the

CAPABLE Girl to do general housework in a
private family; must be a good cook. Keforeu
ces required.
Wages liberal.
Apply,to 23J Cedar street.
Jul3t(

ICE
ot

JOHN

M.C.M.A.
Maine Charitable Mechanic
Association aro requested to meet at Library
Room on MONDAY, Juno 15tb, at 10 o’clock, A. M.,
to attend tire funeral of past President Skwall C.
Chase, corner New High and Deering streets.
L F. PINGREE, President.
Geo. A. HaRmoh, See’y.
jul32t

Loan Agency

ICE CREA M.

.Baking, Broiling and Flat Iron Heating.

Nt.

SPECIAL MEETING.

ot

the different kinds of Furniture for

isfaction

Manufacturers’ Agent

large lot

A

DAVIS,

and

Brown’s 131ock.

Exec. Com
1
C. P. KIMBALL,
Industrial
C E JOSE,
[ Portland
Exhibition.
\V. W. TlioMAS, JR.,)

at

Exchange

i:ithy

Excursion train leaves Portsmouth at 8,15 a.m.;
Great Falls at 8.55 a. in.; Biddeford at 9.52a.m.;
Saco at 10 a. m., arrives at Portland at 10.30 a. m.
Returning, leaves Portland tor Portsmouth, Great
Falls and intermediate statious at G p. m.
Excursion tickets are a’so good ou all regular
trains.

TROWSERINGS,
FANCY WORSTEDS,

jn1l<lt2<)

Friday, July 3, at 9 A. M.

A
jtJL

WOOLENS

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

Wanted.

_«.U

Prices.

For the balance of the Season we
shall offer our entire assortment of

PAINS

Friday anil Saturday, Juue l'ilh and

The Peak'll I.luucl Steamboat Company’s

THE

brin Hawkes & Co.,

Goods and

the

opens

EASTERN RAILROAD.

For the Islands.

jul5isd*wt)u4

St, Portland.

“

PORTLAND,

4.

Middle

Jull_d3tis

PORES

—

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

JULY

Pluck instead of luck.
Cash against Credit.

—

FOR SALE BY

i,

ing for Cash, enables us to
undersell all our Competi-

Sends the

can.

BLOOD

—

SELF-OPERATING HORSE HAT RAKE.

her

Principle.

Buyingfor Cash and sell-

We invite especial attention to
this department of our business,
and to the great inducements ottered to purchasers, both in

that dreaded tormre
NEURALGIA
It lifts a Cold from the

Or

WHITCOMB’* PATENT

uum.

a

Custom Department.

Free the system ot every symptom ot

WONDERFUL
Are its results and unequalled in the whole catalogue of medicine. Run no more dangerous risks.
Look well to the care of your lungs h this ever
changing climate. Paitake when the symptoms of
danger approach that great revivifyng compound.

BULLARD HAY TEDDER

can
our

We do business upon

233

Throws about it. Nothing exists in medicine to
grateful and effective. Taken in full doses ou retiring lor the night it will break up the the severest

Surprising

Is mounted upon an Iron frame, strongly braced and
thoroughly built. It has been in use during the past
three seasons, and subjected to the most severe tests,
in all kinds ol grass, on both rough ard smooth land.
It performs its work well, with perfect ease to the
team, and to the entire satisfaction of all who have
used them. At a trial in Rutland, Vt., in June, 1872,
in the dynamometer test it showed the lightest draft

all Sizes and all Ages,
always be found on
Counters.

C. D. B. Fisk & Co.,

ally.

THK NEW

MOWER

Clothing,

SANFORD'S

FOWLE & «OISH, Proprietor
Avenue, Boston. Sold by dealers gener
m j 6W&S2p& w3m

W.

86 Harrison

SLEEP
Gentle, Natural, Healthy Sleep,
COMPLETES THE CUKE.

MODEL
BUCKEYE

The largest and handsomest assortment of

KEEP

NET n

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent
Portland, June 12,1874,
Freight train leaves Portland daily at 9.45 a. m.;
leaves Upper Bartlett daily at 6 50 a m. Freight
Stationjat West Commercial street, foot of Emery.
jul3

commence

up equal to any Custom
Work ever produced,

Prices that will at once
show our Customers the
vast difference
between
buying for Cash and upon
Credit.
Figures that will Compel
you in Self-Defence to Buy
of Us. Good Goods and not
trash* Quality the true test
of Cheapness.
One Price
marked
oil each
plainly
No
Deviation.
garment,and

32-page pamphlet, containing a history ot the
PERUVIAN SYRUP, a valuable paper on progress
n medical science, a treatise on Iron as a medical
agent, testimonials trom distinguished physicians,
clergymen and others, will be Bent peek to any adA

depart.

j«i»

ISO

tors.

Cures Diseases
of the Kidneys

At Sebago Lake for Stan dish Corner;
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Keizer Falls and
Freedom, N. H.;
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.;
At Fryeburg tor Lovell and North Lovell;
At Upi>er Bartlett ior Crawford and
Fabyan
Houses.
Steamer via Sebago Lake for Naples,
Bridgton,
North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford connects
daily at Sebago Lake Station on arrival of 1.30 p. in.
train from Portland.
drains from Upper Bart’ctt and North Conway
make close connection in Portland with trains for
Boston and South and West.
Ticket office in Portland at, the Eastern and Maino
Central Railroad Station, where all trains arrive and

AND

roof

Over

different patterns to select
from. In Shades and Make-

Real Live

PERUVIAN SYRUP

CONSUMPTION

On and after Monday, Jnne 15, 1874, and until further notice, trains of Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad will run as follows:
Leave Poitland for Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 7.15 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
MivpU train for Sebago Lake and lllteimutilate sta
tions leaves Portland at 4 p. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 5.25 and
11.30 a. m.
Leave North Conway for Portland at 5 55 a. m. and
12 noon.
Mixed train leaves Sebago for Portland at 6 30 p m.
Trains due in Portland—From Upper Bartlett and
North Conway 8.40 a m. and 2.45 p.in.; Irom Sebago
Lake (mixed train) 7 30 p. m.

—

one

Boston.

Children’s

Cures
Liver

In

THE NEW

Pantaloons

shown under

ever

PRICE, $1.00

On and after Monday, June 15th, 1874, all passenger traius on this road will depart from and arrive at

Grover,

PROVIDENCE—Ar llth, schs Petrel. Lemont, lm
Pensacola; Forest City, Johnson, Calais.
Ar llth, sch Montezuma, Bulger, fin Portland for
Pawtucket.

American Tricots,

Alcohol.

At Half the Prices.

SPOKEN.
April 5. lat 3t 26 S, Ion 18 27 W, barque J G Pendleton, from Boston for Mauritius.
April 5. lat 31 36 S, Ion 18 27 W, ship Fearless, trom
New York lor Shnngkae.
April 10, lat 14 48 S Ion 8 19 E, ship Bertha, Pote,

ALSO

Diagonal Coats,

no

Singapore

—

ENGLISH AND FRENCH

Contains

ult, Proteus, Murphy, for

connect

SUITS,

English Worsteds,

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Falmouth 29tli, Pleiades, Chase, (from New

Singes

ready-made
CLOTHING.
SPLENDID

r.

for Liverpool.
Ar at Gloucester 28th, Gazelle. Bartlett, Baltimore.
Ar at Greenock 29th, Kate Merrill, Merrill, trom
Jamaica
Oft Plymouth 23d ult, W S Jordan, Baker, from
Ant werp for Sydney.
Sid fui Penarth 28th, Geo M Adams, Morrison, for
Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Cardiff 28th ult, Fred Tudor, Bradford, for
Hong Kong: Alice Vennard, Humphrey. Aden.
Sid fun Newport 28th, Amy A Lane, Carver, lor
St Thomas.
Ar at
Apl 24. Castine, Wilson, Cardiff.
Ar at Cadiz 19th ult, David Bugbee, Staples, trom
New York.
Ar at Havre 27th ult, Marcia C Day, Chase, from
New Orleans.
In the Roads 28th, Lauretta Fish, Watts, fm Guanape.
Arat Antwerp 29th, Sagadahoc, Powers, Boston;
L B Gilchrist. Emersion. New York.
Sid —, S S Thomas, Eastman. Cardiff.
Sid fm Swinemunde 25th ult, B Webster, Smart,

Bombay

233 Middle St., 233

Prop'r.

jnl3

28th, Southern Cross, Hughes, Baltimore.
Ent out 28tb, Sierra Nevada,Grozier, for San Fran-

cisco.
Sid fm

^MISCELLANEOUS.

Transient Company a specialty. Unusual facilities for Gunning, Fishing, ami Bathing. Sportsmen
can be sure ol good sport at all times.

Sid

Will

DOMESTIC PORTS.

AGENT.

Hong?,

SCARBORO BEACH MAINE.

[Latest by European steamers.!

Liverpool

Old at

.uuiu/ni,

GENERAL

__

of any Mower in the market.

Friday, June 19.
ARRIVED
Sch Aurora Borealis, (Br) Hamm, Providence.
Sch Geo G Jewett, Finlay, Boston.
Sch Mary E Bliss, (Br) Shields, Boston.
Sch Exact, Parker, Gloucester.
Sch Niagara, Spoftord, Southport.
Sch Brilliant, Dow. Franklin tor Boston.
Sch Concordia, Bartlett, Bluehill tor Boston.
Sch Express, Calderwood.Vinalliaven tor Boston.
Sch Victory, Johnson, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Boxer, Grant, Bangor for Ipswich.
CLEARED.
Sch Bowdoin, Randall, Philadelphia—Bunker Bros
Sch J V Troop, (Br) Fash, Granville, NS—A D
Whiddcn.
Sch Mary E Bliss, (Br) Shields, St John, NB—Jno
Porteous.

—OF THE—

BROOKLYN

A., wife of Wm.

[Funeral seryices|Saturday alternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at N#. 13 Mechanic street.
In Hermon, June 10, Mr. Jas. W. Gammon, aged
56 years and 3 months. [Portland aud Illinois paiK?rs
please cony.l
In Bridgtan, June 10. Annie M., daughter ot Jas.
and Rachel Barker, aged 22 years.

lOOO.

Rock

Beal, Bailey, Antwerp.

[Funeral services Monday forenoon at 11 o’clock,
at his late residence. No. 104 State street. Friends
and relatives are invited to attend.
In this city, June 11, Mrs. Lydia
H. Bradbury, aged 44 years.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Black

years.

HAVANA CIGARS.

Jul

NEW

Nichols, Peters,

«_

OUTS

NO. 11 EXCHANGK STREET.

_d2mgn

as

1

CNAIUJE OF TIME.

WITI. ALLEN, JR.,

IMPORTED

off

my22sn3m

$2.00!

41 Exchange St., Portland.

no

HAND.

To or from Boston,

Steamer and Railroad Tickets from
Portland to Boston at reduced rates.

guarantee that

1...

and

BOSTON * MAINE RAILROAD TICKETS

Excursion Tickets to New York and Return.

Also a fresh lot of tbe well
iana at $9.00 per 100.
The business reputation of

i.n

*W*?snflMSiiBnra

Southern, Pennsylvania Central,Erie, Baltimore a:id
Ohio, Great Western and Michigan Central and
Grand Trunk Railwayss, and Fall River and Stonington Line Steamers,
At leas rates than any Agency in Maine.

j nC

ON

BOTTOM DROPPED

GREAT REDUCTION IN RATES
To New York, I’hiadeiphia, Baltimore,
Washington, Cincinnati, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco and ail points West.

LORING,

ui.l

New York; 3d, barque Enrique. Orcut, do.
Ar at Havana 4tb inst, brig Nigretta,
Stubbs, from
New York.
Sid fm Matanzas 3d lust, barque H D Brookroan.
Ames, New York ; brigs B F Nash, Hopkins. Baltimore; scbs Emerson Kokes, Marston, do; B J Willard, Woodbury, do.
Ar 4th inst, brig Proteus, White, Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 1st, scb Adeliza,
Huntley, Havana,
to load for New Orleans.
Sid lHth, barque T K Weldon, Colson, Sagua; brig
Nellie Husted. Davis, Not lb of Hatteras; 3d, barque
Sandy Hook, Barstow, do; scb Veto. do.
In port 4th, brig Suwannee, Sawyer, for North of
Hatteras; schs Laura Bridgman, Clark, and Levi
Hart, for New York, do.
Ar at Sagua 28th ult, brig Onalaska, Wheeler, fm
Baltimore.
Sid 28th ult. brig Mary Fink, Dyer, New York; scb
Cora Etta, Johnson, North of Hatteras; 29th, brig
Ii W Messer. Hewitt, for Delaware Breakwater; 2d.
brig San Carlos, Atherton, North of Hatteras; wb
Sarah B, Slrout* Baltimore; 4th, brig Antilles, Skinnee, North ot Hatteras.
Ar at North Sydney. CB, 27th ult, barque Emma C

$3.00!

The Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the Town House on SATURDAY, the 13th
at 5 o’clock,P.M.,to choose delegates to the State
Convention to be holden at Augusta on the 18th inst.
to nominate a candidate tor Governor. Alsotoeboose
delegates to the Republican District Convention to
be holden at Portland, Wednesday, June 24th. Also
to choose a Town Committee for the ensuing year.
Per Order of Town Committee.

ROLLINS,

Ar at Cienfuegos 2d inst, brig Alex
New York via Guantanamo.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

requested

anil

Guanape.

where we shall be pleased to see all our old customand the public generally.
We are prepared to take orders for Coal for present
or Winter use, at the Lowest Market Rates.

inst.,

Shore

York.
at Bristol, E, 11th inst, ship Ventus, Tbeobold,
York.
at Deal 11th inst, ship A McCallum,
Moody,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Portland, May 15,1874.

to
meet at the Town House in said town, on SATURDAY, the 13ih inst., at five o’clock, P. M., to choose
delegates to attend the Republican State Convention
to be holden at Augusta the 18th inst. Also to choose
delegates to attend the District Conventions to be
holden in Portland the 24th inst.
Per Older of the Town Committee.

We sell tickets via Lake

New
Ar
New
Ar

Office 1S9 Commercial, cor. of Center St..

Standard (Joals of all kindn. Hard
(Soft Wood, JEdgiugM, Bte..

the Town Hall on
to choose delegates to attend the State
Convention to be bolden at Augusta, on the 18th
inst., to nominate a candidate for Governor, anil to
choose delegates to attend the District Convention
to be holden in Portland on the 24th Inst., to nominate a candidate for Congress.
Per order Rep. Town Committee.
are

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fra Hong Kong April 21, ship Flying Eagle,
Crowell, Iloilo; barque Wakefield. Carver, Manila.
Arat Dunkirk June 9, barque Paio Alto, Mann,

WHARF,

ers

are

The Republicans of Falmouth

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 11th, schs Citizen, Upton,
Portland; H M Fuller, Hart. Darien.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 11th, schs James A Potter,
Ogier, Darien; Leonessa, Gregory, Alexandria.

Irorn

notified to meet at
MONDAY, the 15th inst., at 7

o’clock, P. M.,

WOOD,

RICHARDSON’S

The Republicans of Gorham will meet at the Town
House on SATURDAY AFTERNOON, the 13th
inst., at 2\ o’clock, to select delegates for the State
and Congressional Conventions.
The Republicans of Gray

AND

Dean, Bartlett, Pembroke; Leesburg, Herrick,
Bangor; Winslow. Kent, Portland.
CM 11th, ship Ladoga, Wiley, Cronstadt; sch Geo
Calhoun, (Hr) Price, Portland.
Ar I2tli, schs Amos Walker, Dunn, Savannah;
Kato M Hilton, Pierce, Baltimore; Arcade, Cooper,
and Rienzi, Parks, Thomaston; W F Washington,
Stevens, and Emma Hotchkiss, Alley, Dresden;
Sarah .Louise, Wincbenbacb, Bangor; Odeon, Morton, and Granville, Clark. Rockland; Arcade. Dailey,
Camden; Caroline. Wallace, Millbridge: Nile. Oliver, Bath; Maria Roxana, Palmer, Bristol; Boston,
Fogg, Freeport.
Cld 12th, brig Mary C Haskell, Haskell. Pensacola;
schs Emma, Sparrow, Bristol; Emperor, Webber, lor
Damariscotta.
SALEM—Ar 11th, schs A S March, Woodward,
Port Johnson; Leonora, Bonsey, Hoboken; Doris,
Keith. Ellsworth* Caspian, Dodge, Bluehill.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 11th, sch J H Miller, Shea,
Alice

Savauuah.

MOONEY,

HAVE REMOVED TO

Committee.

TIES, RtJCHINUS, ETC.,
Also

June—Maine republican state convention at Augusta.
June 23—Maine democratic state convention at
Portland.
June 24—Iowa anti-monopoly state convention at

A

DEALERS IN

The Republicans of Raymond are requested to meet
at the Town House iD said town on SA'i UR DAY,
13th inst,, at 4 o’clock, P. M., to choose delegates to

Which will be sold at reasonable prices.

June 17—Republican state conventions in Vermont
at Burlington, Illinois at Springfield and Indiana at

OF

GOODS

marked at prices to close them out.

BEADED LACE*, RIBBONS,
IlKt OlS SILKS, NECK

DURING

VARIETY

153 Middle Street, Vickery & Leighton.
ju2
d&vysn2w

vention to be holden at Portland, Wednesday, June
24th. Also to choose a Town Committee for the enPer order of Town Committee.
suing year.

The Political Calendar.
CONVENTIONS AND ELECTIONS
THE SUMMER AND FALL.

LAKGfi

DRY

The Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
at the Town House on SATURDAY, the 13th inst.,
at 7 o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to the Slate
Convention to be holden at Augusta on the 18th i:istan*, to nominate a candidate for Governor. Also
to choose delegates to the Republican District Con-

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A desperate fight between two stallions occurred in Bangor the other day. It was necessary to knock them senseless before they couid
be separated." Ooe was ruined.
The State Railroad Commissioners have
completed their inspection of the E. & N. A.
Railway amt report it to be in very good condition.

OF

For Moth Patches, Freckles
Tan ask your Druggist for Perry’s Moth and

Casco, June 8,1874.

Farwell, Gregory. Rappahannock, Va; South Shore,
Whittemore, Baltimore; Willis Putnam. Cook, and
Ocean, Agnew, Calais; Redondo, Moore. Ellsworth;

Orleans)

For sale by all Grocers and Druggists.

The Republicans of Casco are requested to meet at
the Town House on SATURDAY, tlie 13th day of
the present month at 3 o’clock, P. M., to choose two
delegates to attend the State Convention to be holden
at Augusta on the 18th day of June, 1874.
Per Order.

EATON

KNOX COUNTY.

Parker House, Boston.

The best in the world'1 Fifth A venue Hotel, N. Y.
Used Exclusively for years." Continental Hotel

The Republicans of Yarmouth are requested to
meet at Union Hall, on SATURDAY the 13th inst.,
at 7£ o’clock, P. M., to choose delegates to attend the
State Con mention to be holden at Augusta on the
18th inst., to nominate a comlidate for Governor.
Also to choose delegates to attend the District Convention to be holden in Portland, on the 24th inst.,
to nominate a candidate for the Forty-fourth Congress. Also to choose a Town Committee for the enPer order of Town Committee.
suing year.
Yarmouth, June 8, 1874.

w

Thomaston proposes to celebrate the Fourth
if subscriptions enough can he obtained.

LIST

Pre-eminently superior."

NEWPORT—Ar 10th. sch Challenge, Bennett, from
Wiscasset.
Ar 11th, sch Corvo, Pickering, tm Weekawken for
Portland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 10th, sch Zina, Bradbury, from
Machias.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 9th, sch Gen Hall,
Gross, Portland for Fall River.
Sid, brig lsan0 Carver; schs Castalian, Jos Farwell,
Susan, John Wentworth, Hattie Ellen, Stephen J
Watts, Lucy Wentworth, and B L Condon.
Ar 10th. schs Henrietta, Smith, Providence for
Gardiner; Lucy Lee. from Ponce for Boston; Fred
Jackson, Pettengill, tin Elizabetliport lor Portland;
Castalia. Gale, Providence for do.
Sid 11th, schs R M Brookings. Georgie D Loud,
Lucy Lee. Fred Jackson. L M Strout.
BOSTON—Ar Uth, brig Agenora, Priuce, Matanzas; schs Ralph Howes, Burgess, and Kate Foster,
Harraden, Jacksonville: Amos Walker, Dunn, Savaunah; N J Miller, Pinkham, Wilmington; Joseph

W iscasset

cures

jargon

the

steep
soon after leaving the breakfast table a few
days ago and at last accounts all attempts to
awakeu him had proved unavailing.
ueiaiu

rtl.OCIC,

Maukrake Pills.

properties of Hostetter’s
of the profession, not one reader in
twenty would understand wliat it is good for. We
prefer to say in simple words I hat it possesses strengthening. regulating and purifying qualities of the highest order that the vegetable ingredients of which it
is composed are eminently wholesome and salutary,
scribe the

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
uathwu

CLAPPS

Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic, and

should deStomach Bitters

from year to year, which the Company will loan to
the policy holder to aid in the payment of liis annual premiums, it desired, or pay over to him at any
time after the receipt of two or three premiums
should he have occasion to surrender his policy.
Further information will cheerfully be given to
parties who are pleased to call, whether desiring to
be insured or not.

elected Hon. Samuel Wasson, member of
Board of Agriculture.

3,

we

pion

COUNTY.

removed her Studio to

Where she will rcceivo pupils in Object-drawing and
Painting, as usual.
mar23snl I

English speaking

should be doctored in Latin.

pany to

HANCOCK

SPRINGER

HR. SC HE IN CIA’S

hanking around

Hancock County Agricultural

sntf

REMOVAL,
HIRS.

Plain EngliNh.

“Eye-pleasing adjunct” is what they call a
on a man’s barn in Bridgton.
Mrs. Dunn of Naples helped load and spread

smart woman.

STREET.

MIDDLE

con-

vane

the house after supper, and
the News thinks she heats Denmark’s cham-

12

CHARLES M. HAWSES,
90
juBlS

Ohio will elect state officers and congressmen on
October 13 or November 3, according as the new constitution is rejected or accepted at the voting on August 18.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

eighteen loads of manure in the forenoon, held
plow in the afternoon and shovelled away the

carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to
interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

All

per cent

con-

November3—Election of both state officers and

COUNTY.

Prof. White with the scientific members of
the Junior class of Bowdoin College was off on
Monday last for a week’s encampment ou one
of the Goose Islands in the bay, to give the
students an opportunity to explore and study
up nature’s specimens for themselves.
Mr. J. F. Gerald, the temperance lecturer,
was thrown from a carriage in Brunswick a
few days since and seriously injured.

COUNTY BONDS*.
CITY. BONDS*.
SiUHOOL DISITRICT RONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.

gressmen in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Kansas. Nevada, Alabama, South Carolina
and Tennessee; election of congressmen
only in
Rhode Island. Marylaud, Virginia, Florida, Mississippi, Texas, Arkansas, Wisconsin and Minnesota.

10.00
ANDROSCOGGIN

officers and

of state

SI00.00 per
Ira N. Beals of Lewiston is nnder bonds to
tbe amount of $3,500 for embezzling the money
and stock of J. W. McDuffee. jeweller, at
whose store he was a clerk.
He says he
couldn’t get his pay and so thought he would
take it. His peculations amount to several
thousand dollars.

Prepared only by A. Q. SCH LOTTEUBECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au2lisuti

September 1—Election of state officers and congressmen in Vermont.
September 2—Election of congressmen in California.
September 14—Election ofatato officers and congressmen in Maine.
October 13—Election of state officers and congressmen in Indiana, Iowa and Nebraska.
October 14—Election of congressmen in Georgia.
October 22—Election of congressmen in West Vir-

in

The Voyagers.

Hodgdon

August 13—Pennsylvania republican state convention at Harnsb .rg; Tennessee democratic slate convention at Nashville.
August 26—Ohio democratic state convention at
Columbus; Pennsylvania democratic state convention at Harrisburg.

ginia.

NOTICES.

Selllotterbeck’s Moth and Freckie Lotion

stitution in Ohio.

To the Editor of the Press:

following

Board of Directors was elected:
Edward JIowo, Norridgewock; S. B. Cragin,
Norridgewock; Nathan W?ston, Madison; Geo.
H. Smith, Boston; John Ayer, West Waterville; W. H. Browu, Anson; Samuel Bunker,
Anson; Wm. Atkinson, Embdeu; Nicholas
Smith, Bingham; John Carney, Moscow; F.
W. Hill, Exeter; Benj. Flint, California; R. B.
Dunn, Waterville.
The article in the call relating to the railroad

city-a

There is no doubt
that the traffic has beuu driven under cover,
and there is not a shadow of doubt that the
consumption of drinks iu the State of Maine is
enormous.”

Clous.—

ance

in that

fair,y earned the high esteem
in w DfV‘has
teh he is held
by his constituents, and
this sentiment ,s

■

—

drinking place in the state.

A.

Home

for

Aged Women.

f I THE Anniversary of this Association will becelcJL brated on SATURDAY, the 13th. The hou*e
will be open tor the reception ot friends from 10 A.
M. till 6 P. M. Strangers who may be in the city are
cordially invited to visit it. A variety ot useful article*, made by the juinates, will be for »ale.
jul2dtd
Portland, dime 11, 1874.

■

t

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY

HORSING,

Fourth Day of the Exhibition.

JUNE H- 1871

No

additional features of interest.
Yesterday
afternoon the Highland Cadets and Massasoit
Encampment of Odd Fellows visited the hall,

CITY AND VICINITY.

and

they

New AdYertiftement» To-Day.
AUCTION COLUMN.
0. Bailey & Co.

to

on

Convention

parties to deliver 000,000

George Burnham, who has liad fifty years experience in making syrup barrels, shows three
specimens of bis handiwork of which he has
reason to be proud.
This business is very large

Portland, many barrels being required t
supply the sugar refineries in this city, and a
large amount being sent abroad.
G. E. Jordan,a young manufacturer who has
just started in business, shows two syrup barin

Sabbatb

rels which give evidence that he can hold his
with the old bands.

own

PLASTER.

The Casco Plaster Mills show a barrel of calciued plaster, and one of the common fertilizThis concern, represented by
ing article.

Knight & Wkidden,

has
been established
about three years, and has its manufactory on
West Commercial street, where it turns out
50,000 barrels of plaster a year. It is a very

m.

important industry,

Lawrence St, Ciiurch.—Rev. A. H. Wright
Pastor.—Services at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
Newbury St. Church.—Preaching at 3 and 7}1
p. m. by Rev. Mr. Gppen.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop ol the Diocese ot
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10} a. m., 3 and 7
p.m.
St.

Prayer meetings

All trom

on

Thursday eveniugs

and land

at

are

7}

p.

Congress Street M. E.

eral use iu the mechanic arts, and orders come
for it from all quarters of the land. The fertilizer is so well and favorably known to agriculturists throughout New England that coojment
upon it is superfluous. Its constantly increasing sales speak its praise.

m.

LEATHER.

William Gray exhibits fine samples of leather
from his establishment on Gray street. The
line of samples displayed embraces all kinds
iu use among shoe and harness dealers, and is
noticeable for its quality and finish. A market is found for this leather throughout the
and iu New Hampshire and Vermont.

state

Ciiurch.—Rev. C. B.

OIL CLOTHING.

Pitblado, Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. ra. and 3 p.
m. by the pastor.
Sunday School and prayer meetings

as

John Oleson, the veteran manufacturer of

usual.

i__

Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
■treets. Sunday June 14,1874. Conference
meeting
at 10} a. ra. Sunday School at 2 p. m. Preaching at
3 p. m. Sunday School Concert at
7} p. m. Free to

at 7 P. M.

Seats tree.
Free St. Baptist Churcii.—Preaching at 10} a.
m. by Rev.R. R. Riddell of South Berwick.
Sabbath
School at close of morning service.

fc^*Prayer meeting at Allen Mission Chapel Sun-

day morning at

9

a. m.

John Oleson, and who can’t
of his oil clothing.

|3T”There will be preaching Sunday afternoon and
evening, at the usual hours, in the Arm> anti Navy
Hall, Cor. Congress and Brown Sts., conducted by
the Christian Denomination.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Rev. Dr. Pise, Rector.
Services on
Sunday 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
Park St. Church.—Rev. Dr. Hill will preach

to

the value

John Bradford and Son exhibit a fine crossfor ships. The senior member of this firm
is an old mast and spar maker whose name is
sufficient guarantee for his work.
G. M. Stanwood exhibits some iron ship
work noticeable among which is a patent cap
for lower topsail yaid, and some galvanized
bolts of superior make. It is pleasing to see
these indications of

Court.

a

revival in Maine’s great

industry.

PRESIDING.

Thomas Laughlin also exhibits some specimens of iron ship work which
are
worthy of
note, showing evidences of thorough workmanship and mechanical skill.

Friday.—Edward Sheridan. Margaret Tobey and
Intoxication.
Fined 95 each
Michael Sullivan.
CUtlS.

testify

tree

__

Municipal

i.i

SHIP WORK.

to-morrow, June 14th.
Allen Mission Chapel. Locust Street.—Prayer
meeting at 9 a, m. and 2 p.m.; Sunday School 3 p.
m.; prayer meeting at 7} p.m. Temperance meeting Monday evening. All are cordially invited.—
Seats free.

JUDGE MORRIS

-i.

city since 188(5, exhibits many samples of his
wares. .The thoroughness with which they are
made, and the tirst-class quality of the material used are very noticeable. Mr. Oleson is a
thorough believer in old-time honesty, and he
carries this honesty into his daily work as well
His market is chiefly
as into church Sundays.
with ship captains and sailors, and with lumbermen. There is scarcely a captain of a vessel which sails into this port who doesn’t know

all.
First Baptist CnuRcir, Congress st., corner of
Wilraot. Rev. Wm. H. Sbailer, Pastor.—Sabbath
School 1.30 P. M. Preaching 3 P. M.: Social meeting

W1U1

known

throughout the
The calcined plaster is iu very geu-

country.

invited. Seats free.
First Second Advent Church, 353} Congress
St.—Elder C. H. Sweet will preach Sunday at the
usual hours. Seats free.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. 87 Free
St.—Social meeting at 9 a. m. Preaching at
10} a. m.
and 3 p. m. by Elder I. C.
Wellman, of Yarmouth.
Prayer meeting at 7} in the evening.
Spiritualists Fraternity, Arcana Hall.—
?om New10 Jersey, will speak at 3
and 7} P. M. Admission
cts.
sea

a

Brooks and Lombard, another firm doinga
large amount of business, show a water cask,
put together in the best of shape out of the best
of materials, and a fine syrup barrel.

Bay Side Parish (Union),—Rev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath School atl p.m.; Preaching at 2 and
6 p. m.
Preaching at KuigbtviJie at 10* a. m.
Sabbath School at 11* a. m. Social meeting 71 n. ni.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10} a.
m. and 3 p. in.
Sabbath School at 1} p. m.; Social
p.

The amount of
depressed times, is

year for six years.
Another bundle is dressed by the Jutson dresser. The cooperage of the water casks is done
by Humphrey Guptill, a famous old cooper,
who utterly abhors unions and contents himself
with turning out the best work in the country.

High Street Cntracn—Rev. W. H.
Fenn, pastor. Services at lit* a. in. anil .7 p, m,
Sunday School
at the close of the forenoon service.
Prayer mcetin
at 7* o’clock; Tuesday evening at 7}.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Servicea at 10* a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all are welcomed.

meeting at 7

on

gallons capacity, one ot DO gallons, and one
of 80 gallons. These are gotten up in a manner
to reflect great credit upon Portland enterprise
and skill. They have also a bundle of sliooks
cut out of the bolt, two at a time, by their improved shook machine, each 48 iuches long and
cut the right way of the grain.
These shocks
have become renowned throughout the country,
and the firm now has a contract with Michigan

24tli inst.

m’

goods

1JU

Religioun Notice*.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’
Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting every
Wednesday and Saturday Evenings at 7} o’c’k P. M.
State Street Ciiurcii.—Rev. E. Y. Hincks,
Pastor. Services at 10$ a. w. and 7$ p. m. Sabbath.
School 3 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. C. F. Dole Pastor.
Preaching at 10J a. m. and 3 p. m., by Rev. J. Id.
Ecob, of Augusta. Prayer meeting at 7$ p. m.
First Parish.—Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill, pastor.
Dr. Hill will conduct the services
to-morrow, mornJug service at 10*; Ves|ier at 7* o’clock.
Swedish Services, at the Y. M. C.A. Hall—
Preaching at 10* a. m. and 3 anil 7* p. m. All are
Invited to attend.
Second Parish Church_Rev. Dr. Carruther",
au,‘7 l’’

the

The cooperage trade, doing business to the
amount of from twelve to fifteeu hundred thousand dollars a year, is one of the most important industries of the city, which is the great
feeder of the Cuba market.
This industry is
represented by several exhibitors.
Nutter & Kimball, representing a firm of
forty years standing, show a fine water cask of

requested to meet in the Ward Room of Ward
Three on TUESDAY AFTERNOON, June 16th, at 5
o’clock, and elect six delegates at large.
The delegates to the District Convention are cquested to meet at the same place on SATURDAY
AFTKUNOOW, June 20th, at 5 o’clock, anti elect six
W. C. HOW,
delegates at large.
Chairman Republican City Committee.
C. O. LEACH, Secretary.

at 10 1-2

of

THE COOPERAGE INTEREST.

are

Rtafp’S

with what

immense.

for the purpose
Ward to attend the State Convention to be holden at
Augusta on the 18th inst., for the purpose of nomi
natiug a candidate for Governor.
Also to elect six delegates from each Ward to attend the District Convention to be holden at Lancas-

School

account

transacted at this port.
business done, even in these

15lh, 1S74, at
7 l-i o’clock,
of electing three delegates from each

Hall, in this city, on Wednesday, the
delegates so elected to the State

our

ness

Jane

The

pleased

the most extensive in New England, and turns
out annually 50,000,000 feet of lumber, which is
brought to this market and sent all over the
country. Of course this corpoiation does but a
small part, comparatively, of the lumber busi-

Ward Caucuses.
The Republican voters of this city are requested

ter

much

apparently

saw.

THE LUMBER INTEREST.
The lumber interest is represented by the
Berliu Mills Company, which has on exhibition in the upper corridor at. the entrance to
the ball, specimens of long and short lumber
ot every description. This concern is one of

SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. O. O. F,-*Joshua Davis.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—J. J. Abbot
fiFound—Southern Pino.
» Black Rock House—.J. Milton Gaodwin.
fit Model Buckeye Mower—Kcndoll *Jt WhitCey.
July 4, 1874-C Day, Sr., & Co.
i Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad,
t M. C. M. A.—L. F, Plngreei
L, Wanted.
i For the Islands.
Bowdoin College—Joshua L. Chamberlain.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Mrs. Manchester.
Ladies’ custom boots—J. F. Smith.
Geo. W. Rich & Co.’s Announcements—2.

respective Ward Rooms

were

We continue
exhibition

Privilege—F.

meet at their

Interest’

the

made, and each day tho exhibition presents

Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

Monday Evening.

of

Decrease

The exhibition yesterday witnessed a larger
attendance than on any day previous. Despite
the lowering sky the ladies were out in full
force, anxious to witness the many curious
spectacles in the hall. Entries continue to be

Waterville, ot .J. S. Carter,
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.

Mill

U.U1U 111111U' 1.

Brief

l«Itin(a.
When the clock struck five yesterday afternoon the Hooks took the. sound for a fire alarm
and rushed their truck into the street.
Prof. Barbour will preach to-morrow at the
Secoud Parish church forenoon aud afternoon,
services commencing at 10} a. m. and 3 p. in.
All are invited.
The carriage of passengers betwixt Lewiston
and Portland, via the Maine Central Railroadincreased from 21,945 in 1872 to 31,642 in 1873,
a gain of 9697, or 44 per cent.
Robert G. Bigelow had one of his ribs broken
yesterday while watching the Cadets. A team
run into him and one of the |thills struck him

WASHING MACHINES.

Nathaniel Crockett exhibits the Forest City
Washing Machine, really founded on the old
fulling machine, a principle vrhich has been
thoroughly tested.
Henry Bailey enters for exhibition the reversible clothes bar, a clothec horse on castors
and with reversible hinges. This article cummeuds itself at once to the observer as well
adapted to its purpose.
O. W. Fullam shows an air pump washing machine, recently patented. This washer
's made of solid copper and has the up and
down motion. The upward movement fills the
washer with steam, and the downward forces
the steam, hot water and soap through the
clothes.

iu the side.
Mrs. Edward Whiting sustained bad bruises
about the head yesterday while at Work in her
flower gardeu, by tripping up and falling back-

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

Emery

& Waterhouse have on exhibition a
of the well-known shovels which bear their
name.
Of these shovels 8000 dozen a year are
turned out and put into the markets of the
country, from Maine to California. The industry is an old one, having been established

ward.

case

Yesterday

was a

field-day for Portland.

The first class of the Reform School will visit the Industrial Exhibition this afternoon, uuder the charge of the Superintendent, Eben

Wentworth, Esq.

twenty-five years; but it has been in its present
hands only three years, and has vastly increased
during that time. 1000 dozeu of hoes a year

Portlanders had the pleasure of listening to
the music of four different bands yesterday.
Officer York had a hard tussle with a man
named Beatty yesterday afternoon at Gorham’s
Corner. Beatty was obstructing the sidewalk,
aud when told to move on showed fight.
The sixteenth anniversary of Arcana Lodge
No. 1, I. O. of G. T., was celebrated last even,

for the Maine jobbing trade
from the same manufactory.
Isaiah Frye & Son exhibit

at their ball by appropriate exercises*
It is said that the U. S. Hotel has been leased to Mr. T. H. Walcott fer ten years. Mr. W.
to make his own repairs.
Marcellus Baker was very anxious to fight a
colored hackman who has reputation in that
a

well known bar

room

last uight.

are

so ne

turned

out

fine steel

plows from their factorv at the foot of Green
street.
These plows have been thoroughly
tested, and have become a standard Portland
industry. A large hay tedder is also shown.

iug

line, at
didn’t.

S. C. Andrews enters tor exhibition a bundle
of the well-known and widely use-it shovel
handles, turned out from the three great mills
situated in Oxford county. The process of

making a

shovel handle seems an easy one, hut
let him who thinks so visit the man ufactory
and inspect the various machines requited, and

He

Three men came all the way from Topsham
to witness the Roberts trial yesterday.

his opinion will undergo a sudden and radical
change. The business is one of the great in-

Personal.
A grand complimentary concert is to be tendered at Lawrence, on Thursday next, to Mrs.

dustries of the state. It was started from
small beginnings twenty years ago, and lias
been rapidly growing since,
it has attained to
such dimensions that 40,000 dozens of handles
are turned out a
year. It suppl ies tho Old
Colony and Ames companies, the great cunCerns of New England, as well as the famous
Philadelphia firm which has for its field the

r_
vj.

iu,

vuimuiu^.v,

■which occasion, Miss Nellie Barker and Mr. W.
B. Howard of this city, the Beethoven Quintette and Temple Quartette Clubs of Boston,
will assist.
Mr. Goodwin of the Boston Traveller, and
several other Boston gentlemen, started yesterday morning to visit the trout breeding establishment at the mouth of Wilson stream, on

South and West.
Employment.' is given to
hundreds of men, and a large amou ntof money
brought into the state.
SLATE.

In the corridor are to be seen several very
handsome specimens of marbleizei 1 slate from
the Mayfield
quarries, entered ltv 0 T. Haskell.
These are
wrought into mantels which would
be an ornament for
any house in t.he city.
In the main hall are
some splenc lid specimens
entered by W. W.
Thomas,
jr., fro m the Maine
Slate Company, of a dark
rich color, remarkof
ably tough,
perfect cleavage and smooth
texture. The veins ot the
quarry from which
this slate comes are in some cases a
hundred
feet in depth.
Near the entrance to the hall are

Sebec Lake.
Josha Nye, Esq., of Augusta, is at the Fal-

mouth.

___

Early Closing.—The wholesale dealers on
Commercial street are striving to have the
stores closed on Saturday afternoon at three
o’clock, during the summer. The only obsta de
they find to contend with is ti>e dry goods dealare bound to keep
ers, who, they complain,
business transopen. As there is scarcely any
acted after three o’clock, Saturdays, it seems

though it would be the proper thing to close
up, and give the clerks a little recreation.

as

specimens

entered by A. L. Dennison ,from the Old Orchard
quarry, opened not long si.nee at the Cascades.
This quarry is ricli in pro oiise, and turns oul
some remarkable pieces o f slate.
The slate is
used for roofing, and win in ground forms a fine
paint, much used in New- York. It lias also
developed wonderful capaci ty as a fertilizer,
and lias been used this upring with remarkable

Home for Aged Women.—To-day occurs
second anniversary of the
present
The
on
managers
propose
building.
this occasion, to throw the house open to the
Inspection of the public. They will be in attendance during the day, to show visitors how
expend their money. The public are cor.
the

they

success.

dially invited to call during the day. Useful
and fancy articles will be offered for sale.

MISCEL LANEOUS.

Andrew Mulnix enters a variety of stove
utensils of copper wl lich exhibit thorough finish
and admirable adaptability to the purposes for
which they are made. These utensils, and the
stove upon which they are place d, are the most
of the time the c entre of a grout! of admiring

Exhibition of Pictures.—The exhibition
of S. B. Sword’s paintings opened at Lancaster
Hall yesterday morning and attracied a great
the fine arts, who all pronounced
many lovers of
them without exception the finest collection
that had ever been offered at public sale in this

city. Everybody who likes to see good pictures
ghould not lose the opportunity to inspect them.
Ike sale begius Tuesday afternoon, J une lGtk.

—

ladies.
Frank
1

Higgins shows a model saw-horse—a
improvement gu the old-figshioned ones

great
in use.

yesterday. At 2 1 2 o’clock p. in. detachments
from the several Encampments of this city fell
into line in front of Odd Fellows Hall and
marched to the Maine Central Station in the
following

order:
Police.
Chief Marshal, Matthew Adams.
Aide, H. H. Rich.
Chandler’s Band.
Machigonno Encampment, No. 1, C. P., G. H. Melt enney, 30

men.

Eastern Star Encampment,No 2, C. P., L. J. Brown,
30

m n.

Portland Encampment, No, 19, C, P., F. H. Cusliiug,
30

men.

As the procession started the rain began to
fall and many of the members raised their umbrellas. The 3 o’clock train from Lewiston
brought the visitors. They were received by
the procession and line of march was taken for
the Preble House, the Portland companies

That enterprising firm, C. D. B. Fisk &
233 Middle Street, make an interesting

pieces. The following was the line of
march: Up Park to Danforth and thence to
State, from State to Cougress street, clown Congress to Brown, through Brown to Free, down

strictly adhered

Middle, thence up Exchange, street,
past Odd Fellows’ Hall, to Federal, up Federal to Temple, through Temple to Congress,
thence to the Preble House,which they reached
The streets along which the
at 41-2 p. m.
procession moved were crowdetT with spectators who were highly pleased with the looks of
the marching men and with the music furuished by Chandler’s and Edmuud’s Bands.

price,

HALL—PORTLAND,

The ladies prefer the Eureka Spool Silk.

*

S. C. Abrams, under the U. S. Hotel, sells at
auction this evening at 7 o’clock, a splendid
stock of Clothing; also Carpenters’.Tools. See
advertisement.

Every stranger visiting Portland should not
fail to visit the Clothing House of George \V.
Kich & Co., 173and 175 Fore Street., This firm
sells only good, reliable Clothing at’fair prices.

several allusions to the workings of the order,
District
which was “blind” to outsiders.
Deputy W. P. Hale of Boston responded in
belialf of tile Massasoits in the same humor-

T, P. McGowan’s, Congress Block, is just
the place to get bargains in Bibles, Prayer
Books, Pictures or anything to be desired in a
first-class Catholic hook-store.
jelOtf

vein. Grand Patriarch N. G. Cummings
then being called upon spoke of tlic aid that
the Odd Fellows of Massachusetts had been to
them after the fire, and gave the Massasoits a
Past Chief Patriarch O.
cordial welcome.
Wallderburg responded very happily. O. D.

A Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever.—
A ml such is a rich flowing head of hair. Head
er, if you have this great gift of nature and it
is not fading out, uso the
Beariue; it is the only
safe and reliable dressing you can get. Every
Druggist sells it.
jelOd&wlw

people can
do. Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., then spoke.
He remarked that not being an Odd Fellow he
could not enjoy the jokes which had been ex
changed, but was highly pleased with the afAt. the close of his remarks the company
line and
left the tables and formed into
marched to the Industrial Exhibition at City
fair.

Hall. The time spent here was necessarily
short as the Encampment had to leave on the
Boston boat, but it gave quite an insight to the
industries of the city.
From the City Hall they marched down Ex-

change street to Odd Fellows Hall where they
spent a few moments in examining the rooms,
and then formed and marched up Exchange
street to Congress, down Congrrss to Franklin
and down Franklin to the Boston boat, where
the Portland Encampments bade them fareThe visit was a very pleasant one to the
Portland Encampments, in spite of the weather, and they only wished that they could have
entertained them longer.
The Massasoit Encampment numbers 400
members and was instituted in 1842. It is officered as follows:
well.

C. P., George Carpenter.
H. I*., E. Sanborn.
S. W., Wesley Bigelow.
J. W., N. M. Morrison.
Scribe, H W. Folsom.
Treasurer, Amos Snow.
The committee of arrangements on the part
of Massasoit, is W. D. Hay, Richard Addison,
John P. Wild, George CarpeDter, Wesley

Bigelow.
The Highland Cadets.
The second visit of the Highland Cadets of
Worcester, Mass., was made to tills city yesterday. They were met at the Bostou boat by
Oapt.. Winslow and Lieuts. Merrill and York of
the Portland Cadets, and escorted to the Preble
House, their headquarters during their visit.
Arriving at the Preble, they at once took break-

fast. After breakfast the hoys strolled through
the hotel until about ten o’clock, when they
formed and marched to City Hall, where they
were
shown through the exhibition. After
spending an hour in viewing the Industrial Ex
hibition, thanks were returned by Major White
to Messrs. Kimball, Jose, Haskell and Thomas
of the Board of Manufactures, for their courtesy, to which the boys responded with three
cheers and a tiger, and the route was taken up
for the hotel.
When they reached their headquarters they
were dismissed until dinner time, with permission to look over the city. They were not long
in obeying this order, aud in a short time they
scattered about promiscuously. At half past
one they partook of au excellent dinner at the
Preble. They had expected to turn out to drill
at 2 o’clock, but the weather pevented them
out till nearly four.
They then formed
in line aud marched to the pavement in front
of City Hall, headed by the South Easton
Band, which played a lively air.
In front of the liall the cadets formed a line,
opened ranks and presented arms to the Mayor
The
and members of the city government.
companies were then reviewed by the same,
and closed the review by marching. The companies then went through with a great number

coming

of evolutions, all of which elicited the warmThe
est commendation and frequent applause.
discipline was marked. Every member of the
corps kept his eyes to the front,marched without
swinging arms or having his attention attractScores of old military
ed by any occurrence.
men watched the drill with deep interest aud
declared it as nearly perfect as can well be attained.
The exhibition closed wittt a dress

parade.
The

bearing

of the young

men

while in this

city was truly soldierly and consequently gentlemanly. The corps is an honor to their friends
warm friends in Portland.
The battalion is accompanied by Mr. Metcalf, the Superintendent of the School, General
Pickett, formerly Colonel of the 25th Massa-

ami have made

chusetts* Begiment,
rvI ..e ♦l,.. 1Qlli

Gen.

Leonard, formerly

Alooonol.neoHu

Pnmnmnf

Major Raymond, of the Boston Custom House,
Mr. A. T. Metcalf, Mr. Hathaway, Postmaster
Pickett of Worcester, and Guilford
White, Esq., of Boston, besides the following
members of the post slaff: C. B. Metcalf, Superintendent: .Capt. Samuel F. Beede, Commandant; Maj. Lewis G. White, Military Instructor; Geo. L. Clark, Quartermaster; Lieut.
Win. F. Potter, Adjutant; Byron S. Hopkins,
Sergeant Major.
The following are the officers qf the Cadets:
Charles W. Briggs, Senior Captain; George H,
Ayres, Captain; William F. Potter, First Lieutenant; William A. Daland, Second Lieutenant; Henry C. Potter, William L. Aiden, Willie R. Binder, Benjamin l Gilman, Henry W.
Kappes, Frank R. Mucullar, Sergeants; Elemer E.
Bradley, Armand W. Haviland, Win.
I. Ring, Charles E. Smith, Rhodes G Tucker,
Charles H. White, Corporals.
William

Industrial Exhibition

Go to Burleigh’s for your gentlemen’s furnishing goods.

resentative Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., delivered
a short address of welcome, in which he made

Mrs.

Manchester,

cian, will be obliged

J

uue

to

PORTLAND

Board

The

PORTLAND INDUSTRIAL

EXHIBITION

the well-known physiremain iu Portland till

best place to buy
89 Middle street.

clothiog

is

at

Hall Building1*

Citv

Bur-

._

Help or We Perish.—This is what neglected teeth would say if they could remonstrate with their owners; and mark this, the
teeth canuot perish or become black or yellow
if the Sozodont is used daily,
d&wlw

Tuesday Evening,

NEW YORK.

..

Nominations*

Washington, June 12.—The President sent
following nominations to the Senate to

the

day: Robert M. Reynolds, Minister resident
of the United States at liolivia; Lucian G.
Hpneherge, Assistant Surgeon of the United
States Navy.
Call for More 5-20..
Secretary Bristow to day made a call for the
bonds,
following
payable on and after Sept. 5th.
1874:
bonds
of
the 3d series act of Feb. 25,
Coupon
18112, dated May 1st, 1862, as follows: Coupon
bonds $50, No 12101 to 12200, both inclusive;
$100. No 37401 to No. 38200, both inclusive;
$500’ No. 19310 to No 19400, both inclusive:$10.000. No. 40101 to No. 4/300, botli inclusive;
total $900,000.
Registered bonds: $50, No
1451 to No. 1460, both inclusive; $100, No. 10081
to No. 10700, both iuclusive; $500, No. 6391 to
No. 6400, both inclusive; $1000, No. 26101 to
No. 26166, both iuclusive; $5000, No. 8301 to
No. 8303, both inclusive; $10,000, No. 10510
to No. 10567, both i nclusive: total $100,000;
grand total $1,000,000.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today
Currency,$11,316,451; special deposit ol
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $58,585,000; coin, $8,0638,493, including
coin certificates $30,944,600; outstanding legal

GROCERIES
U_C

—

With sincere regard, yours,
John A. Dix.
To his Excellency, U. S. Grant.
the
Tho Pimiilrut aud
Civil Rights Bill*
A Washington despatch states that the President has avowed to a coiored Congressman his
opposition to the civil rights bill.

Trouble iu Ohio.
A despatch
from Nelsonville to the State Journal says that
at daylight the Union runners’ pickets were
not visible, but soon after a party, numbering
about one hundred, collected near the colored
forces. Care was taken to keep the main body
of the negroes out. Hearing that the strikers
h d conversed with the negroes and urged
them to join the Union the guards were
doubled. Three negroes walked up to thh
guards, presented their revolvers and walked
Horticultural Society.—The Executive
over to the Unionists.
Wheuever the guards
endeavored to press back the colored ruuners
Committee of the Maine State Pomoloeical So
the
strikers
them
the more vehemently
in
urged
at
the
Preble
House
in
session
ciety were
to desert.
this city, Thursday and Friday, in consultation
Secretary Putnam and Sheriff Warren adwiih the officers of the Portland Horticultural
vised putting the main body at work and leav
j
Society, and have decided to hold their annual | iug the small number for the guards and efforts were made to put sixty ii en into the
exhibition in connection with that cf the latter
I mines.
At this time eight hundred strikers
Society, at the City Hall, in this city, on Tues- with a brass baud
approached and were met by
Messrs. Putnam and Warren and restrained
day, Wednesday, 'Thursday and Friday, Sep- from
proceeding further. Putnam expressed
Liberal premtember 22d to 25th, inclusive.
confidence to the operators in his ability to
iums will be offered and complete arrange- control the strikers and his disbelief in the
fears of violence. Meantime the miuer’s comments made to bring out the most extensive 'exmittee approached the line and one of their
hibition of fruits, flowers and vegetables ever
number commenced a speech. The exciteheld in the stale.
meut among the negroes was
very great.
They crowded down to ihe lines and a general
Portland Industrial Exhibition.—The
was
imminent. Efforts were made
stampede
to restrain them, but some thirty or forty in
effect of the Industrial Exhibition is largely
small
or
their
deserted.
Several eff rts were
of
exhibitors
absence
squads
abridged by the
made to check desertions, the most successful
agents, and their failure to explain the peculi- of which wt s
by singing by loyal negroes of vaarities and value of the goods they exhibit.
rious pieces familiar to tbe negroes thus drownWIf-n the representatives of the press make ing the voices of the speakei on the other side.
The plan of the strikers seems to be to weaken
their rounds, finding no one who can give them
the force of negroes by desertion, aud they say
proper information as to the value and extent
they will uot use force. The operators say they
of the various manufactures
represented, they are not discouraged, that they have more neare obliged
to content themselves with
only groes coming, and if necessary will bring 1000
men for the miners to take care of.
what appears on the surface, which often disSome of the negroes returned to duty during
appoints the exhibitor, who thiuks it very tbe afternoon, and
while a number are at work
strange that all persons do not know .s much in the mines the others are throwing up earthabout his guods anil busiuess as he doss himhave
been sent for 200 more
Orders
works.
self.
negroes. A portion are expected to-morrow.
The military at Cincinnati and Chillicothe
Every exhibitor should have some one pres- have beeu
ordered off duty, but with instrucent who can answer all legitimate questions
tions to be ready at a moment’s notice. The
and give proper information. In no other way
military at Athens, numbering a hundred, has
can the effect of the exhibition as an advertisalso been ordered to be ready to move if needed.
be
realized.
fully
ing ageucy
Later.—Advices from Nelsonville to-night
Per order,
say all is quiet. About 100 negroes have de
M. A. Blanchard, Cor. Sec.
serted to the strike.
IVIore

—

—

OIL PAINTINGS
AT

tenders, $382,000,000.

rassuients.

..
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WASHINGTON.

Gen. I>ix sustains the President.
New York, June 12.—Referring to the compromise finance bill, a Tribune special says,
“Gentlemen had a talk with the President yesterday and came away from the White House
feeling very positive that be would not only refuse to sign the bill, hut also any other fiuaiicial
bill that may be passed this session.”
A Times special says there seems to be little
expectation on the part of the inflationists that
the President will sign the bill. They expe t
however, with less confidence than before the
passage of the former bill that he will not dare
to take the responsibility, and that if he does
the result will be the formation of new a party
The following letter is published:
State of New York, Executive Chamber,
Albany, Juue 9, 1874.
Dear General,—I have read repeatedly
your financial plan, and there is not a suggestion in it in which I do not fully concur. I am
especially pleased that you recommend the
withdrawal of circulating notes under ten dollars. That was the French limit, and it was by
means of it that the German indemnity was
paid. There is not the slightest difficulty in
getting as large a basis of specie for Jour paper
f'iirr<»nr'v
If flu* country will have, the wisdom
to adopt your plan, I am satisfied that it will be
an effectual remedy for our financial e in bar-

Evening,

OKEl

American Institute of Ilomieopntby.
Niagara Falls, June 32.—The American
Institute of Homoeopathy reassembled this
morning. The following oflicers were elected
for the ensuing year: President, W. H. Holcombe of New Orleans; Vice President, L. E.
Abner of LaCrosse, Wis.; General Seen tary,
Robert J. McClutcliy of Philadelphia, Provisional Secretary, B. W. James of Philadelphia;
Treasurer, E. M. Kellogg of New York; Censors, F. E. McManus of Baltimore, N. E.
Morse of Salem, Mass., C. G. Higbee of St.
Paul, Minn., C. S. Eldridge of Chicago, H. F.
Biggar of Cleveland.
Adjourned tu meet at Put-in-Bay, Lake Erie,
the second Tuesday of June, 1875.
Various Matters.
New York, June 32.—This evening the three
story bnck building No. 5(30 West 28th street,
occupied by the National Chemical Wood
Treatment Company as a factory, was completely destroyed by fire. Loss $75,000.

The Ifloiety Bill.
The Committee on Ways and Means has
agreed to recommend non-concurrence in the
Senate amendment to the anti-moiety bill, with
reference to the production of books, invoices,
and pagers in all suits and proceedings other
than criminal, arising under our revenue laws
wherever the attorney representing the govern
ment believes they will tend to prove any allegation made by the United States.
Ballot Boxes,
Senator Carpenter, from the Committee on
Elections, reported to-day that while said committoe considered it patriotic to adopt a ballot
box, it recommended unanimously to the states
generally Mars ton’s safety ballot box as an excellent preventative of ballot stuffing and
other frauds.

9th,

continue,
Days

BY TELEGRAPH.

Columbus, Ohio, June 12.

of Manufactures

Suotatione

15th.

leigh’s,

STACKS

GRAND

jel2eod4t

Sun umbrellas, elegant goods, black and
colors, just received.
Kxnes & Robertson.
jufieodtf

what Portland

12 NEW

Mrs. Manchester, the well-known physician, will he obliged to remain in Portland till

We advise all strangers to buy their Clothing of George \V. Kich & Co. Stores 173 and
175 Fore Street.
jel2eod4t

see

Iiet|Wl

made by J. F.
He warrants a per-

are

C. H. Blake invoked a blessing,
after which the company commenced their
raid on the tables. The collation was excellent
both in quality and quantity, and was in keeping with the reputation of the house. At the
close of the repast, Past Worthy Grand Pep-

Whitten, Grand Master of the State, then welcomed the visiting company in behalf of the
Grand Lodge, l’ast High Priest Thomas VanHon. C.
nevar of the Massasoits responded.
P. Kimball was the next speaker. After welcoming them he invited them again to visit

Ward’s Varieties,

To-Day at 12 o’clock F. O. Bailey & Co will
sell two wooden buildings on Centre street, corner of York.
Cadies’ custom Boots
Smith, 17!) Middle Street.
fect aud an easy fit.

9,

TOtmJaC®'

NOTICES.

Juue Kith.

ous

Tuesday

call on Fisk & Co.

The corridors of the hotel were crowded with
people intent upon seeing all to be seen. The
dining hall and the entries were filled with
The
tables to accommodate the company.
tables presented a very attractive appearauce
as
ttfe compauy seated themselves. Grand

Chaplain

Industrial Exhibition

to.

IU1SCEL.1.ANEOUS

Session.

THE PORTLAND

aud the price of each garment is plainly marked upon it.
A large aud
handsome assortment of children’s clothing is
also offered at low prices.
If you want to fit
yourself out in a nobby summer suit at a reasonable

Mr. Chapman, delegate from the District of
Columbia, moved the appropriation of $300,000 FINANCIAL AND CDOTOTCKCKAL
for continuing the Washington monument.
Portland IVhole.nlr .tlarkei.,
The chairman, (Mr. Dawes) ruled that the unSENATE.
Fridav, June 12. Tbe markets are still dull.—
finished Washington monument was not a
Washington. June 10.
Flour is unchanged. Corn is
work of the United States heretofore authorizvery Arm at yesterday’s
Mr. Ramsey, from the Committee ou Post
quotations. Cottee is a little tinner and prices arc
ed by law, and consequently the amendment
on
the
Offices, reported favorably
bill relating
was not in order.
to
advance.
likely
Fruit is unchanged as yet, hut as
to contracts with the Post Office
department,
On motion of Mr. Hooper of Massachusetts,
large quantities are soon to arrive, the prices will be
and gave notice that he would call it
up Tuesnear the
a light
was
for
iuserted
ship
$40,000
easier
shortly. Eagle sugars are unchanged, while
day next.
will be oi>en to tbe public on
eutrance to New York harbor to mark the site
h orest
Messrs. Sargent and Edmunds said they
City sugars are Jo lower all around. Potatoes
of the wreck of the steamship Scotland; also
still continue to
would object to auy bill being takeu up out of
tall.
for a fog bell near the entrance of New York
Evening, June
1874.
place.
harbor.
Mr. West of Louisiana presented a memorial
^•iniga
fciporm.
The appropriation of $40,000 for a lighthouse
TICKETS
of John M. Sand ridge of the New Orleans
EACH, OR 6 FOR
Schr M E Uliss 300 bbls
flour,
Chamber of Commerce, Jeff. Thompson and I and beacon at Mathias Point, on the Potomac, 10U do
ONE
DOLLAR.
was struck out, and $15,000 was inserted for a
i
James Longstreet, Louisiana State Engiueers,
daily doubdtic KEt
lighthouse at the mouth of ttie York river, Virand Geo. F. Sherman, State Commissioner,
Kipm
MUSIC BY THE PORTLAND BAND.
The jurisdiction of the Lighthouse
asking Congressional aid for the construction ginia.
Board
on
motion
of
Mr.
Parker
of
MisReceipts .r PISHr.
was,
of levees iu the Mississippi river.
C. P. Kimball. W. S. Dana. J. B. Brown, C. F.
GRAND TRUNK R. R
souri, extended over the western rivers
Mr. W.<shburn presented a memorial of
.Jose. (*e«. E. B. Jackson, Wm. Curtis, W. W.
On motion of Mr. Hooper of Massachusetts,
Bbls. Consionees.
Boston bankers and brokers against the pasConstances.
Thomas.
Jr., Hoard of Manufaciurers.
Rhl»
was
inserted for a lighthouse at the
D Keazer.-00 Josselyn & Son
C. P, KIMBALL*
Exec. Com. on
sage of the 2i)th section of the pending tariff $20,000
mo
)
mouth
of
Thunder
Mich.
U
C
DW
C.
E. JOSE,
Bay,
bill iu regard to the tax on the sale of coin,
(Joolidge.100
Straw..
loo
J Portland IndustX
The item of $70,000 for the Gatling guns for
W.
W.
Jb..
Exhibition.
THOMAS,
)
bonds and securities.
fortifications was struck out, 08 to 48; $15,000
Total. ...500
Mr. Conkliug presented a similar memorial
Jtt*_M. A. BLANCHARD, Cor. Sec.
was iuserted to begiu
the publication of the
Receipt* at Grain, Ac.
from New York brokers. Both were referred
MUSIC
official records of the war of the rebellion of
ME.
to the Finance Committee.
GRAND TRUNK R. B.
both
the
Uuion
aud
Confederate
$25,armies;
Mr. Oglesby, from the Committee on Public
Consionees.
No. cars
No.
cars.
Consignees.
000 was inserted for the military prison at
\Y L Dernout, corn. 1 Larminie «Xr Co, oats.. .11
Lands, reported back the bill to incorporate Ia-aven
worth, Kan. Having disposed of 30 of
oats.1 Keinell *& Tabor, oats. 1
the eastern and western transportation comthe £4 pages of the bill, the committee rose.
Hnmrj.7iii.tipany with authority to construct a railroad
" * ftr*t
Mr.
of
Total.14
Maynard
notice
he
Tennessee,
gave
Variety Entertain
from the coast of South Carolina to the Missisl*»y water conveyance 1,000 bush cornmeai to Geo
would seek the floor at uoou to-morrow to make
souri river and asked that it be referred to the
W True & Co.
the conference report on the currency bill. AdEntire change of Programme Mondays and ThursCommittee on Railroads. So ordered.
journed,
days.
Mr. West presented a communication from
Rock In ud Idiotic -Market.
the superintendent of the railway mail
Rockland, June 11. Cominou, 90c
1 00; Casks,
service,
Family Trouble,
MONDAY, JUNE Nth,
4
00
20^
4
50.
the
25c;
differences between the Post
(a)
Wood,
explaining
Providence, June 12.— Charles Adams pf
Office department and the railroad
companies
Cumberland called at. the house of his fatherI
»n regard to the
Woman ttiock 1.1*1.
transportation of mails.
in-law, John Burkett, in Woonsocket this
Mr. Stockton introduced a bill to construct a
ISales at tbe Broker's Board. June 12.!
35
G
25
Orets.,
Admission, Ulery cts., Parquette
morning, demanding to see his wife aud chil- Boston and Maine
tuuuel under the East river between New
-Railroad.— (iD 108
chestra Chairs 50 cts., Boxes $4.00 Grand Matinee
York and Brooklyn and under the Hudson dren, who had sought refuge from Adam’s
Eastern Railroad..63
(*£> 03$
every Saturday Afternoon at 2 o’clock. Mat-nee
Burkett
refused
admission
when
brutality.
river between New York and
pi ices, Gallery* 15 cts., Parquette and Orchestra
Jersey City. Re- Adams drew a revolver aud shot him, the bail
ferred to the Committee ou Post Offices.
[Yew York Htockaud Moncr Market.
Chairs 25 cts.
taking effect in the hip. The wound is probBox Office open from 10 to 12 and 1 to 4.
On motion of Mr. Anthony, the Committee
Jultt
Ntw koKK. June 12- Evening.—Money abundant
not daugerous. Adams was arrested.
on
at 2 @ 3 per cent. Sterling—£100,'»00 transacted for
Printing were allowed to sit during the ses- ably
to-morrow’s mail at 487$ <a> 487} for sixry days and
sion of the Senate.
A Mian Shoots Bis Falh“r-in-I,ow.
490 .ft/ 490$ for demand. G id ranged between’ 110$ to
The amendments of the House to the bill to
111$; the opening and closiug prices respectively, alamend the laws relating to patents, trade
Providence, June 12.—Charles Adams of ter
the close, some sales were made at 111 3 16.
i he
marks and copyrights were concurred in and
Cumberland, called at tbe bouse of his father- Germans
were
gold on a prospective ‘*re7oluthe bill passed.
in-law, John Burkett, in Woonsocket this morn- tion in France.”buying
Tbe rates for carrying were 1 (a) 2
The Senate then resumed the consideration
ing, demanding to see his wife and children,
I»er cent., loans also made flat. The Assistant Treaswho bad sought refuge from Adams' brutality.
ot unfinished business,
urer paid out to-day $99,000 on account of interest
being the report of the liurKett
and
rerased admission, when Auams drew
$46,000 in redemption of bouds. The specie enConference Committee on the finance bill.
under the management of the
a revolver and shot him, the ball taking effect
gagements tor to-morrow’s steamers $450,000 in gold
Mr. Sargent opposed auy compromise on
coin, and $200,000 in gold and silver bars. The cus
this question and said the history of all com- in the hip. The wound is probably not dangert.nm t'APnintit tu-il:iv wnru
HO
lim.urto
promises should teach the Senate that no good ous. Adams was arrested.
goods for the week $1,288,929; amount marketed$!,grew out of them.
205,551. Governments were firm and in good demand.
Terrific Explosion.
Slate bonds neglected. Stocks were firm to-day with
He referred to the pledges of the Republican
of prices } g } per cent., but the volume of
party aud the inaugural address of the PresiShreveport, La June 12.—One thousand advance
business was very small. Erie was weak for a time
ueui 10 pay every uoiiar
oi me puonc indebtpounds of nitro glycerine iu the government and declined from
29} @ 29} in sympathy with lower
edness iu gold and contended that Congress
THE
magazine, four miles above this city, exploded
from London, and closed at 26}. At the
had no right to violate these pledges.
to-day with terrific force. The concussion was
nal close the market was steady. The Erie Company
so great here that the whole
When Mr. Sargent concluded the Chair
state
that
will
rushed
be
made
meet
all
calls
population
arrangements
(Ingalls) announced that the question was up- into the streets. Houses were shaken and on the company for salaries by to-morrow. The total
transactions of the day were 70,000 shares, including
on agreeing to the report of the
windows broken. There was no one iu the viCommittee of
17,700 Pacific Mail, 13,000 Lake Si ore. 109,000 WesConference. No senator taking the floor, he
cinity at the time. No lives lost.
tern Union, 8900 Erie, 4400 Union Pacific, 32,500 Rock
directed that the roll call proceed.
Island, 2400 Northwestern common,1600 Wabash, 2,A violent rain storm was prevailing and the
The Oregou Election.
400 St. Paul common, 700 New York Central.
noise upon the metallic roof was so great that
The toiiowing were toe quotations oi Government
San Francisco, Juue 12.—Grover is elected
a senator could not be heard across
the chamGovernor of Oregon. The legislature is about securities;
United States coupon 6’g, 1881,....121}
ber, therefore business had to be suspended a equally divided betweeu the Democrats, Rewill be bolocn in
United States5-20’s 1862.113}
short time.
publicans and independents.
United States 5-20’s 1861.116}
M r. Stewart took the floor and said it was
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 117}
very evideul the chair was not heard by the
United States 5-20's 1865,newex-int
119}
UETEOROLOfilCAL.
Seuators when he directed tiie roll to be called.
United States 5-2o’s 1867,..
126}
He then proceeded to oppose the bill as perfectPROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWKNTV-FOUB
United States 5-20’s 1868,.
,120}
ed by the committee. He did not favor any
United States 5's, new.......... 113$
HOURS
United States 10-40s,
COMMENCING
compromise aod said the bill was in the intercoupon.113}
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal >
Curreucv 6’s.
est of expansion.
114}
It was so framed that no
Officer Washington, D. C.,
The following were the closing quotations oi
}
one would understand it and it would
cost milJune 12, (1 A. y.)J
Stocks:
lions aod millions of dollars to interpret it as
June
Western Union Telegraph Co.
lSH
For New England,
72}
all kinds of constructions would be put upou
Pacific Mail.
42}
For the northern portion of New England,
it.
S. Y. Centra'and Hudson River consolidated_98
AT 7 1.9 O'CLOCK,
Mr. Morrill of Maine referred to the fact northern New York and the eastern portion of
Erie. 29}
Erie preferred. .. 5y
that money was plenty and said that at the the lowe1- lake region partly cloudv weatuer
Pacific
Union
stock. 25}
and local rains will privail with south or west
money centers of the country, it was btagnaut.
Illinois Central. 95
winds, and low barometer. For southern New
And
He reviewed the causes of the panic and deDa 7 and
ten
Chicago & Northwestern. 39}
and
the
southern
of
the
Midit
England
nied that
was caused by a lack of currency
portion
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 55
dle States clear or clearing weather, north or
He did not think it would hurt the American
&
Rock
Island.
or More.
Chicago
96}
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail
people to pause a wnile. If less money be in- west wiuds, lower temperature and rising barroad securities:
vested in usel ss railways and uupioductive ometer.
The
of this Exhibition is to gather
object
Central Pacific bonds. 92}
enterprises during the next ten years, it would
together specimen products from all our facUnion Pacific do. 86}
be bettor for the country. He would he glad to
K
C*
Union Pacific land grants...79}
tories and workshops, thereby demonstrating
IS.
see some plan perfected by
which this finanUnion Pacific income bonds
78
the importance of i'ortland as a manufacturcial question would be beneficially settled, but
ing center.
Danger of a Civil War in France.
be oould not see liis way clear for this.
usmciitic Markets.
A deep and widespread interest is manifest
Mr. Hagarsaid he had always voted against
London, June 12.—A Paris special to tlio
New York. June 12—Evening.—Codon dull at
on the part of manufacturers, artizans and
Times says that the Left Centre to-day will
any measure not calculated to bring about
an }c decline; sales 849 bales;
Middling uplands at
inventors
oi the city.
specie paymeuts. He did not see any dispo- probably introduce a bill, the first clause of 18; forward deliveries declined } @ 5-16, with fair
transactions. Flour—receipts 10,712 bbls; the market
sitioo on the part of the majority in this body
which recoguizes the republic according to the
tin spotx ill rau y icvrivcu
is quiet and heavy and prices generally without debill of 1873, and the second fixes the date for
to make any concession which would result in
is ample assurance that the Exhibition will
cided change; sales 16,200 bbls: Western and State
the dissolution of the Assembly.
specie paymeuts.
possess all the attractions that space in City
at 4 50 @ 6 30; White Wheat Western extra at 6 30 g
At half past 4 a vote was taken and the reThe Gazette de France says that civil war
6 65; extra Ohio at 5 70 « 7 10; extra St Louis at 5 90
Building will permit.
was agreed to; yeas 32, nays
will
be
the
as
immediate
23, follows:
cousequeuce of a dissolu@ 11 00, and closed quiet; Southern at 5 s>0 @ 11 00.
port
Letters relating to the Exhibition should be
Yeas—Allison, Bogy, Carpenter, Clayton, tion. It is generally thought that in the event Wheat—receipts 81,460 bush; the market opened a
Conover, Dorsey, Ferry of Michigan, Giibert, of a dissolution, the Assembly, before dis- shade higher with a fair export business and closed addressed to the Sec’y Portland Industrial Exat
about
who will extend any desired information,
quiet
sales
hibition,
yesterday’s quotations;
143,000
Goldthwaite, Harvey, Hitchcock, Howe, In- persing. will authorize MacMalion to govern
and file all applications for space* anu entry.
No 2 Chicago at l 42 g 1 43}; No 2 North Wesgalls, Johnson, Logan, McOreery, Merriraon, some mouths, probably a year, without the busli;
The Exhibition will be open dai’y from 9 A.M. to
tern at 1 43} g 1 43; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 46 g 1 47;
Mitchell, Morton, Norwood, Oglesby, Patter- Assembly, and will also authorize him to dis- White Minnesota 1 48; ungraded Iowa and Minne- 10 P. M.
solve the next Assembly.
son, Pease, Pratt, Ramsey, Robertson, Scott,
sota Spring at 1 38 @ t 50; No 1 Spring at 1 48 g 1 51;
The
prices of admission will be:
Single
The crowd at the depot last evening numadmissions 25 cents. Children under 12 years of age
Winter Red Western 1 55 @ 56; No 1 Chicago 1 46;
Sherman, Spencer, Tiptou, Westaud Wright.—
10 cents. Schools will be admitted as a body. Tn
No 1 Duluth 1 48.
Corn— receipts 58,800 bush; the
bered 10,000. The police clearly manifested
market is scarce and 2c higher, closing with the adcharge of their teachers, a reduced rates, made
Nays—Alcorn, Anthony, Bayard, Boutwcll, sympathy with the Bunapartists.
known by the Secretory upou application.
vance partly lost; sales 96,000 bush;
Western Mixed
Buckingham, Conkliug; Edmunds, Flanagan,
more Trouble in Paris.
at 84 rt 87}c; Yellow Western 86 (a. 87}c; White WesFrelinghuysen, Hager, Hamilton of Indiana,
C. P. Kimball. W. L. Dana. 0. B. Brown, C. E.
tern 90 g 23c; also 16,000 bush Western Mixed seller
The scenes of yesterday were literally repeatHamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Jones, Morrill of
ed at the western depot to-day at the time of
Aug at 85}c. Oats—receipts 20,975 bush; the market Jose, Geo. E. B. Zackson, Wrn. Curtis, W. VV. Thomis firmer: sales 39,000 busli; 62 g 64o tor Mixed WesMaine, Morrill of Vermont, Sargent, Scburz, the departure of the
Jr., Board of Manufacturer**.
parliamentary train for tern ; 67 g 71c lor White Western. Codec is firmer; as,
Stevenson, Stewart, Stockton, Thurman aud Versailles. Thu populace
C. P.KIItlBAIiL,
) Kx<-e. C om. on
assembled in
again
Rio
of
sales
613
Rio
at 21c. SuWashburn.—23.
bags prime
17} g 21e;
C. E. JO«*E.
Porilainl Indimlarge numbers and the deputies to the Assemgar dull and heavy; fair to good refining 7|g8}c;
H. Vi. TKIOT1AM. Jr .) trial Exhibition.
Messrs. Cameron, Dennis and Windom, who
bly were respectively insulted and cheered.— prime at 8}c; safes of 65 hbds Muscovado at 7 13-16
M. A. BLANt'HAIID, Cor. Nee.
would have voted for the report, were paired
The police once more dispersed the rioters and
(ty 8}c; refined easier and more active at 9}c lor exd&wtt
my2
with Messrs. Cragiti, Kelly, Wadleigh aud
tra C White; 9} g 9Jc tor A; 10}c for gran elated; 1'}
took twelve of the more violent into custody.
for crushed and io|e for powdeied. Mnlassis quiet.—
Saulsbury, who would have voted against it.
Four of the arrested parties were released afRice dull. Petroleum is quiet and firmer; crude at
Mr. Chandler reported the river aud harbor
ter having been indeotitied and the rest were
AUCTION SALES.
5c; refined at 12} g 122c. Tallow is dull at 8 Cw 8}c.
appropriation hill. The Senate bill provides committed for trial. So threatening was the
Naval Stores—Rosin is quiet at 2 60 g 2 65. Spirits
tor a
tew new
ajipropriauous ana rejects a
uoujunsiruuuu iuac a uouy o[
wore
oruoops
Turpentine quiet at 37c. ‘Pork is steady; sales of 200
number made by the House, including $50,000
dered to the station and aided the police in
bbls new mess at 18 00; 250 bbls seller for June at
for various surveys.
17 85; 750 do seller for July at 17 85 © 17 90. Beef is
order. M. ArmnudDam. a broth
maintaining
Mr. Ramsey, from the Post'OfficeCommittee,
er of the deputy of that
quiet. Lardtirmer at 11 11-16 g ll}c for prime steam;
and M. Spuller,
reported wllliuut amendment the House bill brother of the publisher name,
3300 tes seller July at 11} g ll}c;seiler Aug 11 13-16
of the Iji Bepubiique
AT
A
T ION.
for a revision of the salaries of postmasters
11 }c.
Butter— prime unchanged; heavy lor comJi'annaise, a radical republican journal, were ©
throughout the country; he also reported favormon; 18 g 25c for new Western; 21 g 30c for new
TW
-r-.a.
mmin^ tlmea urroufo.!,
UKlUi.
tt'luftttj niuut ■» pel.-—-_____________
ably on the hill amendatory of the act to re- suspended the publication of w.
the LePays and
Freights to liver pool are firmer; Cotton per steam
vise, consolidate and amend the statutes of the LeRappol Ilonapartiets and LeDix
general assortment nt Groceries. c nji.ting of Pick3-16d. Grain—Corn per steam at 8g8}d; Wheat
Xeuvieui
United States relating to the Post Office Deles, Soap. Starch, Tea. Coflee. Spices, Tobacco, ciSeiele. Conservative Republican organs for a
per steam 8} g 8}d.
gars, Raisins, Canned Goods. Extracts and Oils,
partment, fixing and prescribing a method for fortnight, because of the violent attacks
CHIC AGO. June 12.—Flour is dull and nominal.—
upon
Vinegar, Molasses, Dried Apples, Clothes Pina,
adjusting the salaries of postmasters.
its policy.
Wheat is active and higher; White Michigrn at 1 21};
Fancy Goode, &c. Also Store Fixtures, Show Case,
Mr. Carpenter, from the Judiciary CommitNo 2 Spring at 1 20} cash; seller for July at l 10} a
M. Paul Cassagnoc, editor of the LePays reDesk, Scales, Ac.
on
the
hill
to
tee, reported favorably
determine
1 20; seller for Aug at 115: No 3 Spring 1 13; rejected
F. O. BAILEY Mt CO., Aactlaaeera,
plies in that journal to-day to the demand of 101.
the jurisdiction of circuit courts of the United
Corn is active and higher; No 2 Mixed at 64c
Schoelcher and Testehn, who were delegated by
jol2
3,
States and to regulate the removal of case3
cash; 63 <g} 63]c seller July and seller Aug; rejected
the republicans "to demaud au armed separation
from the state courts and for other purposes.
58} (g 59}c. Oats active and heavy; No 2 at 40£c lor
for this article attacking the members of the
i.inur1
«xii?
cash: 44}c|seller July; rejected 43}e. Bye is dull
He also reported favorably on the bill providing
left. He says therein he assailed Gambetta
and nominal; No 2 at 84c.
Barley is dull and nomi- 1
for writs of error in certain criminal cases.
nal at 1 25 lor’No 2 Spring. Provisions—Pork steady |
and other deputies, hut not Clemencean, who is
Placed on the calendar.
or
at 17 55 cash; 17 50 seller July.
Lard is in fair denot therefore entitled to reparation; but, says
On motion of Mr. West the Post Office apand higher at 11} cash; 11 20 seller for July.— j
Cassaguoc, if Clemencean wants a personal mand
Bulk Meats are steady and unchanged; short rib
propriation bill was taken up.
quarrel, he can have it. Cassagnoc says that middles 9}c seller July for loose. Whiskey steady at
The Senate then, at 4.35 p. m., went into
lie particularly wishes to tight Gambetta, and
94}c.
executive session aud subsequently adjourned
adds that nine members of the editorial staff of
Lake Freights quiet and weak—Corn to Buffalo at
tili to-morrow.
are willing
to light nine republican
LePays
S*.
HOUSE.
deputies and will draw lots for choice of arms 000Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 80,000 bush wheat, 156,bush corn, 13,000 bush oats, 0.U00 bush rye, 1,000
Mr. Hale of Maiue, from the Committee on
and adversaries.
bush barley.
About the time of the return of the parliaAppropriations, reported a bill appropriating
bbls flour, 81,000 bush wneat,442,Shipiueots'4,000
$500,000 to enable the Secretary of War to exe- mentary train to Paris this evening a large
000 oush corn, 6,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush lye, 2,000
cute acts for the relief of persons suffering
number of people began to assemble around the
bush barley.
from the overflow of the lower Mississippi, of
station, but the crowds weie soon dispersed by
jlOLXDO. June 12.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
the Tombigbee, Warrior and Alabama rivers
the police and there was no disturbance on the
Wheat is dull and lower; No 1 White Michigan Michand of the Tennessee rive-, the authority of the
arrival of the deputies.
The Bouapartists nroigan at 1 46};Amber Michigan at 1 35; No 1 Red 1 29.
Secretary to expire the first of September next. poganda is very active, especially iu the barCorn is in active aud higher; high Mixed cash and
—OF—
Passed.
seller June 68c; seller July 69c; seller Aug at 70; sellracks.
Mr. Butler of Mass., moved to suspend the
Sept70}; low Mixed 67}c; no grade G6}c; damaged
It is considered certain that St. Croix in
at 59c. Oats quiet and unchanged; No 1 at 51}c; No
rules and make in order to the sundry appro- striking Gambetta yesterday acted deliberately
2 at 1 494c; Michigan 50c.
priation bill a section directing preference in in accordance with a prearranged plan of the
Lake Freight s are linn and unchanged—Wheat To
appointments to office to he given to soldiers party leaders to provoke a duel.
Buffalo at 3; to Oswego 6c.
and sailors and their dependent relations; to 1 vThe left centre is reported still hopeful of a
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 18,000 busb wheat.28,000
AT
diminish and stop the expense of cariying on
bush corn, 5,000 bush oats.
union with a portion of the right centre and
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour.56,000 bush wheat, 23,examinations by the board of Commissioners
of the formation of a ministry uuder Duke D*
000
bush
bush
oats.
corn, 2,000
or others travelling around the country at the
Audi If ret Parquier.
Milwaukee.June 12.—Flour steady and unchargpublic charge, and to stop the detailing of
Arrest of Gambetta** A**ailaut.
ed. Wheat is steady; No 1 Spring at 1 25; No 2 at
clerks of departments to sit iu judgment ou
Paris. June 12.—Count St. Croix, upon his
1 23} on spot; 1 23 seller June; seller July at ! 22}.—
FROM
their fellow clerks, exercising thereby the apOats steady;No 2 Mixed ai 45}c.
Corn is in lair dearrest last evening for striking Gambetta, told
pointing power which is by the constitution the police that
mand
and higher;No 2 Mixed at 63}e. Kye n >minal;
the
of
his
assault
was to
object
in
the heads of Executive Departments
vested
No 1 at 85c. Barley is nominal; No 2
Spring at 1 30;
provoke a duel. The Count was formerly an No 3
who ought to be men of sufficient discretion to
Spring at 95c. Provisions are uuli and unofficer of Zouaves. Gambetta*s face still bears
changed. Pork at 17 50. Hams in pickle at 11. Dry
appoint their owu clerks without being tied up the mark of the blow given him. Several
persuite meats—shoulders 6}; boxed middles at 9} u, I
bv rules and regulaiious imposed ou them by
sons in addition to St. Croix were
arrested at
9}e. Prime Lard at 11 @ (d) 11}.
boards, composed iu whole or iu part of those the
5
station
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4; Wheat to Osat
the
of
time
the tumult.
railway
very clerks themselves.
wego 8}.
'The
Laborers’
Strike in England.
Tilie rules were suspended and the amendto commence
bbls
bush
wheat. 0,000
Receipts—5,000
flour, 145,000
New York, June 12.—A Loudon letter says
ments made in order, yeas 155 nays 07.
hogs.
the striking agricultural laborers in Englaud
Mr. E. R. Hoar of Mass., moved to suspend
bbls
flour.
73.000
bush
wheat.
Shipments- 13,000
June
the rules and make in order to the sundry civil
prefer idleness at nine shillings per week, which
Cincinnati, June 12.—Provisions—Pork quiet and
appropriation bill an item of $25,000 to the is the amount th y receive from their uuions, steady at 17 75. Lard is quiet and unchanged; sum- 1
mer
steam
winter
tea
and
kettle
to receiving fourteen to sixteen shillings per
continue until sold.
House for the aged under the charge of the lit10} @ 10} loose;
11}
life.
Bulk Meats dull; shoulders at 6}c; clear rib sides at
week tor working.
tle sisters of the poor for the completion of
9 12} @ 9 15; clear sides at 94. Bacou is dull and un- J
The paintings are from the studio of J. B. Sword,
their building as a home for the aged iu the
The Sandwich Island*.
unebaned; shoulders at 7}; clear rib sides at 10c;clear
District of Columbia.
ot New York, and will be on exhibition on and after
sides at 104. Whiskey Arm at 95c.
A Honolulu letter says the new King in his
Mr. Garfield of Ohio—No one will object to
June 12th to day of sale.
to
Parliament
the
openiug speech
Charleston,June 12.—Cotton quiet; Middling upopposed
that.
lands 17 @ 17}c.
cession of the Pearl Islands, but favored a comF. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.
The motion was agreed to withont dissent.
mercial treaty with the United States and the
Savannah, June 12.—Cotton nominal; Middling
The House then went into committee of the
of a subsidy to the Australian steamuplands 163c.
payment
ou
the
whole
sundry civil appropriation bill, ship line if it stops at the Sandwich Islands.
jMobilf, June 12.—Cotton quiet; Midlting upDesirable Residence on Pine St,
aud debate on the civil service reform was relands at 16}c.
New Orleans, June 12.—Cotton quiet; Middling
sumed, being limited to twenty-five minutes.
MINOR
TELEGRAMS.
Mr. Starkweather of Ct., opened the discussion
uplands atl7}c.
AT AUCTION.
Thursday ihe first of the new crop of wheat
by an indignant protest against the criticisms
Earopmn flnrkets.
of the President yesterday. It would he found —900 sacks—were received in San Francisco.
London, June 12—12.30 P. M.—American securiwhen the history of these times was considered
The Portsmouth, N. H., city government has
ties—New York Central 90; Erie 29}.
that the President would not suffer iu compari- sent a committee to the Legislature to
On Thursday, June 18, at 3 P. IV.,
protect
Liverpool, June 12—12 3ft P. M.—Cotton is quiet
with the gentleman who had criticised
son
against the proposed division of that city into and unchanged; Middling uplands at 9|d; do Orleans
him. As a leader of the army General Grant seven wards instead of four, as at
bales
sales
10.000
bales,
including 2,000
at8}@8fd;
present conshall sell the property No. 43 Pine street.
had been equal to the occasion, ami had been
tor export and speculation.
stituted.
Above property consists of a three story brick
equally great in civil as in military life. The
A Swedish sea captaiu was drugged and robHouse, containing 9 rooms, frescoed, marble mantlet,
fine speeches and those who made them would
heated with furnace, gas throughout, bath room, hot
bed of diamonds worth $1(5,000 iu New Yor«
Assignee's Sale ot Bankrupt Stock ami
cold water. This house was ftni'bed bv one of
pass into obliviou, while great acts would Monday.
Detectives have since come iu posof Ladies* Boots, Slippers. Stock,
Who were the Presideut's
become immortal.
our leading Architects, and is thorough and substansessiou of diamonds captured from thieves, but
and
FixFindings,
Machinery
tial
This is one of the pleasantest locaMeu
with
and
throughout.
accusers?
hungry stomachs
they refuse to allow the robbed man to examtures.
tion? cn the street. Terms will be easy. House can
dised imaginations who warned to get back to
iue the property.
from
3 to 5 p. ra. until day of sale.
be
examined
accordance with the provisions of the 15th Secpower, ihe people had discussed this question
Two sharp shocks of earthquake were felt in
tion of the U. S. Bankrupt Act, and General
F O. BAILEY A CO.. Auctioneer*.
in 1872 and had decided it in favor of the PresiOrders thereon, we shall sell at public auction at the
u6t
jul2
dent cud of an honest administration and they Sn.ii Francisco Thursdav.
Facroiv, Portland, Me., commencing TUESDAY.
would do it again. These accusations were the
The Ontario car works at London, Ontario,
June 23d, at lu A. M.. the entire Stock of Norris,
of
Stock
Clothing at
very things that would cause the people to vote
including the blacksmith and wood shop, engine
Hull & Co
Bankrupts, consisting principally of Bankrupt
Auctiou.
acain to endorse the administration aud they
Women’s Serge Boots and Kid Slippers. Stock, Findhouse, car material, tools and machinery, were
would do it whenever they got a square issue at burned yesterday morning. Loss heavy.
FRIDAY
valuable
also
.ell
anti SATlot ot Shoe Machinery:
SHALL
THURSDAY,
dings; very
the polls.
Steam Engine aud Boilers, Shafting, Office'FurniURDAY * venings, June 11th, I2tli and 13th, and
Commissioners Wills, Ferguson and
Charity
week
at
7
the
next
balance *of
o’clock,
ture, &c., ate.
every evening
Mr. Cox—They didn’t do it in Connecticut.
Nowell were sentenced yesterday in the exstock ol clothing in store at 125 Federal street, under
The above is a very desirable stock, amounting to
Mr RtnrturauthAr—Thfl issiip In C!i>nnpr.timit:
traordinary courtof Oyerand Terminer, Brook- something over $15,000 in goods, principilly manuihe U. S. Hotel. The stock embraces some very fine
was one of whiskey ami when the Democrats
also a splen lid assortment of
Scotch Suits, etc
lyn, by .fudge Daniels, to pay a fine of $200 factured, and $12,000 in machinery, and presents a
found that out they kicked around in their each'
Gents Furnishing Goods. Saturday evening a lot of
The counsel for the defence submitted a
rare opportunity to
dealers ana manufacturers.
coffins.
tool*.
to
the
cari>enier
furnished
on
is
which
w rit of
to
be
application
Assignees.
Catalogue,
error,
decided by the
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

an-

lu shades and make-up
upou their counters,
these are equal to any custom work ever produced, and the patterns to select from are many.
As the firm buys and sells for cash, it can
afford to throw goods upon the market at surprisingly low prices. The one price system is

two

Free to

Co^

nouncement in our advertising columns, which
may he read with protit by all who are in want
of clothes. A splendid Hue of summer suits,
in foreign and American fabrics are to be found

leading, followed by the Massasoit Encampment, headed by Edmund’s Band of twenty-

City Hall and

tfortj -Third

Massasoit

Encampment of Boston made their first visit

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brunei! & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out ot
the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbnry.
k At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At
t At
f At

Tiie Visiting Odd Fellows.

OUR WORKSHOPS.

AUCTION.

Third Annual Auction Sale

Fine Oil
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—

LANCASTER HALL,
—

—

Schumacher Brothers,
Deering Block, Portland, Me,,

Tuesday Evening,

16, 1874,
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The Gov. Dana

Newark isoots

Homestead
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shoes
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COWELL I
House,

Privilege

Knightville,
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CITY BONDS.

for sale.
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Ketail Stock of Fancy
Goods.

desirable

,,

H. HI. PAYSON & CO.
EXCHANGE
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POETRY._
[For the Pri£».}
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Where drowsy willows nod and sigh
An angler by a brook doth lie—
Upon his hook a painted fly—
A dream’s soft shadow in his eye.
Thus, like a charmed prince be seems,
Destined a glorious prize to win;

gleams.

purest blue the blissful sky
Pavillions him right royally.
Sometimes an oriole flames on high—
A bee, impetuous, sparkles by;
A boboliuk, ecstatic, flings
Babbles of music on the air.
be

Strange hut True.
BY WILLIAM

HILBERT.

wine

common

among habitual drunkards.

there is scaicely

In fact

of a lunatic asy
lnm in England who has not had one or
more cases of the kind under his notice.
This delusion has also a feature.of interest
about it distinct from its psychological phenomena.
It frequently so much resembles
the mediaeval tales of individuals who had
sold themselves to the liend, aud afterwards,
repenting of their bargain, had endeavored
ineffectually to bleak it, that one is almost
tempted to believe that dipsomania, imagined
by our forefathers to be demoniacal possession, was a very common mistake in the Middle ages.
a

physician

Admitting this to be the case, it would be
a singular siuuy to trace out now many poor
wretches have suffered at the stake for imaginary crimes connected with sorcery, which,
after all, were merely the effects of habitual
drunkenness bringing on this peculiar phase
of insauity.

The particular phenomenon I allude to as
Ammon in the Middle Ages, as well as in the
present day, is that the victim of drunkenness imagines that a phantom appears to him
whenever he attempts to recede from his bargain with the evil one, or, according to our
modern ideas, to return to ihe paths of sobriety, and, pertinaciously following him, drives
the unhappy wretch to continue his habit till
it forces him into the grave. So close did the
affinity between the medissval tales and the
present drunkard’s phantom appear to me,
that I determined to make a collection of the
latter cases, in order, at some convenient season, to bring them under the notice of the
public, so as to add one more effort—and,
perhaps as fruitless as the many that have already been made—to stem the increasing misery occasioned by the vice of drunkenness.
Circumstances, however, occurred which
obliged me to delay the publication of the
whole collection. One among the number,
which may be taken as a sample of the rest,
I now bring under the notice of the reader.
Some thirty years since, there resided at
X-,a flourishing city in the north of (Italy,
an English gentleman, whom I will designate
by the name of Smith, admitting that, for obvious reasons, it is an assumed one. At the
time of my making h’.s acquaintance he was
between twenty-live and thirty years of age,
of middle height, and, although not decidedly handsome, had a very intelligent cast of
countenance, lie was well educated, had
natually courteous manner, and was generous and charitable.
With all Smith’s good
qualities he had one besettiug fault, which
went lar to neutralize bis many virtues; or,to
tell the strict truth, he was a confirmed
drunkard.
He had acquired the habit in
England, and in Italy, where he was under
little subjection to his family, it increased in
One of the results of this
failing was, that
it shut him out from the better class otltalian
society, by whom intemperance is justly cousidered as a filthy and degrading vice; while
many of the worst portion of the Italian
young men in the city collected round him,
tempted by his great liberality and unbounded hospitality to ignore his faults, or rather,
they encouraged him in them, they profiting
to a great extent by his failing. It is
only
justice to Smith, however, to state that his
yenaea ircrc nut rntlrrty Or-atrenctt w me <TC-~
grading course of the life he was leading.
Naturally gentlemanly and high spirited, be
felt keeulv the tacit refusal of the better class

indeed,

did he feel this aversion, that he
made several attempts to break himself of his
habit, and at last so far succeeded that he
would frequently keep sober lor a fortnight or
three weeks together. And then again would
come over him the temptation to return to
his old habit, and iu it he would indulge for
nearly the same space of time he had remained sober.

He possessed another noteworthy feature
frequently to be detected in these occasional
drunkards, that when sober a more amiable
or gentlemanly man it would have been difficult to meet with, or a greater ruffian and
blackguard when in a drunken fit. His violence would then, however, be restrained by
his parasiticaljf'riends, so that he was seldom
allowed to make himself publicly obnoxious,

NOTICE

through

into

a

Although the city of X-was my headquarters in Italy, I was frequently obliged to

leave it on matters of business for three weeks
to a month at a time. On my return after
one of these absences, Smith paid me a visit.
He appeared iu much better health than
usual, and in good spirits. Moreover, there
was a remarkable
change in his dress, which,
although it could hardly have been called
slovenly, had generally in it an affected air of
carelessness, as if he were totally indifferent to
what others thought of his appearance. He
was now, on the contrary, remarkably well
dressed, in excellent taste." and his clothes, it
was easy to percive had been made by an expert tailor. After conversing together on different subjects fur some little time, he says
to me,—
“I have at last determined to break
myself
of my unfortunate habit, and have no doubt
hut that I shall sueceed.”
“I am glad to hear that you have come to
that conclusion,” I replied. “You
may depend upon it, it will contribute greatly to
your happiness; but it is no use having come
to the conclusion if you do uot
resolutely abide
by it. You must remember how often you
liav already come to the same decision on the
subject, and never had the constancy to keep

PROPOSALS

of Portland.
Office, June 8, 1874.
Will soon convince yon of Its wonderful merits in
at this Office, a copy of the Revised
curing this vile disorder; a disease which, when seatOrdinances of this city of 1855. Any person I ed, produces Consumption, from which there is no
having a copy can find a purchaser at this Office.
escape; one little box ol the German Snuff will cure
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will diaapear
dlw
ju9
flour your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; in fact you will he cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:
City of Portland.

ORDERED.

i

iSf

■

annearanre

very different from what it had been at
the time I left him. He was then in
“i
wa.

health and spirits; but now,

on

the contrary

yet

HEARTBURN,

HEADACHES!
caused by sourness or aridity ot the stomach or bowels. Its action as a laxative for children is superior
to any other preparation, requiring no persuasion to
induce them to take it, and is peculiarly adapted to
A
sure prevention
females during pregnancy.
against the iood of infants souring on the stomach.
SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

FOR

Wholesale

-Agents

W. F. PHILLIPS &

dim

d3m

mhl4

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In Board

Mayor

Aldermen, I
May 18, 1874. (
That all petitions for Sewers to be
built in tills city during the present Municipal
of

CO.,
tt

31 & 33 Haverill

July

aeo

has cure
A Y egetabie Compound, which
and never in a single instance has failed to fully satisfy those who have used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a compound that will Sneeze your Head off
but in a milu and gentle wav penetrates the secretions ot the Head, and removes the disgusting mucons which have clogged \ our nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one little box .costing but 35 cents,
Remember
and you will bless the day you used it.
that as a Preuentative you must always have a Box oi

alway

COPARTNERSHIP.

ROUNDS”&

Raider’s GERMAN SNUFF

DYER

disease and save

Which will by its use PREVENT
you hundreds of dollars.

have formed

copartnership for the carrying

a

Will Cure

JOHN T.

Who is free from them in this, our changing climate.
A few applications and you are freed from this com-

ROGERS,

severe

No. 160 Commercial Street,

hand

on

full

a

COAL AND WOOD.

Will Cure
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DROPPING IN THE THROAT.
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the best
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more disgusting; and yet thousands ot
allow this disease to continue until at

anything

Kwill
ey have Consumption, which cannot be cured.

DEALERS,
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162 Commercial
aud intend to keep on hand a full supply of
giades of

SNUFF

GERMAN
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D.

Will Cure

S. WARREN.

REMOVALS.

Partial Deafness,

Removal.

Caused only by the passages being filled with matter, which the*Snuft penetrates as if by magic. »ud
in a short time you feel like a new being.

Treasurer of the

WILLIAM ROSS,

Will Cure

meetings^

annual
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Stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
THECompany
hereby notified that the Annual
of
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NOISES IN THE HEAD,

made at St. John lor Diebv. Amiann-

lis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, and Fredou

days of sailing
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See Pluck aud

A mrgt acute and
annoying trouble, which many are
now amcted with, but by the use ot the German
Snutt the noises are soon
removed, and h\ its slight
use are never again troubled with them.

until 4

R. STUBBS, Agent.

PARENTS

Children have Catarrh

Buy PLl’CK and be

Happy.

eking,"and

i iver told

plucky story

by

Tea, many a little one wtio, witli palid face and
drooping form, complains of befog all “stuffed u p,’
and day by day is growing worse, is often troub led

painter’s

with Catarrh In its iirst stages, Heed our
before It is too late, for often, very often

4101110 pair. Send

irders to the publisher.

J. F. RYDER.
‘J3» Superior S|„
Cleveland, O
■
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o’clock
Overseers or
the Poor,
(Cape Elizabeth

LLISHA N. JORDAN, 1(

Cape wif*REO’KHATCH,
Elizabeth, June B, 1874._
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Croup!
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for Two Weeks or
Any customer leaving town
more'at oSS time, by giving notice at the offtce,
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to
a
proper
will lw entitled
to leave the
We nartici'darly request that neglect
of our drivers, be reice or carelessness on the part
be attended to
at the oh'iee at once, and it will
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Provision dealers.
is indispensable to butchers,
Hotel Keepers, Orocers and Restaurants. Will
Summer.
Butchers
ct*t
its
every
gave more than
if in its best form, will soon tind their meats
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rilHE GREAT AMERICAN COFFEE

Clarke’s Dollar Instructor* for

REED ORGANS, PIANO AND VIOLIN.
KIVER OF LIFE.

35 cts.
Best
Book.

Sabbath School

Song

CANTATA OF ESTHER.

Dramatized.

50

cents. Immensely popular.
Father Kemp’s Old Folks Tunes,
40 cents. Much enlarged. Sung everywhere.

RIVER OF LIFE.

Best Sabbath School
35 cts.
Song Book.

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOL for Piano, Cabinet Organ, Guitar, Banjo, Cornet, Accordeon, Fife,
Flute. Flageolet, (Clarionet. Price of each Book 75 cts.
RIVER OF LIFE, 35 cts. Best Book lor Sabbath

School.

WINNER'S BAND OF FOUR. $1.00
1st and 2d Violin, Cornet or Clarionet, and»Bass.
Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.
711 B’dway, New York,

d&w2w

LEWIS OLIVER At

READING BOLT

Co.

PHILLIPS

AND NI/T WORKS.

W. GIFFORD Ac Co.,

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.
Marine Hardware & Ship Chand

to

settle

WRINGER
J. II* WORK. Agent,
44 Broad Street,
Ho«ion HI am*.

dfontn

Tnnr

lad

above First Class Tug will be sold at a bargain it sold at once. Hull is ten years obi, top
new this yeai.
Boiler new, Engine and Machinery
in first-class order.

THE

Length

^EDEOGIIAFIIVt’ A new book on the art of
Writing by Sound: a complete system of Phonetic

Short-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling any one in a sl ort time to
report trials, speeches, sermons, &<*. The Lord’s
Prayer unwritten with 49 strokes of the pen. and
140 words per minute. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 50 cents.
Agents
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS & CO., l.'R) S.
7th St., Pliila., Pa.
my26t4w

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.
For JIO l>nr» Millions have in ten tty watched
his perilous yet heroic struggles, and grand
achievements, ami Dow eoffevty desire the Complete Life History ol this world-renowned hero
and benefactor, which unfolds also the curiosities and WEALTH Of a WILD AND WONDERFUL Country. It is just ready. 2,000 eutents wanted quickly.
One agent sold 184, another I DO ont week. For
particulars, address I1UBIIARD, If ROM.,
either Pliila., Boston or Ciu., O.
ju2d4wt

500 AGENTS WANTED-

or WOMEN, to sell our Sewing Silk, Linen
.thread, Pins, Needles, Golden Pens, and Pictures,
Writing Paper. LARGE WAGES SURE. Apply to D. 1. GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord. N. H.
ju2
4wt

MEN
and

Highest Median I Authorities of
say the strongest Tonic, Puritier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is
The

Europe

JURUBEBA.

The

well-known

BONITA,
sea

Wili

A.G-KNT8

“TFI

for

JOB JENNESS & SON,
Kye Beach, N. II.,
or to F. PIERCE & CO.,
Korth
Roston, Mass,
Sts.,
and
Cornea Richmond

jub

aim*
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IT All

Offices

fassenger

74 EXCHANGE ST.
All D
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DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To Cannda, Detroit, Chirnso, Milwan*
kfe. Cinraunati, Mt.
I.ouin, Omaha,
Magiuttw, Ml Paul, Malt bake City,
Denver. Mau Franriura,

points in the

and all

Northwest, West ami ^Southwest
C. FUKNIVAL Aft.

J

THE GRAND TSDNK UAJLWAY is in splendil
condition, is wen equipped with tirst-clas* rolling
stock, and is making the best connections anti quick-

anv route from Portland to the West.
&$r“PULLSlAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CaKS attached to all through
trains.
R--ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice < given, and paid tor at the rate ot
ouo passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BA I LEY. Local Suprentendeut.
Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

est time of

PORTLAND

&

OUDENSIHJRH

R« K.

CHANGE OF TIME.
uutji

imther

notice

trains

will

for

depart.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

J.

Portland. Oct. 18, 1873.

augZOtf

Passenger trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
;,t 7.30 A. AL, and 1.50 P. A!., making
direct connection at Rochester with traius for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winulpiseogeo
Railroad tor Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connsetion at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston A: Maine, and Eastern Railroads,
Leave Portland lor Gorham at 4.ou P. M.
I^eave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portlaud at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

g'-jtor
n~i

"n,L“

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Comer and Dam’s
Mills daily.

daily.

WILLIAM

H. TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6tc

_

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

TRAL RAILROAD.
COMMfiNCINRJI'NE 1, 1894.

Passenger trains leave Portland dai.«--g
for Portsmouth ami Boston, (SanMalays excepted) at "2.0b A. M. t9.lt) a.
M., ||3.15 P. M.
Leave Bangor ior Portland. Portsmouth and Boaton at H8.00 A. M.. *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portsmouth at 7.30 A. M.
v

S-m'

—

Leave Bouton lor Portsmouth

aud

Portland at B8.15

A. M. 112.30, *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais aud St. John at *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at U8.15 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at 110.28, A. M.:
112.55 P. M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiyton, Bath, Rockland, Auusta, Watervilla and Skowhegun, at 17.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Watcrville and Skowhegan at tl.(>5 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, ewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegun, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at

1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (PullPalace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. in.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewirtou via Dar.ville at 15.45 P. M.
Leave Bkldeford ior Portland at 18.00 A. M., retaming at 5.35 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.DO A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
I*. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P.
M.
(steamboat) trains tor New York via Full River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in ?-ensoii to connect with trains
tor New Yoifc via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theClreai Falls aud
Conway Railroad.
The41.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. «2Sr O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway ior Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada Last.
Through tickets are sold in Portland ami Baggage
cheeked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John,'Halman

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland,&e.
•Pullman sleeping car express t rain. N. B. This
runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

train

morning.

t A ccommodat ton train

|Fast Express.

CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
GEO. BACH ELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. K. R., Portland, Me.

Junl__

MAINE

&

BOSTON

RAILROAD.

Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhotise, for 25 years wife of a
Mormon High Driest.
With an introduction by
Summer
Two
UAKKIET REEfllER NTOIVK.
years ago the author wrote a pamphlet on Polygamy
which excited the Mormon newspapers to sneenngly
Train. leave Pnrl■invite her to trritea hwk and •‘Tell It All.” Eminent men and women uiged her to accept the chaland 3.15 P. M.
I
Leave Portland for Black Poiut, Blue
lenge, and ••Tell It AII” is the result. It is Me
only book on this subject ever written by a real
Poiut, Old Orchard, !**•« o. Bitidrford,
Mormon woman. 025 pp. superbly illustrated and
Keiiuebuttk, Welle, North Berwick, Nalbound. It outsell® all other books three to one. it
imoii lallN. Great l-'niU aud Borer at
1.15,
takes like wildfire. &^~100.000 will be sold. Agents,
9.10 A. M., 3.15 and 6.00 P. M.
Our
Descrtptwepamphlet,
now is your opportunity.
Leave Portland for Po- iMiuonth (via
terms. Ac., sent free to all. Address, A. L>. WOllTHPortsmouth <& Dover Railroad Irom Dover) at G.15
1NGTGX A CO., llai tlonl. Conn.ju3d4wt

By

Eg;,1

]

> R I N E

The UNIVERSAL MEDICINE
For the llouschold.
Tr.Y IT.

PRICE PER BOTTLE, 25 CENTS.
REUBEN HOYT, Proprietor,

200 PIANOS and ORGAN'S

niuitiUUM,

Biddeford, Maine.

ILocnst Treenails,
100,000 beat Rift Cor nut Treenail*,
150,000 best Sawed W hite Oak do.
20,000 bent quality Canada Knees.

Nccoiid-Vlnud, of Eir*t-ClnM Jla*
kern, will be sold at Lewtr Priced, for cash, or
on luMtnllmeiitM, or tor rent, i» City or Country. during llii* mouth, by HOKAEE WATERS! A’ NON, No. 4NI Broadway, than

TAYLOR,

178 COHimERCUL STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

dtt

A liOeal Train will leave Portland for
Riddclord at 10.25 A. INI., and returning will leave
Bidilcford at 11.20 A. M.f stopping at all wav stations.
Leave BomIoii for Porllaud at 8.13 A. 31.,
12.00 M. and 6 00 P. M.
All Boston Trams make Southern, Western aud
Northern connections.
,7AS. T. FITRBEK?
General Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
Juno 1, 1874.
JuStf
_

EASTERN RAILROAD
—

AND

—

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.
Commencing Hominy, June 8, 1871.

ottered in New Work, sl*htrains leave Portland
CTALTY : P in no. and Organ* to let ui- I
PortMiiiouili and Bover dally.
til Me rent money |»nv» the iiriee o/’Me locxi opted,) at #.lo a. m. mill
I llu*f rated tatalogue* mailed.
Him me nt.
3.15 p. m.
A large di*couut to .VliuUter*, t'hurcne»,
Leave Hover for I*ortsmouth and Portland
jnlldtwt
at 8.30. 10.50 and 5.00 p. in.
Ncbool*, Isodgc*. etc.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth lor Dover,
and Dover lor Portsmouth daily.

Passenger
^for
_Smi.lavs

before

P.

B.

A.

HIIOU BU-INEMNOPPORTI Ni rv. Exclusive territorial rightB ottered for the .ale ol the

PORTABLE BURGLAR ALARM

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

AF,

A. M.

New and

L.

M. and 1.30 P. M.
Pori land for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett tor Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.1ft from North
Conway will have the lollowing Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Fails and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston A* Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. if. arrive and

”

203 Greenwich St., N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists.
ju3t4w

—ALSO—

schooner-rigged .yacht

of vital
restores

forces, exhaustion ofthe
nervous
vigor to the debilitated,
system,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
ami acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price $1
a bottle. JOHN Q. KELLOLti.Xew York,
jutitfw

of^Keel,.

White Oak & Hard Wood Flank & Wedges

28 tolls, in thorough order
be sold cheap. Apply to

decay

(Till

FOB SALE.

UiAiUiLa n.

infringements._mcMeoan

■pu*?^mn*”00rams

Arrangement. June 1, 1874.

lery.

jo21deowlvr

JL
EOT distils Cofl'ee as clear as amber; extracts
all its strength; retains all its nutritious aroma. The
best thing ever ottered. Price
sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights tor sale. DEWITT
C. BROWN & CO., 678 Broadway, N.Y., inyUR4w

It arrests

Manufacturers of

juPdtf

made, and who

by Druggists.

AN KLxRANTliV BOUND CANVASS.
■NG BOOK lor the best and
Family tii
ble ever published, will be sent iTee of charge to* any
book agent. It contains over 700 tine Scripture
Illustrations, and agents are meeting with unprecedented success.
Address, stating experience, etc.,
and we will show you what our agents are doiug.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Pliila., Pa.
4wt
my 19

ever

be

BOXES.

_

Attractive, Useful, and Very Popular

teForUCEN8E,RIGHTS, Ac., apply to

applications should

Tablets.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS

ir.

0 whom all
as lull nower

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
waL run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommoR
""Mation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations*^
Island Pok.d.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train for Gorham and way station**, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follow*.
Mail train from Gorham ami intermediate Station*
8.50 a. m. Tnrougli mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec «»ml the West 2.50 i*. m.
Acconndation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. in.
On

__

HERE REMEDY
myI9t4w

ATRIEDAND

W. W. WIIIPPLE & CO.,
21 JWarkee

Carbolic

PUT UP ONLY IN IlLl'l!

ator

No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle St.,

tliWM.

Use

their customers, ine internal aris kept
laimement is such that acurreut ot cold air
constantly moving over t he contents ot the Refrigerin
ITie Patent upon this has been fully tested
S. courts and its validity established in eighthe

AOENT FOR MAINE,

MlIYUiY,

For

recommended l.y

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

V

THROAT DISEASES,

WOOD Pails. 12J, 25 and 50 lbs. each.
KEGS. 25, 50 and 100 ft*. each,
CASKS, about 200, 300 and 600 lbs. each.
CASES, containing four 25ft. TIN PaILS.
12£ 1b. Wood and 25 lb. Tin Pails $c in advance.

previous

the Market.

1C*#**.

St, New York.

PACKAGED:

30 cents per 100 pounds.
rg^Bv reason of the great demand for shipping
lie’ore
lcewe deBire customers to order their supply
the loth ot June. Wc cannot agree to furnish any
oi us
ice
at present prices, to those not engaging
to that date._my23d6w_

A. S. LYMAUf’S
Patch t Pure Pry Air Refrigerator

TRAINS.

OF

AUltA \GI HE\T,

IPAXiXj arrangement,

JOHN JEWETT & SONS, COUGHS, COLHS, HOARSENESS,
AM) ALL

THE “PROVIDENCF’ CLOTHES

CAKE,

ALTERATION

WINTER

«©FLORENCE

Thin is the ONLY QUALITY of White
Lend tbut we have made lor the
last sixteen years.

A

month.S2.50

'*

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

The New FLORENCE

11.00
14.00

•“

Wednecdays ami Fridays.
At Waidoboro’ for North Wakloboro\ Washington
«nd Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Peiua^uid, daily.
Freight Trainsdaily and freight taken at ,owrates1
G. A. COOMBS. Sno’t.
jv2kdtf

~

Is the ONI.Y machine that sews backward
and forward, or to right and left.
Nimpli-Nl— t heapewt— K£c»t.
Sold for Cash Only.
Special Terms to
Cl.URN and DEALEKN.

ffm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

1874,

interest to the American people.
It appeals to no
particular class alone, but to all classes; to men and
all
ot
creeds
and occupa ions
women,
professions,
and political opinions—to Farmers, Lawyers, Business Men, Mechanics, Physicians, Politicians, Teachers, Students, Manufacturers, Salesmen, men of
learning and men who can only read, to old and
young. All want it as a book of constant reference,
and to preserve tor their children and children’s chil-.
dren as the only complete and reliable work, showing
Die gigantic results of THE FIRST ONE
HUNDRED YEARN OP THE GRE % TENT REPUBLIC THE WORLD EVER
NAW. It is not a luxury but a necessity to every
well-infoimod American citizen. Agents
make $100
*
--;k

The Long-contested Null of the
FLORENCE IEWIaG MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
and Grover & Baker Companies, involving over
9430,000
■ « finally decided by the
Supreme Court of the Uuiled Ntaten
in favor of the FLOKKNiE, which alone has
Broken the Monopoly of High Prices.

OFFICES:

«

..

M

BOSTON,
a

Planer,

exeelsior

daily, from June to October 1st.$ 8.00

SMIT11,

a

Address A, B. C., Advertise*
apiiMtf

NO. 17 17IARKET STREET.

±±

well established
husiness that will pay him more
profit it he has 82000 to invest.. Must
and preier that lie should under-

mapuiacluring
J :aJ!
* 'ami
and
bookkeeping.
o

D. W, CLARK & CO..

For Sale.

Voinig JTIaii
partnership in

ing

attempt

and Specifications which
PJ*tlsTown
Office on and after Hie
mst. until the: a,t.f!le.
15th mat., from oue to five
'■

warn

Would you not rather prevent tl ds complaint than
Of course yt m would; then see
to cure it?
hat you always have a supply op, hand.
Do not take any other preparr dion, but he sure to
•btain the above. Price 35 cenf .s. For sale by all
le&lers. Or, send 50 cents to

PROPOSALS will be received for bulldin Hie town of
Cape Eliza*°

Alms House

one

large stock of second-hand Shafting, Hangers,

The best and Only Reliable One in

Laugh!
iUf:.

a

Providence Tool

ported
promptly.
PRICE

Will Cure

Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews
Bobbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.

M ood

hinery

Mac

xs—

must be delivered and set in position within two
mouths from date of acceptance of proposal, and
the whole work must be completed within four
months from the date of acceptance, or as required
by the Superintendent and the progress of the work.
Payments will be made monthly, deducting ten
per centum until the final completion of the contract.
Ail bids must be accompanied by a penal bond of
two responsible persons in the sum of Two Thousand Dollars, ($2,000.) that the bidder will accept
and perform the contract if awarded him, the sufficiency of the security to be certified by the United
States Ju'lge, Clerk of the United States Court, or
the District Attorney of the District wherein the
bidder resides.
The Department reserves the
to reject any or
all bids if it be deemed tor tbe interest of the government to do so. Every bid must be made on tbe
printed form to be obtained at this office, and must
conform in every respect to tbe requirements of this
advertisement, or it will not be considered.
Proposals will not be received from parties who are
not themselves engaged in the manufacture of
Wrought or Cast-iron work, and who have not the
necessary facilities for getting out the work.
Proposals will lie enclosed in a sealed envelope,
endorsed '‘Bid for Iron Work,*’ and addressed to
E. R. SPEAR, Superintendent.
d3w
may25

TlfA/1 t.AA/1

eyes
using ihe German Snuff, but one trial alone
is needed to convince the most doubtful of its /nerits

Capt!

erickton,
£#“Freiglifc received
j’clock P. M.

m

MONTHLY RATES.

On and after Monday June
15th,
the international
Steamship Company’s Steamers, City of Portland,
apt. S. H. Pike,New York,
ft- B. Winchester,and New Bruns,will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
wick,
and
h LI DAY, at. 0 P.M., for Eastport ami St.
John N B
Retuniing will leave St. John aud Eastport on the

Connections

\. \w

the aggregate.
The whole of the Rolled Beams and Cast-iron Columns of First, Story and the Beams ot Second Flour

1<

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK!

Bame

v,w

PROPOSALS will be received at the
Office of the Superintendent until 12 M of the
of
13th day
June, 1874, for furnishing, delivering,
fitting, and putting in place the Wrought and Castthe Rolled-iron Beams ot
iron Work,
First and Second Floors, the Cast-iron Columns of
the
First Story, and
Staircase, all as exhibited on tlie
Drawings, described in the Specifications or called
for in the Schedule.
Copies of the Drawings, Specifications, and Schedule may be bad on application at this office.
All scaffolding required by the contractors to put
the work in place will be furnished by the Government free of charge, but will be erected by the contractors.
Proposals will be made by the piece, lineal foot, or
weight, for the vari-us items of work, as called for
The work will not be subdivided
in the Schedule
among different bidders, but will be considered in

FOB FAMILIES

John. Digby

TT.._

Matcher,

and

Pulleys, Belting, &c.,

Iron Work for the United Stales
Custom-House and Post Office,
Rockland, Maine.
U. S. Custom House and Post Office, )
Rockland, Maine,
}
Office of Superintendent, May 22, 1874. )

10 lbs

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS,

Working

We also have for sale, one 2nd hand “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Engine,Shafting, Belting, Saw and fixtures complete
One surface Planer with
and in perfect order.

_FOR SALE EVERYWHERE._
Proposals for Wrought and Cast-

Will Cure

Wind.or and Halifax.

A Iron

my 21

SNUFF

GERMAN

ju2dtd

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Cnlnis

«7«

HEADACHE,

because, in niue cases out of ten, all headaches
their origin in a diseased state of the nasal or
the Company will be held at their Office |
Meeting
gans.
Many people keep a supply of the Sunil on
on Franklin Wharf on
WEDNESDAY, June 17th, l hand simply
tor troubles of this nature.
1874, at 3 o’clock, P. M., for the choice of Officers for
the ensuing year, and to act on any other business
that may legally come before them.
CHARLES FOBES, Sec.
Portland. June 2, 1874.

Drills, and all kinds ol

main long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker
Bitters.

And
have

are

Boilers,

»r rjrrrl
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quarter Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their

right

Portland,

Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has removed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing ot the Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

&

Engine Lathes, Planers, Upright

impure

comprising

So common to people, who at times find it so very
troublesome that they are untit tor all business purposes ; in reality it is caused by an excess of mucous,
which can be removed.!

grades of

Engines

Steam

SEALED

Heaviness in the Head,

supply of the best

ap2

SNUFF

Will Cure

HEAD OF UNION WHAEF,
and intend to keep

complaint.

GERMAN

Manufacturers & Dealers in Portable & Stationary

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A BAD COLD.
mou.but

PIANOS

Stages connect at Rockland, tor Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport, South Thumaston and Si. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesday*. Thursdays and Saturday*.
At THomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren tor Union, daily.
At Warren for .Jefferson and Whitetield, Mondays

as follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.

Coal and Wood Dealers
and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

Scale

P. M.

_On and after Monday, Oct. 20,1873.

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difiiculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,

everything caused by

No

j.r,..icr,,M .3iy#|an(j

Jdaints:

a

SNUFF

GERMAN

of

on

the business of

New

are com-

an

■”T

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane ami Dix Islands.
Leave Maiue Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., %nu 1.00

w«M^leave,

posed of choice Boots, fterbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following comDyspepsia, Jaundice,
jiver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Hilious Attacks,

state of the Jtl&o.l

Notice.

Copartnership

in UNIQUE FKKNC H UAHEH, are among
the best made, and combine PURI TV of
VO 1C IN fir with great volume of tone, Nu liable for PARI.OR, CHURCH, or MUN1C
HALL.
hare great power and a Hue singing tone,
with all modern improvements, and are the
BEST PIANON WADE. These O gans
o.nd Pianos are warranted
for O years.
PRICES EXTRE.HELY LOW for cash
or psrt cash and bnlauce in moathly o/qunrterly payments. Neco :d hand lustrum nts
taken in exchange. AGENTS W ANTED
in every County in the U*. N. and Cnuadn. A
liberal discouut to Teachers, Ministers, ChurchILLUSTRATED ( ANAes. Schools, Loi/oes. etc.
LOGUES MAILED.
HORACE WATERS & NON,
4$ I Broadway, New York, Rox 3307.
4wt
myll)

DR. FLINT’S

These celebrated Bitters

Raider’s GERMAN SNUFF,

year
presented on or before tbe first MONDAY of
next, as after that date all petitions
for Sewers will be referred to tbe next City Council.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H, I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dlw
myl9

Organs

in style and perfect in
CONCERTO STOP
is the best ever placed iu any Orgau. 1/ is
produced by an extra set of reeds, peculiarly
voiced, the KBVBCT of which ii yion r
C H 4 HI I NO and NO UI.-NT IR Rl NO ,whi'e
its I III I'A'l ION of the HUMAN VOICE is
NUFERB. Terms liberal.

WATERS’ Philharmonic Vesper
& Orchestral ORGANS

CO.,

St., Boston,

Mass.

Concerto

QUAKER BITTERS

and

ORDERED,
must be

Every Hralihy Per* on. in order to remain in
that blessed condition must dwell where good drainIIV IKS A Cl. 1C
obtains.
CEMENT
age
TIT BEN, if used, insure a good drain.

WATERS’

Physicians

Professor Rseder, a renowned German
Chemist, devoted hip entire attention to the study oi
this singular complaint; after years of research he
was at length rewarded, and presented to the world
Years

LEAD RIBBON, from 2& to 8 inches wide,
reels tor Builders.
READ PIPE, of any Bize or thickness.
At lowest market prices for goods of e.xual quality
Address SALEM LEAD CO.,Salem, Mass.
SXrWAw3ml2
mcl9

are the most beautiful
to e ever made.
The

Dollars

Understand Catarrh.

Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within tbe city limits, except the lots designated in the foregoing order, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

Sticks.

Waters’

GUESTS

But they have obtained no relief, and why ? Because
in the first place the remedies given them were worth"
less, and in the second place

Approved April 21,1873.

COMPANY^

Warranted PURE WHIT*: IjRAD.—Wellknown throughout New England as the WHITEST,
FINEST, and BEST.
liliAD TAPE, 5-8 in. wide, on reels for Curtain

on

TO CURE CATARRH,

I hereby give notice that the ’‘City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit ol rubbish m any Street,

Roy

brickyard

SALEM LEAD

IlYNPKPNl A. anrt

29,

limits.

il’s
acres of land in N. Yarmouth, on
the homestead farm of George York.
and wharf, on Royal’s River, with
Also
right of way to the same from the County road. Said
wharf has uceu lately built, and has a frontage ou
tide water of about 400 feet, by 150 leet in width.
Also 150,000 bricks in kiln on said wharf, with 5
brick machines, moulds, wheelbarrows, and tools
used iu brickmaking.
Terms made known at time of sale.
B FREEMAN, Assignee
A. L. LORING, Auctioneer.
my21td
Yarmouth, May 15, 1874.

SOUR STOMACH,

S. L. HOLT &

But Few

SWarreu
*a—

■ ■

mHK Subscriber will sell at Public Auction on
A TUESDAY, Juuel6,1874, at 9 A. M., all the real
estate ar.d personal
assigned to him by Joseph
Gooding, of Yarmouth, and in trust for the lienefit ot
bis creditors, viz: The 3 story dwelling house, ell,
as the Win. N.
and large stable attached, know
Stockbridge estate, with 6 acres of laud appurtenant,
well stocked with trutt and ornamental trees, at the
lower village on Royal’s river, in Yarmouth.
Also the right of redemption of one-half the dwelling house and lot adjoining, known as the David
True House.
Also t lie right of redemption of thirty acres of good
mowing land, with barn thereon, ou Wolfe Point in

Indorsed and prescribed by all the leading, physicians throughout the country as the greatest Antacid
presented to the medical public.^.It immediateip and certainly relieves

W. & C. R. M1LLIKEN, Propr’s.

In Board of Health, March 13,18'4.
that until otherwise directed, we do
the dump at the foot of Hanhereby
over street (Citv Stable lot) and the dump at the foot
ot Franklin and Smith streets as the places tor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, shreds, manure, oyster or
lot ster shells, or any other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
bouse, cellar, yard, cr other place within the city

so

j

Magnesia,

Also tive

From June 16 to October 1, 1874.

Hundreds ot

rail route to Wlscasset. New
Da mar. scot ta,
Waluoboro,
ami Rockland.
change of cars between Portland

Diroc

___

f.-a

i'

said Yarmouth.

summer resort.

WILL BE OPEN FOR

& WOOL OILS,

property

GLEN HOUSE, N. H.

ORDERED,designate

>

miih again begged of me to effect a reconillation with his wife,
assuring me he would
ot return to the habit again. I
told him I
hould take a week before
deciding anvInng in the matter, and during that time lj0
lade the most strenuous efforts to
abstain
■om drinking; but so
pertinaciously did the
c elusion
pursue him that, in spite of all his
c ood
resolutions, he was obliged to have rec 3urse again to his little
drop of brandy. This
as effectual for a short
time, but after a littl e use it required a greater
quantity to take

Milk of

ju3tf_

Ifavorite

__dlv

Assignee’s Sale.

CITY OF PORTLAND,

a

r

This well known and popular Hotel having been thoroughly repaired during the
past winter will be opened for the seasou on
SATURDAY, June 0, 1874,
J. P. CH&MBERLAIN, Prop’r.

Avoids

....

NOTICE

cause

over,

CAPE

Hits is the only
in" Point Judith,

KNOX A LINCOLN KAtLKOAD.

Office 80S Fore Street,.Portland, Me,

ju3_

is hereby given to parties owning real estate on which the taxes for the year 1873 remain
unpaid, that the time required by the Statute previous to the advertisement lor sale having expired,
such estates will be advertised for sale, unless such
taxes are paid previous to June 20, 1874.
H. W. IIERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
ju3dt20
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and
on till it terminated in a violent
omfterrihnP1”’ ! lore,
t of intoxication.
When the fit was

BEACH,

ELIZABETH

insitle route

cheeked through.
Tickets procured at deputs of Heston & Maine and
Easlcrn Railroads and at Rollins & Adams ‘£2 Exchange St., and W. P. Little & Co., 494 Exchange St.
P. S. BABCOCK.
L. \V. FI LK1NS.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.

IN

River, adjoining

HOUSE,

OCEAN

OTHBU.

AI.L

Monday,

FULLER,

DEALER

OF

Seamhnut KxprcM trains leaves Itoston from Boston & Providence It. K. Peoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M.
connecting at Stouington with the entirely new and superb steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer
Stouington every Tuesday,
Thursday anil Saturday, arriving in New York i»iway« in advance of all other line. Baggage

mar2-6m

TAXES.

pertinaciously, it had almost

he bedclothes

quiring the

P.

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

popular

so
out
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Japans.

myl3

WIU.UB W. DYCK.
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Oils.

LORD ROBERTS.

my30

CB4BLE8 F. BOUND*.

wivi,

and

AND

seaside resort is
Tliis favorably known and
now open for the reception or Guests tor the season
of 1874.
OTIS RAF ER & SON.
2w

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Here was a further proof to me that the
whole was a delusion, but before determining
what course to take to prove it to be one, I
resolved to make one mote effort to ascertain
whether there was the shadow of truth in his
statement.
»

won

Wool

Tills House is pleasantly located, cool, airy, and
agreeable. Table abundantly supplied with good
substantial fare. Good Fishing and Boating. Accomodations for ninety people.

d3w
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passage

through and through. On inhe replied,—
‘■'The fellow is
aud I have caught him
have been during my
bachelorhood, things at last. He shallhere,
not escape me this time,”
will be verv different willi nifi fid
marrloH I
and he again commenced stabbing
man.
through
the bed clothes till he was so exhausted that
“I congratulate you on your
determination,
lie fainted.
and sincerely hope you will keep it,” I said.
The servants, now terribly alarmed, sent
“And now tell me who is the young lady?”
Smith told me she was of a highly respecta- for a doctor in the neighborhood, who, findble family, the daughter of a widow, and that ing Smith in a fainting fit, attempted to revive him by pouring some
she was a very pretty and amiable
brandy down his
giil, very
iuteligent, and would no doubt make him an throat, and in a little time he. succeeded ifT
excellent wife. They had applied for a disrestoring animation. Smith, on recovering
pensation from the Pope for a Catholic to his senses, glared in a terrified manner round,
and
then exclaimed, “Thank
marry a Protestant, and hoped it would soon
Heaven, the
arrive, and immediately afterwards they were wretch has gone at last!” He was then conto lie united. In fact, he hoped in the course
veyed to his own bed, where he slept soundly
till the following day.
of a fortnight all would be
over, and that he
I was uow fairly puzzled what steps to take.
would be a married man.
To have informed his wife’s family of the
The next day Smith introduced me to his
mania Smith was laboring under would be to
future bride, who was about as fine a speciall possibility of a reconcilation; and
men of Italian
beauty of the Leonardo da preclude
Vinci school as I ever saw. I must say that yet to keep it a secret would scarcely have
been
as I gazed oil the
justifiable on my part. As Mrs. Smith
poor girl I did not look on
was expected to arrive on the
her future
following day,
piospects without some misgivI resolved at last to call oil her husband and
ings. The marriage had been concocted no
the matter coolly with him. I found
doubt by her friends from the
argue
W'orldly advantages a.Tinion wilh so wealthy a man would him iu good spirits. He told me he had now
bring with it, rather than out of auy consid- discovered I was correct in my conclusion
that he was laboring under a
eration for the poor girl’s
delusion, and
happiness, Should t'o at the
Smith, alter his marriage, again return to his
spy was merely a phantom of his own
eieatiou.
drunken habits, what a life would she lead—
if, in tact, she could live under the treatment
“The doctor,” he continued, “advised me,
sk>: might possibly then receive. The allair whenever it appeared to me, just to take a little drop ot brandy, and no doubt it would
was, however, concluded, and all interference
on my part would have been
useless, so I re- vanish. I have twice tried the experiment,
mained silent on the subject.
md in both instances it succeeded. The
The dispensation at last arrived; a brilliant
nerest taste of brandy I find is
sufficient, so
in
took
one
of the
marriage
place
r'0U nee 1 not be afraid of my falling into mv
principal
churches of the city; and the ceremony over
ild habit again”’
Smith started on a wedding trip tor Venice!
Of this, however, I was by no means
perAbout a week afterwards I left X—tor
1 maded, and
I determined, not to call on
Home,
where I remained without receiving any in- : smith’s wife for some
days after her arrival,
teliigence of the bride and bridegroom for 1 o as to ascertain clearly that there was no
more than three months.
I then relumed 1 ianger of her husband's returning to his old
^
al'd made inquiries of a mutual fiiend
1 uibits.
respecting Smith, how he had conducted
It was well I did so, for
himself during my absence.
unfortunately it
, urned out
that, although for the first few
*l’s
wer with
he
‘OIV
al!
him,”
reDlied
<
“He behaved very well for I i7n <:
ays the small drop of brandy was sufficient
h
^ 3 dispel the delusion, by degrees it required
weeks, when his old habit broke

las^
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wooden window-blinds.
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Varnishes

KIRKWOOD HOUSE
SCARB0R0 BEACH,
ME.
HILL
O^K

Aldermen, 1
June 3, 1874.
/
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in two daily papers in this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on MONDAY, the sixth
day of July next, at 7J o’clock P. M., at the Aidermen’s Room in the City Building, will hear all parties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the following named si reets:—Carroll Street, from Thomas
into Neal Street, about 600 feet; Brackett Street,
fiom York to Danfortli Street; Temple Street, about
100 feet between Middle and Federal Streets; Congress Place, from Congress to Deeriug Street; Brown
Street, about 30 rods between Congress and Cumberland Streets: Brackett Street, between Spring and
Spruce. And that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience requires the
construction of Sewers in said Streets.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
A true copy:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attet,

that no
not there.
The idea then crossed my mind that Smith
was laboring under a delusion.
I asked him
what sort of a man the spy was, and he rethat
he
w
as
tall
and
plied
thin, with a pale
face, and cold, glassy eyes; that he was
dressed iu black, had three black studs in his
shirt, and always carried a black glove in his
tight hand. This immediately tended to
convince me th at Smith was laboring under
a delusion, and I questioned him further on
the subject endeavoring to prove to him that
he was in error. He remained firm, however, to his conclusion, and finding it was
useless to argue the matter with him, I gave
it up for the moment, determining to watch
him narrowly, and find out whether or no a
spy followed him in the manner he de-

--»

and

MT. DESERT,

BAR HARBOR,

WANTED

of his senses.
It wanted but three days to the time for
Mrs. Smith’s return to X-, when the servants iu the house were in the
night aroused
by violent cries from their master. On goto
his
assistance
ing
they found he had quitted his bed-room and" entered
another,

fellow,” he said, “the present
different. I have now a stimulus
which I never had before. To make a long
story short, I have fallen desperately iu love,
and am going to be married. I am sure you
will admit that, whatever my
failings may

and
Shellac

Rockaway House,

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF,

City Clerk’s

doorway, aud closed at the end so
oue could have escaped, but he was

driven him

Whale,
Neats Fool

eod5mo

ju4dlm*_T.

City

of the aids-de-camp of GenKnowing
eral R-, I asked him as a favor to allow
the sentinels to watch during the whole of
one night the windows of Smith’s
range of
apartments, which he promised should be
done. The next morniug he informed me
that no person such as described had made
bis appearance; in fact, not au individual had
attempted to come near the house. 1 then
questioned Smith, who told me that several
times dvring the night he had risen from his
bed and seen the spy lurking about outside
the house; and that he had watched him the

dear

separated1

remedies,

julldid

one

is

and he committed more than
*
on his wife.
Her famHy w«e a
obliged to interfere, and they were
She has returned to her
mother, and they are
now living in
Turin; and Smith has been in
formed by the police that if in
any manner
to interfere with
her, or annoy
her he will be
”
her,
arrested
I now called on Smith in his
new abode,
and found him at home.
His

Let any one suffering from this nasty and toul disease look at the above picture of his nasal organs—
behold the inflamed passage—view the throat tilled
to repletion with the mucous, which quickly passes
to the lungs and stomach; how disgusting the
thought, and yet thousands day by day neglect to use
which will certainly cure them. A
simp.e
short trial of the remedy.

a

day before

Loom, Harness

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

miles East of St.

apr6

FOR NEW YORK,

Kerosene,

A (JO.

STOMAGTO\ LIAKJ
AHEAD

Polishing,

PLAN.

Albans.
Mineral water and baths. Pure air. Excellent Table.
Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Address Dr. S. S. FITCH, 714 Broadway, New York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board very low.
Open May until December.

Eight

Street School House.
will be received by the undersigned
tor building School House on Monument St.
lot until June 20, 1874, at noon.
Plans and specifications may bo seen at F. H. Fassett’s office, the Architect.
There are two plans and proposals can be offered
for each building. Work must be finished by August
FRED FOX, School Agent,
15.1874.

Mayor

Furniture,

Machinery,

Sheldon Springs, Sheldon Vermont

eodtoaul

of

EUROPEAN

^CONGRESS HALL,

Monument

During the next week I called daily to see
Smith, and received from him a most minute
account of the persecution he endured from
the spy he imagined to be following him.
He told me that instead of diminishing it
positively increased, and that even in the
night he could frequently see the fellow’s
eyes peering through the interstices of the

at any rate not to a greater extent than to
call down on him the courteous remonstrances of the police.

•auit

hereby
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Sperm.

SEASON OF 1874.

Occupanta of Buildings
Congress, Camber-

In Board

Hotel,

183a.
Coach,

This well-known and popular Summer Resort, situated on the Narragausett Bay, between the cities of
Providence and Newport, will be open lor the reception ot guests, July 1st. Eight steamboats daily
from Providence and Newport. Rooms can now be
engaged on moderate terms, by application to
I.. II. IIintIPIIKEY'S
City Hotel, Pcovidcucc, K. I.
ju9d2w

or
on Slate,

is

Point

RHODE ISLAND.

given that the above-named
Streets have by Order of the Board ot Mayor
and Aldermen, been re-numbered, according to plans
in the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers so designated must be affixed to the buildings on said
streets within sixty days Irow the firBt day ot August next.
And any owner or occupant of any building or part
of a building who shall neglect or refuse to affix to
the same the number designated by the Mayor and
Aldermen, or who shall affix to the same, or retain
thereon niore than one day, any number contrary to
the direction ot the Mayor and Aldermen, shall forleit and pay a sum not less than one dollar, nor more
than twenty dollars, and a like sum lor every subsequent offence. Per order,
H. I. ROBJNSON, City Clerk.

“I see no one,” I said. “You must have
made a mistake.”
“He darted into this passage,” he saidq
went

Behold It As It Is! Rocky

and IjoIm
laud nnd Pine Streels;

Now let’s catch

l«ne nntf YTG 3111111 ITIItl

grave in

scribed.

or

“My

To Owners

broad, staight street, brilliantly lighted by
an Italian full moon, Smith
suddenly stopped,
aud clasping me by the arm whispered—

now

CATARRH!!

Clekk’s Office, I
June 9, 1874.
)

City

a

We

desirable for those seeking
pi-asure. Only 6 miles from Camlen,
Belfast, ami 14 from Rockland, Beautiful scenery, pleasant drives, superior facilities lor
[ishing, &c., &c. Charges moderate.
Jul0d2mC. D. BILLINGS, Proprietor.
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location is very

few moDths after his
a
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HOUSE,

health and
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12 from

City ot Portland.

no

“There the fellow isl
him 1”

CENTRE

ON

other inhabitants.
On our way
home Smith conversed volubly, sometimes on
matters connected with his wife, at others on
the infamous behavior of the police in setting
were

a

BILLOGS

CATARRH!

RAILROADS.

miscellaneous.__

HOTELS.

MEDICAL

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

spirits.”

or

anu

wife’s return to X— he occupied
the city cemetery..

A few days afterwards he spent the evening with me, and I accompanied him home
to a large, rambling sort of half palace, halldwelliug-liouse, in the outskirts of the town,
in which he occupied apartments on the
ground floor; General K-, commandant of
the troops in the district, having apartments
on the first floor; and with the
exception of
the seigeant’s guard always on duly, whose
quarters were in the rear of the house, there

intensity.

case

terly succumbed,

“But you have often kept sober for as long
as that before, aud had not the courage to
continue it,” I remarked.
“It is different with'me in the present instance,” he said. “Nothing shall ever induce
me to take to the habit again.”
Poor Smith pleaded so earnestly with me to
be peace-maker between bini and his wife,
that at last I made a conditional promise. I
told him 1 was about to leave X- for
Switzerland, and should he absent about a
mouth, and that if on my return T found he
had kept his promise—and I would accept his
word as a proof without further inquiry—I
would try to make peace between him and
his wife, lie willingly accepted these conditions, and the following day I started on my
journey to Switzerland.
On mv return to X-at the time spccifled, I called on Smith. He celt am ly looked
in better health and more cheerful than when
I left. He told me he had scrupulously kept
his word, and that it was more than six weeks
since he had tasted either wine or spirits, and
he now called on me to fulfill my promise.
I unhesitatingly agreed to do so, hut on inquiry found that his wife would return to
X-in about a fortnight's time, and thinking I could better intercede with her by a
personal interview than by letter, to which
she might reply under control of her friends,
I proposed to wait till she arrived, and this I
did more readily as it would give Srnth another ten days or so to practice his sobriety.
To this proposition he agreed, and we said no
more on the subject.
“And now I want to speak toyou,”he said,
“on another matter.
You are acquainted
with the head ot the police, and I wish you
would call on him and implore him to take
away a spy he has placed over me. The fellow almost drives me mad. Wherever I go I
see him with his eyes fixed on me, watching
I suppose they are
my every movement.
afraid I should quit X-, and crossing the
frontiers, visit my wile in Turin, where I
should he from under their control.
You
may assure them I have no intention of doing
ot
the
and
it
would
be an act
sort,
anything
of kindness to relieve me from this intolerable surveillance.”
I promised Smith I would do as he wished,
and calling on Count Yelletri, the head cf
the police, told him my mission.
“Your friend,” said lie in reply, “is under
some great mistake.
No police officer has
been set to follow him, nor do I wish in any
to
way
annoy him. All I require is that he
will not insult or injure his wife, and that
almost as much for his own sake as for hers.”
I gave this reply to Smith, who said it was
untrue, and that the spy was perpetually following him.

the terrible phenomena connected
with the vice of intemperance, the one most
do be dreaded is that least spoken of by temto the delusion
perance advocates; I allude
the unhappy victim of this vice is very frehe
is
haunted
by a phanquently under—that
tom, whose mission it is to prevent his return
to the paths of sobriety. And this omission
on the part of the temperance advocates is
the more remarkable as the delusion is very

Among

in a drunken

again culminated

it

In this manner affairs continued, the poor
wretch struggling continually in a most determined manner to abstain from the vice,
ml ou each occasion the delusion appearing
to him, and standing motionless before him,
?azed on him with its cold, inexpressive eye,
till at last this poor victim of drunkenness ut-

master of your own actions on those
sions ; aud strong as your determination at
the present time to remain sober may be, it
is no guarantee that you will keep so; aud 1
would rather not interfere in the matter.
lie
^'JJq not give me ft positive lclusftl,
said “but try what you can do. 11 peace is
not made between us it will break my heart,
more probable, induce me to
or, what is still
commit self-destruction, for I cannot live
without her.”
“But consider the consequences,” I said.
“There is no fear this time,” he replied.
“I give you ray word of honor that -for the
last fortnight 1 have not touched one drop of

gathers everywhere,
All sparkling, joys together, there,
Like pearls on silken strings.
so,

iffect, and
it.

“Candidly, Smith,” I said, “I don’t like
interfering, and that for both your sake*. In
one of your drunken tits you might either kill
her or inflict on her some serious injuiy.
You must be perfectly well aware you aro not
occa-

With

And

<

appeared

can.”

Which, like a jewellel javelin,
Poised as in air on quivering tin,
Before bis vision

low spirited and miserable. Preafter
tending 1 had heard nothing, 1 inquired
his wife. For some moments he made no
reply, and then, the tears starting to his eyes,
he said to me,—
“Mv dear fellow, it's of no use my concealing matters from you. My wife has left me.”
I assumed a look of great surprise, but
made no remark.
“It’s all my own fault,” he continued; “I
I must,
caunot blame her for it, dear girl.
however, get you to play the part of peacemaker between us. I know she has a great
respect lor you, and if any one can do it, you
lie

The latest anil beat Invention lor the protection of
No rxplo.ire minoriula.
bouaes and room*.
Coats but a I rifle. A pn litable business lor Agents.
Pobtable Bubolab Ala km Co. 8»# Broadway. N.

Y,

juLidlwt

CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
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